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AS AN ANGEL OF  GOD
THE MESSAGES OF  THE ANGEL

Small Minds Fear Desiré, The weak petty minds cling to their false beliefs, the greedy cling to their profits and they attack most large 
intellectual spirits, the small minds are the tools of  the Ultra Rich who need to keep people stupid to control them, the small minds are 

envious and jealous of  large intellects, they fear change and exposure of  their false beliefs humiliate them, so the petty torpid minds violently 
assail Desiré, But to save the world Desire’ must prevail against the minions of  the Ultra Rich, the small minded bureaucrats. The world’s 
greatest intellect must triumph to save mankind. Desiré must turn on the intellectual Human Light of  Compassion to Change the World.
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THE CAUSES OF
EVIL

Planet Earth has been raped and pillaged by Greed 
and Big Money. Greedy Big Money has used petty small 
minded Geeks (bureaucrats) to protect Big Money.

The Bible writes 
“The Want of  Money is the Root of  all Evil”. 
The Koran says 
“Conceit, Arrogance and False Pride are the Root 

of  all Evil”.
The Buddha says 
“Self  Delusion, Anger and Greed are the cause of  

Evil”. 
Confucius says
“If  a man sees a wrong and does not correct it he is 

not a man. Self  discipline, Focus of  Mind, Correctness 
of  Action, and Compassion for Others can Correct any 
Wrong”

The Angel of  God (Desiré) says
“Investment in the Delusion of  a False Belief  is the 

cause of  all Evil, False Beliefs” such as:
False Belief  1. More is better (if  all you want is 

more you are never satisfied there is always more) 
GREED clouds Perception, GREED twists the Mind.

False Belief  2. Inconvenient Truths that affect 
our Income can be dismissed and forgotten. (Global 
Warming , Weapon Sales, Atomic Weapons, Drug 
sales - Big Pharma, Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Unequal 
Economic Education, to mention a few) Small Minds 
can easily Rationalize, Twist and See only what they 
want to See.

False Belief  3. Anger, Hate, Prejudice, Bigotry, 
Revenge and Lies are just a way of  life.      

False Belief  4. Technology will solve the Problems 
Technology has caused.  That today’s technology is 
finally enough to know how to duplicate nature.

False Belief  5. The News Media is truthfully telling 
us what is happening unbiasedly.

False Belief  6. Education system is working. 
False Belief  7. We need more weapons and bombs.
False Belief  8. Small Minds can see the Big Picture; 

the Geeks have taken over the world with their small 
petty paper pushing, people degrading, anal retentive 
ways.

False Belief  9. Psychopaths make good leaders and 
they will protect you.

False Belief  10. The Human Being has lost the 
ability to share, to care, to live, to give, to feel, to think, 
to love, to honor their words. Has Humanity Lost its 
essence? Investment in these False beliefs and others 
has put the very planet and all of  its inhabitants in 
Danger. These are the problems.

The Solutions are: Non judgmental Awareness, 
Non-biased Love and Compassion for self  and others, 
and the Courage to constantly and gently challenge 
your false beliefs are the solution. The courage to 
see the small petty minded, the psychopaths, and the 
False beliefs. The simple courage to start with Equal 
Economic Education and build an Education based on 
ethical moral freedom of  thought free from the fear 
of  humiliation, defeat, or poverty. People have invested 
their faith and trust into many False Beliefs, there are 
too many Inconvenient Truths today. It is a foolish 
false belief  that technology will solve the problems that 
technology has caused.

Everyone is afraid of  the power and mastery of  Big 
Money. Big Money has brought the Planet to the brink 
of  destruction. Till now everyone that has stood against 
Big Money has been discredited, disgraced, dishonored, 
and carefully removed from influence.
The Angel Messenger has been attacked by the small 
minded Army of  the Ultra Rich. The Angel has been 
defamed in the tabloid press, persecuted by the chemical 
companies junk yard Dog the FDA, and been slandered 
with lies and innuendoes.  The Warrior Angel has 
come to wake up the world with messages of  peace and 
intellect. This is about to change…
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FIRST JUDGE THE 
TEACHINGS NOT THE 

TEACHER

First judge the message, while waiting to judge the 
messenger. Now just relax and enjoy reading this book.  
Then and only then can you judge the message and 
thus the messenger.  An Angel is a messenger, judge 
the message:

Big Money now governs Politics.
Big Money now dominates Medicine.
Big Money now directs Science.
Big Money now rules Movies.
Big Money now sways the News Media.
Big Money now controls Governments.
Big Money now manages the Police, and Authorities.
Big Money now even affects Religions.
Big Money makes World Opinions and our World 
View.
Big Money now dominates the very Minds of  Men. 
Big Money now has Authority over our Society.
Big Money now has massive effects on everything in 
our social structure, everything we see, feel, or do.
Big Money has the extreme power of  Mass 
Marketing.
Big Money does not care about anything other than 
MORE. If  you want MORE you can never have 
enough, you always want MORE. Corporations have 
a mind of  their own. They answer globally to the 
stockholders. The lack of  a single mind means that 
the motivation is simple the goal direct..... MORE.
Big Money now threatens all of  us. 
Big Money now threatens our very existence.
The gap between rich and poor is expanding and 

aggrandizing every day. The acceleration of  this gap is 
more than logarithmic it is extreme. This imbalance is 
so great because of  unconstrained psychopathic drives 
for MORE. When some people or corporations get so 
much money that they can cover up, twist, spin, and 

write their own laws, then the drive for MORE puts the 
planet into risk.

Very few can resist the strength of  Big Money and 
their ultimate irresistible power of  mass marketing and 
mind control.  The few who can resist are discredited, 
dishonored and humiliated, to minimize their chance 
of  really changing things. Big Money will just shoot the 
messenger. The controlled minds will just fall into line 
and since most people fear humiliation beyond death, 
they mindlessly comply with Big Money’s extreme 
power of  mass marketing. Most people fear humiliation 
and want to just fit in.

But Victor Hugo said it best, “there is one thing more 
powerful than all the armies of  the world that is an idea 
whose time has come”. An idea is just a message. This 
Angel is just a messenger. You are just a reader.  Is this 
just a message, or is this more?  Is this THE MESSAGE 
of  the new millennia? Is this messenger really the Angel 
of  God?

Are you more than just a reader. The Bible says in 
Revelations there will be 10,000 times 10,000 angels. 
Are you to be one of  the 100 million? Maybe you will 
read on and find that you already are. 

2008 The Murkiest and most Dismal of  Times.

Our culture has been encouraged to develop a 
Celebrity Worship. The world has been purposely 
lead to the Stupid Side.  The Ultra Rich have 
deprived equal economic education to the minorities. 
The Ultra Rich has manipulated Science and 
scientists. Greed has killed one third of  the 
population with tobacco (smoke coming out of  their 
mouths), while attacking natural medicine. The 
world must be encouraged to think, to share, and to 

not allow such hypocrisy.
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The planet is emotionally scarred from the works 
of  Psychopaths. Psychopaths are people with very little 
morality or social conscious. 19 out of  20 people are of  
normal moral and social consciousness. 

The director of  any movie knows that if  the bad 
guy uses a child as a shield in an escape scene, that the 
good guy cannot fire thru the child to hit the bad guy. 
If  he does he is no longer a good guy, he becomes a 
bad guy. Normal people do not want to see a child 
killed. But a psychopath does not care. Psychopaths are 
wired differently. Killing a child or any killing means 
nothing to him. Psychopaths are perfectly able to kill 
an innocent child to achieve his goal. He sees nothing 

wrong. Psychopaths do not have normal morals. So we 
have a simple test to see if  someone is a psychopath. 
Is it OK to kill an innocent child as to kill a bad man?    
If  you think that the holocaust was OK, you’re a 
psychopath. If  you think that Nagasaki was OK, then 
you are a psychopath. If  you think that the Oklahoma 
bombing was OK, then you are a psychopath. If  you 
think that 911 was OK, then you are a psychopath. 
If  you think that the hundreds of  children killed in 
bombing Afghanistan to get to Osama Bin Laden was 
OK, then you are a psychopath. It’s a simple test. 

What should we do to a psychopath? 

THE DARK AGES
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We should not stoop to the same level. We need to 
show love for the sinner but hate the sin.  

BUT
Do not have a relationship with a psychopath. They 

lie. Do not lend money to a psychopath. He does not 
care. Do not elect a psychopath; they can only spread 
hate and destruction. Hate breeds hate. Anger breeds 
anger. Lies breed lies. What we sow we get back. Don’t 
elect a psychopath. An Angel is just a messenger.

Angel is a word from the Greek meaning messenger. 
Plato of  ancient Greece wrote that in the beginning Zeus 
created people who were all one sex. Male and female in 
one. But there was no drama the hermaphrodites were 
too mentally stable. Zeus split them apart and then they 
would always seek each other. Male will want to find 
female. Female driven to find male. No one is complete 
till they find both sexes within.

In times of  great turmoil a reversion to the old, a 
hermaphrodite will return with a message for mankind. 
The messenger god was Hermes with wings on his feet.  
The name Hermes comes from hermaphrodite. Only 

the mentally stable could bring such a message. Hermes 
was also known as Mercury, the messenger of  God.

Fear of  Death 
Some People are Afraid to take a Breath

Many People are Afraid of  Death 
Many More are Afraid to Live

And Many Many More are Afraid to Give 
Many are Afraid to Love
Many are Afraid to Say

The Angel has Come from Above
To End these Fears, in Every Way

Many people die waiting to Live, many die waiting to 
Give. Fear of  hurt, humiliation, poverty, and retaliation 
fills so many hearts. We are here to Love, Live, Give, 
and sing the praise of  life. Sharing and Caring, Living 
and Giving, Forgiving and Encouraging, these are the 
ways to a happy life. We all know this. The Angel has 
come to remind us.
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THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS

Jesus was a teacher.  In the Gospels of  the Bible, 
Jesus is referred to as “Teacher” many many more times 
than any other title. His teachings are what make him 
great. 

He says “I have not come to destroy the law, but to 
fulfill it” Matt 5:17.  He takes the law from the simple 
act of  wrongdoing, to the seeds of  wrongdoing in the 
heart. He tells us that we are known by our actions not 
our beliefs.  He is one of  the early pioneers of  mental 
health.

The fruit of  our actions are the result of  a good life 
verses a bad one. “Not everyone who says to me ‘Lord 
Lord’, will enter the kingdom of  Heaven. But only 
he who does the will of  God” Matt 7: 18-23. Belief  
in Jesus is not enough. His teachings and the essence 
of  his existence is in getting people to do good works. 
Belief  alone is not enough. 

The grave mistake is that so much of  the Christian 
movement is only centered on believing in Jesus. They 
continue to hurt themselves and others. Once the 
teacher takes us to the teaching and we learn it and pass 
the test to prove we have learned it, we do not need 
to carry around the teacher. The teacher has done the 
job. We must revere the teacher and sometimes get a 
refresher course, but the teaching is the important part. 

If  you get a valuable prize and it arrives in a crate. 
You must use a crowbar to get into the crate. Many 
people will find a beautiful treasure in the crate. A 
feeling of  peace, love, transcendence, harmony, health, 
happiness, and euphoria is theirs for an instance. But 
many will then throw away the treasure and admire the 
crowbar that got them to the treasure.

“What a beautiful crowbar!!!” they will wear the 
crowbar around their neck. When they go to parties 
they will talk about the wonderful crowbar. If  they meet 
someone with a different type of  crowbar, they will be 
angry. They will argue about why everybody doesn’t 

have the same crowbar. 
The crowbar analogy is the teacher that takes you to 

learning how to live a wonderful life with others in our 
society. Jesus was the finest of  teachers who teaches us 
how to live a wonderful life with others in our society. 
When his name is idolized and people use his name 
as a cover to do wrongful deeds, this is not what Jesus 
would have wanted. 

Now let us look at the Teachings in close detail. Jesus 
said that a man is known by his actions, not his words. 
By righteous actions we can have the treasure. 

The original law was “Do not Murder” but the seeds 
of  murder are in anger and hate. Matt 5: 21-48

The original law was “Do not commit Adultery” but 
the seeds of  adultery are in lust.  Matt 5: 21-48

The original law was “Do not Steal” but the seeds of  
stealing are in greed and coveting.  

The original law was “Do not Bear False Witness” 
but the seeds of  lying are in arrogance and false pride. 

The original law was “Do not Break your Oath” but 
it is better to not swear an oath at all if  you are not very 
serious about what you say. Matt 5:33  

The original law was “An eye for an eye” but true 
vengeance is with God and God alone. If  someone 
hurts you, buy them a gift and praise them. It will 
embarrass them and make you better a person.  Love 
your enemies; your reward will be great. Luke 6:27, 
Matt 5: 21-48

“Do Not Worry” for God will take care of  you.  
Matt 5:6-25

“Do Not Judge” others lest you have first fully 
judged yourself. Luke 6:37 Matt 7:1-6

Love God, Love yourself, Love your Neighbor as 
Yourself, and even Love your Enemies. The ultimate 
message may be condensed to love. Luke 6:27, Matt 
5:43

These are the basis for the teachings, the crowbar that 
brings you to the most beautiful, wondrous, euphoric, 
fantastic treasure beyond what you can imagine. Jesus 
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has taken us from the wrongful actions to recognizing 
their seeds in our minds. He is a superb psychologist 
and the ultimate guru, teaching us the right way of  life.

Geeks with their small minds tend to reduce 
everything they see. Their small petty minds must devalue 
and lessen everything they perceive. The concept they 
fear the most is the power of  the mind. They cannot 
accept the power of  the mind for it is contrary to their 
very existence. And they cannot let anyone teach such 
power. They must destroy the freedom of  speech and 
the petty minded geeks must attack anyone who teaches 
about the powers of  the mind.

The narrow-minded picayune geeks do not like 
to attack straight on. They like to backstab and get 
others to do their dirty work. This is what happened to 
Jesus. His teachings about the mind, were dramatically 
disliked by the small minded, he was discredited, beset 
and destroyed.

In today’s world most hearts are full of  greed, anger, 
delusion, clinging to false beliefs, worry, judgment, 
selfishness, hate, arrogance, false pride, coveting and 
desire. 

If  your faith is really strong you can accept and 
follow the teachings, without clinging to the teacher.

We must learn to judge the teachings not the teacher. 
We must learn to embody the teachings of  Jesus not 
just carry around his name. We must internalize and 
exemplify the teachings of  love and acceptance and 
growth through freedom. The beautiful treasure is our 
reward and we should wear it well. How we got to the 
treasure is of  little concern.

Set yourself  free from the media mind control 
celebrity culture, judge the teachings not the teacher.

To be free, first set free your mind, free yourself  from 
Greed, Anger, Arrogance, and the delusions of  False 
beliefs.

THERE ARE BASIC MODULES 
OF HUMAN INSTINCTUAL 

INNATE MORALITY

Most People have inborn innate instincts in 
these areas:

1. To Care for self  and others / not Harm self  or 
others

2. Right vs Wrong -- (do not cause suffering to others)

3. Loyalty to Tribes -- (Innate need to cheer for the Home 
team or to belong to the home team)

4. Respect for Authority -- (taught to obey our parents, 
we then need to have a set of  rules and a set of  authorities to 
enforce these rules)

5. Purity -- (we all have some respect for and we are endeared 
to Purity, Innocence, Modesty, and Virtue)

6. Juxtaposition - Laughter, Genius, a need for a 
altered state of  consciousness or a release from the 
standard (we all bore of  the same to some degree, laughter is a 
way to see someone downgraded and release tension. Laughter 
and Genius are just ways to see things differently. There is a 
need to be able to sometimes shift consciousness) 

Nature combines with nurture to give the amount 
of  each moral issue we adhere to, or prefer to express.

All except psychopaths agree on 1+2, liberals more 
on 1+2while much less on 3,4+5. Conservatives more 
on 3,4+5. Liberals develop little respect for respect for 
authority and purity. They tend to always feel that the 
authorities are wrong. This is a mistake. A compassion 
professional authority is needed. Conservatives have 
excess respect for authority and purity. Conservatives 
have a hard time believing that the authorities could be 
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corrupt. Sometimes they follow the authorities of  their 
tribe blindly. 

Liberals like laughter especially at the expense of  the 
authority figure. Conservatives have less of  a sense of  
humor, especially at the expense of  the authority figure. 
All of  this points to the fact that there is a great amount 
of  bio-diversity in humans. This gives us all kinds. 

Some humans are born with no level of  morals; 
some are made into a deficiency by the pains of  life. 
These immoral people are the psychopaths governed 
by their reptilian brains. When such a person can mask 
his lack of  compassion well enough to be elected then 
our society is in trouble, but conservatives will support 
him anyway.

Often times people think they are arguing issues 
when they are actually arguing different points of  
morality. This is why some people can never agree 
because they have different beliefs of  morality. If  these 
different beliefs can be exposed the issues can be better 
explored.

What has happened is that there is truly a 
compassionate professional competent authority. So 
the liberals need to gain respect, while always keeping 
an eye on the authorities. Conservatives must all agree 
that vigil is always needed to manage the authorities. 
However there is a corruption of  a few from greed, 
anger, arrogance or delusion of  false beliefs that has 
indeed compromised the authorities. Liberals and 
conservative must join to end the corruption and 
expose the psychopaths. Behind it all is the problem of  
mankind

These six common moralities of  humans are the 
core of  social morality. There is a great amount of  
variance in the amount of  moral issues we all have. 
Some people will use these morals against us. They 
will manipulate greed, tribal clinging, xenophobia, fear, 
anger and manipulate our false beliefs.  It is a constant 
vigil to protect our human rights.

THE GEEK-LIZARD MIND

Jesus taught us that the Meek will inherit the Earth. 
But today the Geek have stolen the Earth. The lizard 
mind of  the Geek has taken over every aspect of  our 
lives. Paper pushing, picayune, petty minds that over 
analyze and over regulate our lives. This Geek mind is 
selfless, without compassion, loveless, over critical and 
over demanding. 

The Geek mind is lizard like. It is cold blooded and 
slithers with evil self  serving control. Geeks do not 
believe in God. They do not believe in prayer. They 
want to stop anyone from learning of  the power of  the 
mind. They will try to stop this book. They do not want 
a message about the powers of  the mind, the seeds of  
sin in the mind, or the ability to transcend. 

The geek mind is small and tries to impose 
limitations and restrictions of  freedom. The geek mind 
is petty, over picayune and over conservative. The geek 
mind cannot accept the powers of  the mind, because 
the idea that the mind affects things is counter to his 
basic belief  that the mind restricts things. He fears and 
abhors freedom of  spirit. Expansive great spirits who 
see holistic outstretching visions are the enemy of  the 
geek. The mediocre confining mind of  the geek will give 
incredible resistance to any great spirit it encounters.

This in itself  is a proof  of  the powers of  the mind, 
as that the nature of  the geek mind is to impose its 
nature of  restriction onto the things it perceives. 

Often small minds will gravitate to a position of  
power. Thus many regulatory positions are taken by 
some to compensate for their petty feelings. They then 
can lash out at greater expansive minds and find a way 
to attack them.  There is definitely a power of  the mind 
to effect things. This is proven by quantum physics and 
even medicine needs to do double blinds because the 
mind of  a researcher can affect an experiment.  Ninety 
nine percent of  the people believe in a world where 
prayer, spirit, God, psychic connection, and religion 
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exists. The mind has power. We have the right to 
believe this and the scientific evidence is undoubtedly 
conclusive.

There is indeed a non-local universe and it has been 
proven that the mind can affect things (see the movie 
Proof  and the Journal on Proof  of  the Powers of  the 
Mind). The geek will try to play psychic and pretend that 
he can put down the book and movie without watching 
it or reading it. And it seems that playing psychic is 
not in the character of  the geek. The first step in this 
process is to understand that the mind can affect things. 
The effect is small and we cannot control things but 
the mind effects things. The small mind of  the geek 
has difficulty accepting this truth because it is counter 
to their basic small mindedness. Motivation greatly 
determines perception. Accumulated perceptions 
construct beliefs. And a false belief  is very difficult to 
disband. The smaller the mind, the more it can cling to 
a false belief.

People hold to their beliefs and especially false 
beliefs. Geeks hold violently to their false beliefs. One 
of  their false beliefs is that they are not a geek when 
actually they are.  Some of  the most closed minds I 
have ever met will swear they are open minded.  Their 
small minds see their small mind as big, when it is not

We Have a Conflict about the EPFX/SCIO medical 
device.

1. The EPFX/SCIO Biofeedback is medical therapy.
The geek often is not aware of  just what happens 

in the real world of  medicine, but to all involved in 
medicine EPFX/SCIO Biofeedback is sound and valid 
medical therapy.

Biofeedback builds awareness. Awareness helps the 
mind to affect itself  and the therapy comes from self  
regulatory powers of  the mind. 

2. Stress reduction improves Health. The evidence 
of  the psycho-somatic disease was astounding. Now 
the evidence of  the psycho-neuro-immuno-soma link 
is profound and completely proven.  (See the PNIS 

journal of  the IJMSHl). But here again the geek cannot 
accept that the mind can be a part. If  the mind is part of  
health then so is the geek mind. And this is intolerable 
to the geek. 

The rest of  us can see that stress reduction can help 
stimulate circulation of  blood. Blood brings oxygen and 
nutrients and carries away toxins. This is a good thing 
and stress reduction of  excess muscle tension helps.

The rest of  us can see that too much stress can 
over stimulate the sympathetic nerves and sedate the 
para sympathetic nerves that control immunity and 
digestion. There are thousands of  scientifically proven 
ways that stress reduction can improve health and thus 
help any disease known to man. But this thought is too 
expensive to the geek. And the geek hates to be lectured 
to; he hates to be found out as a geek. 

The rest of  us can see that stress reduction and 
biofeedback is empowering to the patient. But the 
geek fears and loathes empowering anybody. His basic 
personality is to disempower people. He likes to restrain 
powers and limit all situations he sees. 

The rest of  us can see Stress reduction improves 
everyone’s Health.

3. Biofeedback as Bioresonance, Bioresonance as 
Biofeedback . EPFX/SCIO are both.

Here science of  the body electric comes into play. We 
can safely measure the body electric and in a cybernetic 
loop use a biofeedback cascade to induce certain 
bioresonance. This can be helpful and still allows us 
to be in the confines of  biofeedback. The limitations 
of  the original regulatory requirements, known to the 
FDA as a 510k, can be adhered to and still the expansive 
mind can stay in the 510k box but reach out to people 
and find a way to safely help everyone with the EPFX/
SCIO. 

After over twenty years of  use, over 200,000,000 
patient visits, there has been no record of  any 
significant risks. There have been over two hundred 
studies published on the device and the large study 
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involved 2,500+ therapists, 97,000+ patients, and over 
275,000 patient visits. All certified and inspected by 
governmental agencies. The conclusion on the EPFX/
SCIO was total safety, results in over two hundred 
diseases, and effective stress reduction. The geek is 
now twisting in his chair. His small petty instinct is to 
doubt this, as it doubts everything. That would be fine 
and doubt we can live and work with. But some geeks 
go extra and feel that there must have been a crime. 
They play psychic and assume that no one could be 
so expansive and intelligent to do this and this person 
must be an illegitimate. This assumption then cuts off  
the communication and an adversarial attack ensues. 

There is an extra level of  geek suspicion in America 
today. The legal system is very adversarial and often 
over reactive. A close inspection of  the Seattle Times 
article on me will see that there is no evidence of  any 
impropriety. No one hurt, no one deceived, and no one 
put at risk. All of  our therapists are trained to work with 

the medical system and if  the need for medical care 
exists of  course it is recommenced. 

Our EPFX/SCIO device is proven safe and is so 
effective that people get such good results and want to 
share these results with their friends. Their overzealous 
enthusiasm can be too excessive. We are constantly 
trying to contain their enthusiasm and restrain the zeal.

I am just an electrical engineer, scientist, medical 
professional who has designed a totally safe energetic 
medical device, EPFX/SCIO based on good science. I 
registered it as a legal system of  biofeedback for stress 
detection and reduction. Now after two decades of  
use with no record of  any significant risk, hundreds 
of  peer reviewed medical articles, a vast multitude of  
case studies and testimonials, I am attacked because 
the EPFX/SCIO works. Or am I attacked because it is 
drugless. Is my courage to defy norms of  sexual identity 
and medical tradition the problem?

My iniquity seems to be too much make up and too 
high a heel. Many fear my intellect and charisma, as I 
am seen as a threat to the pharmaceutical companies. 
I am not. I can appreciate any direct inquiry, any open 
challenge, but let’s drop the adversarial unpleasantness 
and let’s work together to help make America safe and 
progressive. America cannot afford to go backwards in 
medicine by destroying energetic medicine without a 
true open discussion.

4. People have the Freedom of  Speech and Freedom 
to Choose.

Geeks hate freedom. Any type of  freedom is 
an expression of  expansion of  spirit. Geeks hate 
expansion. They want things to be anal retentively 
controlled. Whatever a geek sees he wants to reduce 
and confine. It is a reflection of  his small petty mind.

When big thinkers see things they want to expand 
the vision, to magnify to effect, to accomplish more, 
and reach beyond. Geeks will be very annoyed by large 
thinkers. They will attempt anything and try to twist and 
rationalize; the geek may even lie and misconstrue to 
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attack the Great Spirit. Geeks think that People should 
do what is expected and no more. Freedom is not in the 
geek language.

When someone has tremendous results from the 
EPFX/SCIO they want to tell people. The geek wants 
them to be quiet and doubt. The geek wants them 
to go to the same doctor they do and take the same 
medicine and do the same things that are expected. The 
constitution gave us freedoms and the geeks aspire to 
take them away. It is a constant balance. 

Geeks do not believe the following:
1. Biofeedback is therapy.
2. Stress reduction improves health.
3. Biofeedback is Bioresonance, Bioresonance is 
Biofeedback
4. People have the Freedom of  Speech and Freedom 
to Choose
5. The mind can affect things. Prayer works.

This is the heart of  the conflict. These simple truths 
are very antagonistic to the small petty minds. There are 
no damages no complaints just a conflict of  expansive 
minds versus petty geek minds. The problem with the 
EPFX/SCIO device is more with the geek minds than 
with non-compliance.

IS THE GEEK MIND EXTRATERRESTRIAL?
Are we invaded by Lizards from space?

Whether this lizard geek mind is extraterrestrial in 
origin is a current speculation. My father taught me as 
an adolescent, that one should always treat every gun 
as if  it is loaded. You can never be sure. So it is best 
that even if  there is no proof, no evidence, no doubt, 
that the gun is loaded still best to pretend the gun is 
loaded.   

Can we be sure that there is no extraterrestrial 
presence capable of  masking his identity in the presence 
of  a Geek petty bureaucratic mind? Actually no. So we 
should not over react in the lack of  proof, but let’s not 
dismiss the chance entirely. Let’s be on our guard and 
not let the small petty Geek control our lives. A small 
mind cannot see the big picture. We need some Geeks, 
but not in control. We need a BIG mind to see the BIG 
picture.

Is it true that there is an alien, negative feeding, petty, 
lizard mind stopping the planet from accepting the 
powers of  the mind?  Or is it just that there are small 
minded Geeks who cannot see the effect of  the mind 
with their little petty geek minds.  Either way there is a 
major conflict on the planet today. The mind can affect 
things. Prayer works. But people have the freedom to 
choose to believe or not. The conflict happens when 
the geek wants to take away the choice from others.

A better policy is one of  not letting the Geek control 
things to the point of  suppressing the most profound 
and earth shaking discovery ever. Proof  that the mind 
can affect things. Do not let the Geeks dispel this truth. 
Do not let the geek take away our freedom.
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COMPARATIVE RELIGIONS

Abraham is the focal node of  three great religions. 
Once the time line of  ancient Egypt is corrected, it 
becomes evident that there truly was an Exodus with 
Moses. This is proven in James Cameron’s documentary. 
The thirteen tribes of  the Israelites are guided by Moses 
and goes to the Sinai Peninsula. Here one tribe leaves. 
But the others go to Canaan, which is now called 
Israel. Moses does not make the journey and Abraham 
becomes the leader. His two sons Isaac and Ishmael 
have different mothers and they split apart and each 
makes a religions. From Isaac flows the Jewish religion, 
and from Ishmael flows the Muslims.

Jesus comes some thousand years later and gives a 
modern twist to the religion as a teacher. The Jews still 
do not accept him as a Messiah. 

Mohammed is inspired by God and gives new light 
to the Muslim religion in the Koran.

Today the world religions of  Judaism, Christianity, 
and the Muslim all flow from the same root. Their 
similarities are extensive, the differences small. But 
from continued study anything over analyzed becomes 
larger. After centuries the small differences are now 
mountains. 

The core of  Buddhism is the four Nobel Truths.
1. Everyone suffers
2. The cause of  suffering is Desire.
3. To reduce suffering we must reduce Desire.
4. The way to do this is an eight fold process that 
largely centers on reducing Desire by acceptance.

This is why I choose the name Desiré. As the Maitreya 
of  the Buddhist path, I have not come to change the 
law but to fulfill. By adding a new twist based on the 
wise words of  St.. Francis of  Assisi.

“God grant me the wisdom to change the things I 
can change, accept the things I cannot change, and the 
wisdom to know the difference.” 

The fact is that we can, through the force of  our 
minds, effect and do things. We can change and or 
accept. By putting this into the system it helps us all to 
see and do more effectually.  

The eight fold path is very much like the System of  
the Religions of  Abraham. More common denominators 
than differences. Two differences are first the principle 
of  control over the mind with right mindfulness. And 
the principle of  right livelihood. Here one will not take 
a job in selling drugs, weapons, or humans. The other 
religions allow these wrong doings and it fosters wars 
and murders and untold deaths.

Hindu, Confucian religion, and a host of  other 
religions all have similar doctrines. Recognize there is a 
power greater than you, respect yourself, respect others, 
and respect the environment. This is the center of  all 
law, morals, and ethics. 

But today’s greed, anger, suspicion, mistrust, 
delusion and investment in false beliefs, has threatened 
our very existence. Someone is fanning the fires. Some 
psychopaths are driving the evil, capitalizing on the 
fear, and feeding on the negative emotions. 

The messenger Angel has come to bring an end 
to this evil process. An end to excess uncontrolled  
greed, an end to degenerative disease, an end to excess 
prejudice, an end apartheid, an end to false beliefs that 
perpetuate these evildoing. All of  this is possible with 
the messages in this book.

We can get to a thousand years of  peace, harmony, 
tranquility, education, opportunity, love and compassion.

It seems so far away, but it is possible right now. 
The powers of  the human mind are great and we can 
collectively protect our planet and release the delusional 
false beliefs.

When we compare religions why do we concentrate on 
the differences not the similarities? We should see the 
similarities of  thought and the differences as just freedom 
of  expression.
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PROOF OF THE POWERS OF 
THE MIND 

 
The most important argument in the world of  science 

today is the clash between the people that believe in a 
Non-Local Universe versus those that believe in a Local 
Universe.  

Local people believe in the direct push pull, cause 
and effect action, and they do not believe in the power 
of  the mind to effect things at a distance without a 
direct connection. They look for repeatability and 
worship statistics. 

Non-Local believers see a universe where there is 
prayer, spirit, a collective unconscious and a connection 
of  all things. They know that there is a power of  the 
mind to effect things and a level of  connection of  all 
things.

The Steps of  the Proof  are: 

Step 1. The test of  time: Humans have always felt 
the connection of  mind and spirit. Every race of  people 
and every tribe have had those who have greater abilities 
to use these powers of  the mind. They know that there 
is a subtle but undeniable force of  connection. The 
Bible, Koran, Bagavad Gita, the analects, and all of  the 
religious beliefs are filled with every page referencing 
the power of  spirit, prayer, faith, hope and God.

This belief  is Ageless, Universal, and Omnipresent. 
The test of  time is met and if  we had a vote on the 
conflict of  Non-Local versus Local there would be 
landslide 99.9% for a Non-Local universe. 

The small .09% of  the people, who believe in a 
Local universe, however have manipulated themselves 
into supreme power. The Geeks laugh at the rest of  us 
for believing in God. They control our lives with their 
Geek ways. We must take back our planet.

Step 2. Quantum Theory: Physicists were shocked 
when they found that a very small quantic experiment 
could be influenced by the observer. This was called 
the observer effect and thus the world of  science 
was changed forever when the Observer Effect was 
PROVEN!!! But the Geek mind had to rationalize 
and twist away from this truth. But the proof  existed 
nonetheless and science was changed, although the 
Geeks have been able to use treacherous and false-
hearted ridicule to control the damage. They laugh at 
those who accept the observer effect. The Geeks also 
control the funding for science and they stop funding 
for the open minded scientists who see the Non-Local 
universe. But now the tables are turned as that we laugh 

THE SCIENCE 
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at the closed minded anal retentive Geek whose small 
petty mind is unable to see the truth.

Step 3. Medicine’s Paranoiac need for Double 
Blind.  Medicine was shocked when they discovered the 
placebo effect. The mind of  the researcher was able 
to affect the results of  an experiment. The mind of  a 
doctor can affect the patient. The mind of  a patient can 
affect himself. From then on a double blind experiment 
was required. Proof  of  the powers of  the mind, but still 
the Geeks twist on.

Step 4. Fractal Complexity: What we do not know 
is so vast that it should be humbling. But it takes a 
lot to humble a Geek. Fractal complexity has shown 
that reductionism is now no longer a valid process 

of  examining complex situations. Non-Linear chaos 
mathematics is needed. When we use this type of  
analysis we can see that a small change might produce 
a large change. This is known as the ‘Butterfly Effect” 
and it allows for the powers of  the mind.

Step 5. Bell’s Theorem. This basic theorem of  
Quantum Electro Dynamics has shown that twin 
photons can have instantaneous effects on each other 
even when light years apart. This has been PROVEN 
theoretically and experimentally to the utmost level of  
science. But the Geek small mind has extreme powers 
of  rationalization and self  deception. The Geek mind 

still resists admitting that the Local universe is a false 
belief. To do this would take courage and fortitude, 
things that most Geeks do not have.

Step 6. PEAR - Princeton’s Engineering Anomalies 
Research.  After over a decade of  research on the 
effects of  the mind in a prestigious American university 
Princeton, there is undeniable proof  of  the power of  
the mind to effect things. The evidence is astounding for 
its quality and quantity and is, without doubt, PROOF.

Step 7. The disbelievers always get test results that 
deny the proof:   The hypothesis of  our theory is that 
the mind can affect things. This means that those who 
disbelieve or scoff  at the theory will only be able to 
get tests results that confirm their own disbelief. Why 
is it that when a researcher does a study that it usually 
confirms his original belief  is because there is an effect 
of  the mind. The Geek mind is simply unable to admit 
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that the Geek mind was wrong or is there a much more 
sinister reason for the Geek disbelief?

Step 8. The resistance to accepting the powers of  
the mind is great; in fact it is too great. The resistance 
is so incredibly over reactive that it almost becomes 
PROOF. There appears that this resistance comes from 
such closed minded people and often psychologically 
unstable people. These critics will often shake and flush 
and get over compassionate in their attempt to dispel 
the powers of  the mind. Their actions and reactions 
are so contrived and insecure that they cause wonder 
that perhaps there is an ulterior motive. Is there perhaps 
a plan a conspiracy, a covert plot to keep the powers 
of  the mind away from the general public?  Watch the 
insecure scientist shake as he tells you.

The Geeks will distract, discredit, dispel, and delay 
any attempt to communicate the powers of  the mind. 
Their excessive zeal and obvious hidden agenda is 
slowly breaking down this resistance.

Science has become a “good old boys” club. Fear of  
humiliation is more important than truth. Science has 
become more of  a search for Funding than a search 
for Truth. We now know that you can buy a scientist. 
Scientist can be hired to say that cigarettes are not 
addictive, and they are perfectly safe. Scientists were 
threatened to not report Global Warming years ago by 
the Bush administration. For a fee any report can be 
made, and a professional witness to put his hand on a 
Bible and swear that tobacco and drugs are safe. 

Science has made fun of  the powers of  the mind for 
so many years that now most scientists are afraid to tell 
the truth. There are POWERS of  the MIND.  Science 
is more about discussion than truth, more about grants, 
funding, and finances than Science. And humiliation 
would disturb funding. So only a few scientists (so-
called crackpots) have the dignity, the integrity, the 
honest earnest intelligence to see the truth. The Angel 
is one of  these. The small petty minded army of  

bureaucrats of  the Ultra Rich, these Geeks attack the 
Angel, anything to stop you from finding the truth. If  
you read the books and articles of  the Angel you can 
easily see the quality of  the scientist she is. Look at her 
list of  diplomas and certificates, and if  you read these 
articles you will see the clarity of  mind. This is what the 
Ultra Rich junk yard dog; the small minded army does 
not want you to do.

Science, especially medical science has for too long 
made a big to-do over current publishing. This means 
that articles published over five years ago are out of  
date. To the intelligent mind if  a precept of  science can 
withstand the test of  time it should be validated not 
invalidated. 

Acupuncture has withstood the test of  time for over 
four thousand years. It has traveled through cultures 
like China and Japan, North Korea, South Korea, 
North and South Vietnam and many others. Cultures 
that do not like each other and have wars over ideology. 
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But in all of  them the acupuncture points are the same. 
The liver meridian is on the big toe. The heart meridian 
on the little finger.  This is an extreme example of  
validation, but modern mentally flawed science can not 
see it. The arrogant Science club refuses to look at its 
anal retentive control of  small minds.

Modern science knows that everything is different 
every five years. New discoveries of  science challenge 
the old way of  thinking. In fact many times there is 
a complete rejection of  the past thinking. Robert 
Ornstein in a lecture I attended in New York said that 
everything he was taught about the brain in medical 
school was wrong. And he was one of  the top brain 
surgeons of  the world. 

If  your ideas on a subject are changing every 
couple of  years, this should be an indication that your 
basic philosophy is flawed. The basic philosophy of  
thermodynamics which is the support of  the SINthetic 
drug companies now must be displaced with Quantum 
Electro-Dynamics. This also prompts one to open the 
mind as that Quantum mechanics has many quirky 
components that make strict anal retentive interpretation 
useless. Research and publications need to look at long 
time validity stability even if  it does challenge the 
profits of  the drug companies. Acupuncture works, 
even though it cannot be explained with chemical 
thermodynamics. 

  

TOWARDS A NEW SCIENCE 
FOR MEDICINE

THE END OF DEGENERATIVE 
DISEASE

One of  my jobs as the Angel of  God is to bring an 
end to degenerative disease as the predominant killer. 
To do so has taken a lifetime of  dedication persecution 
and violent attacks from so many small petty minds

POWERS OF THE MIND
The Bible says “that as a Man thinketh, so is He”. 

Jesus, when asked about what food to eat, said it is not 
what goes into the mouth that defiles someone but 
what comes out. In fact the Bible, Koran, and all of  
the religious books abound with references of  how 
the mind affects the body. Prayer and its ability to help 
people is a basic believe.  This was all general knowledge 
many millennia ago. Our science has now proven these 
beliefs even further. But today the antiquated science 
of  medicine and small minded doctors have a hard time 
accepting this fact.

QUANTUM THEORY
Mendeleev made a chart of  the elements based on 

his observations. Then later it would be learned that 
this organization of  the chemical elements was because 
of  the quantum states of  the outer electrons. Quantum 
theory alone gave us an understanding of  chemistry. But 
quantum theory has the observer effect where the mind 
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of  the observer can affect the outcome. Medicine seems 
to have an unstable phobia and an over compensative 
distaste for the powers of  the mind.

The small petty minded Geeks have such disdain for 
the message of  Quantum Theory. They have struggled 
against it for decades. The Geeks like reductionism as 
that they like to reduce things with their small minds. 
But yet Quantum theory has grown and prospered in 
Science and despite the attempts of  many has succeeded 
as the pinnacle of  science so far.

ELECTRONICS 
Science developed a basic understanding of  

electronics several centuries ago. Electronics made a 
major boom in technology. It allowed us to understand 
so much of  the world. But modern medicine has resisted 
an electrical analysis of  the body. Yes technology allows 
for tech measures of  the body, but there is little analysis 
of  the body electric. Energetic medicine of  Dr. Nelson 
defines a process to explain the body electric. But the 
modern medicine fixation on the financial hold of  the 
synthetic chemical industry has prevented a progression 
of  medicine into the modern age. 

Nearly a century ago, quantum research overturned 
the 17th century mechanistic paradigm of  “world as a 
machine,” within which phenomena are to be understood 
by reducing them to their parts.  Reductionism worked 
for making cars, buildings and was so valuable to our 
society. But reductionism fails in a complex situation.

Electricity was then explored and a new set of  rules 
were made. One hundred years ago electricity stepped 
up to explain more and more. But still so much was 
not explained. In the last hundred years the theory of  
Quantum Physics was the next advancement. And over 
the last 60 years the advent of  QED has been hailed the 
king of  current science.

The next step of  science to come is the subspace 
connection of  consciousness as a basis of  the universe 
and science. There is and will always be advancements 
in science to broaden our understanding. In this article 

we will review QED. 
All of  science has come to learn of  the new 

advancements such as non-linear analysis of  fractals, 
chaos theory, QED, electronics, etc.

All of  science except medicine. Even though 
medical science has used these advancements to make 
devices that can analyze the body, medicine has failed to 
use these advancements to explain the body processes. 
MRI, Cat scans, x-ray, and many others are used to see 
inside the body.

But medicine greatly resists the ides of  QED and 
photosynthesis in nature.

To embrace these advancements would be to discover 
that the synthetic drugs are incompatible with the 
human. And thus would destroy a large greedy industry. 
The Classical sciences of  Newton and Mendeleev are 
not capable of  describing life in its complexity.
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THE ELECTRO-MAGNETIC-STATIC 
CONNECTION TO BIOLOGY 

All biology is electrical in nature.  Medical 
implications of  electrical or energetic measurements 
can be introduced by this chapter.

Electricity as an electrical entity travels in the 
direction of, for example, your right thumb.  Then for 
conduction of  the electron, there is a magnetic field 
produced at 90°, and a static field will be produced 
at another 90°. This electromagnetic and electrostatic 
combination and its effect on conductance and from 
conductance is the basis for understanding electrical 
phenomena.

All of  biology is electrical in nature. But yet modern 
medicine has been so dominated by the Synthetic 
Chemical Companies that there is little investigation 
of  the body electric in daily health, But the Angel has 
spent over three decades validating and proving the 
basic concept of  energetic medicine.

To learn more go to the website.

LET'S NOW EXPLORE THE 
BASIS OF QED. 

The theory of  interaction of  light with matter is 
called Quantum ElectroDynamics QED.  Simply put, 
QED tells us that any minuscule quantum change in a 
part of  matter will involve the release or absorption of  
a photon. When an electron absorbs a photon it jumps 
to a higher quantic energy state. When it releases the 
photon it goes to a lower state. Also there are virtual 
particles, especially virtual photons, coming in and 
out of  existence in the universe. The subject is made 
to appear more difficult than it actually is by the very 
much overly complex mathematics that constitutes the 
proof  of  the theory. One of  the simplest is that of  
Fermi. We start by just postulating for the emission or 
absorption of  photons. 

Light absorption is the key to the process of  
photosynthesis. The light of  the sun is absorbed by the 
plant which converts low energy electrons around the 
nuclei of  minerals and nutrients from the soil, to high 
energy electrons around the plant products. The animal 

Criteria Medical Implication
Voltage Willpower, catecholamine connection (see Voltametry)

Amperage
Life force measurements - cellular capacity
Indolamine connection (see Voltametry)

Resistance
Inflammation versus degeneration - reactivity
Medication testing (see Electro-acupuncture)

Reactance
Variance in capacitance, resistance that determines the ability of  the body to react to 

medication testing
Hydration Water Stability (see Polymorphic Studies)
Oxidation Oxygenation potential (see The Biological Pool)
PH, EH Proton-electron transfer (see The Biological Pool)
Phase Angle Fricke’s law sets boundaries of  electro acupuncture testing
Worberg’s Law Interaction of  capacitance and frequency that allows for medication testing
R e s o n a n t 

Frequency
Frequency from known capacitance and inductance range
Cancer versus nervous tendencies (see Mitogenic Radiation)

Induction Magnetic control, voltage and amperage regulation
Capacitance Charge transfer and storage, voltage and amperage regulation
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then eats the plant and gets the carbohydrate energy of  
the "Hot Electrons" to make ADP and ATP the needed 
compounds of  life. The low energy ionic bonds of  the 
minerals are converted to high energy covalent bonds 
in plants and animals. The master equation of  life is in 
the next diagram: 

Only through QED can we start to understand 
life. But this proves that the synthetic chemicals are 
incompatible with the animal kingdom. Only nature 
knows the secrets of  the proper energy states for 
the outer electrons. A secret the SINthetic chemical 
companies do not know.

FRACTAL THEORY DEFEATS 
REDUCTIONISM

Chaos theory gave us an enlightenment that 
reductionism does not work in complex systems like 
the human body. Fractal dynamics teach us that the 
reductionistic model fails in biology.

In an overly complex closed system Fractal dynamics 
are unpredictable. Reductionism is completely invalid. 

The Rules of  a Fractal System are 1. Nothing ever 
repeats exactly as before, 2. Small changes can prompt 
very large and dramatic effects, 3. Observer effects and 
the mind can have effect on a complex fractal system 
(prayer works). Reductionism is the process of  taking a 

complex situation and reducing it to simple terms. We 
reduce the weight of  a building to a simple vector to 
calculate the strength of  a support wall. Reductionism 
has been responsible for allowing us to build cars, boats, 
machines, etc. But reductionism fails in very complex 
situations.

The human body has over 100,000,000,000 cells. 
Each cell is more complex that we can presently imagine 
in our verbal minds. This complexity makes our bodies a 
fractal. Reductionism cannot work for medical analysis. 

When the drug companies wanted to test a blood 
pressure medication they reduce the patient from the 
complexity of  life to a simple variable, blood pressure. 
They test the blood pressure before, the pre test. Give 
an intervention, the drug. And then test the blood 
pressure again, the post test. They do not test the side 
effects, they observe them. This is important because 
they can only observe gross side effects and still they 
get by.

If  they would have tested the blood sugar, they would 
have found out that all patients taking certain blood 
pressure medications get some degree of  diabetes, 
every one of  them. If  they were to test all variables for 
side effects, it would cost too much to do testing. And 
there are not enough people to do the test for statistical 
satisfaction. There are not enough rats.There are not 
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enough fruit flies. The statistics of  total protection 
against side effects are tremendous. These side effects 
are killing not hundreds of  people, not thousands, not 
tens of  thousands, but millions of  people every year.

SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES OF 
VOLTAMMETRY

TRIVECTOR ANALYSIS 
1. The liquid crystal nature of  the polar substance 

water is a well known scientific principle. 
2. The memory of  water to retain and return to its 

crystal polymorphic shape structure is also well known. 
(This memory is destroyed by a. Heat above 55 degrees Celsius 
b. Strong order such as camphor, c. Ionizing radiation (X-rays). 
Magnetic fields can distort the shape but the water memory will 
return after the magnetic field is discontinued. This is the principle 
of  magnetic resonance imaging. Water will remember its crystal 
structure and always seek to find its shape or polymorphic state)

3. Electrochemistry (polarography, Polography, 
chronopotentiometry, volt-ammetry) is standard accepted 
scientific principles of  modern chemistry for chemical 
analysis. 

4. The dynamics of  the chemical information 
transfer of  hormones through shape receptors in the 
cell is the basis of  all pharmacology. All hormones work 
by stimulating these shape receptors. The plasticity 
of  these receptors has allowed synthetic chemistry to 
appear to work. Shape receptor stimulus is our fourth 
scientific principle.

These four well known scientific facts offer us 
an explanation for understanding and proving high 
potency homeopathy as a medical treatment. This 
science also offers us a superb homeopathic quality 
control procedure. Now homeopathy can be proven, 
tested, understood, and defended with these scientific 
principles.

SYNTHETIC FAILURE 
Our society has rejected synthetic foods. Society 

has tried the synthetic experiment and it failed. The 
synthetic foods made cancers and diseases. We will not 
choose them from a menu; we will not buy them from 
the shelf. We know from the gourmet that the finest 
quality is always from the natural. This is undoubtable. 
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It is just a simple step of  intellect to see that it is also 
true about our medicines as well.

In the IJMSH of  2009 there is an entire issue of  
the failure of  the FDA to protect people from these 
side effects of  synthetic drugs. I spell it SINthetic. 
It is a sin to kill so many in the name of  profit and 
ignorance, ignoring the benefits of  natural medicine is 
ignorance at its ultimate ignorant best. All justified by 
reductionism. A science not used today by anybody but 
medicine. The reductionistic methods of  drug testing 
are killing millions and wounding many many more. 
But big money is hard to beat, especially when there 
is 30 billion spent by the drug companies on political 
lobbying alone in America. Fractal non-linear science 
has stepped forward to help us understand medicine.

Synthetic Chemistry is polluting, corrupting and 
poisoning our bodies and the world. They now have 
SINthetic patents on living things such as bacteria 
and animals. A toxic chemical has a half  life and will 
gradually be destroyed. A toxic organism however will 
proliferate and grow maybe to destroy our existence.

Science is always proud and feels that today we know 
enough to duplicate nature, to make synthetic foods etc. 
In the next few years new discoveries will tell us that 
what we did the last few years was wrong and silly. But 
then the scientists make the same mistake they have 
made for the last centuries. We do not know enough 
to duplicate nature and thus we should bring humility 
back into our science and especially our medicine. 

When it was developed in the 1920s, quantum 
mechanics was viewed primarily as a way of  making 
sense of  the host of  anomalous observations at the level 
of  molecules, atoms, and subatomic particles that could 
not be explained in terms of  older mechanical models.  
Now, in the 21st century, most physicists are confident 
that quantum mechanics is a fundamental and general 
description of  the physical world.  Indeed, quantum 
ideas are now being applied to understand the workings 
of  consciousness, environment, electromagnetic 

field interactions, low-dose healing effects, non-local 
phenomena, and many other observable phenomena 
that are unexplainable with an outdated mechanistic 
world view.

During the last century, traditional medical and 
philosophical practices, such as Traditional Chinese 
Medicine, acupuncture, Qi Gong, Tai Chi, meditation, 
homeopathy, naturopathy, and mind-body techniques 
considered “esoteric” by the scientific establishment, 
have been largely ignored while the world’s attention was 
focused solely on drugs, surgery, radiation, genetics, and 
other invasive and reductionist approaches. Approaches 
that make money for the synthetic chemical cartel.

But these synthetic therapies are failing. One by one 
the synthetic pharmaceuticals are being discredited. 

With massive public pressure to support research 
of  safer Complementary and Alternative Medicines 
(CAM), and with athletic communities seeking effective 
drugless performance advantages, significant funds are 
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moving in those directions. 
Quantum physics and non-linear mathematics 

are providing scientists with better models for 
understanding complex systems and subtle interactions, 
like mental, emotional, environmental, and electro-
physiological interactions in the human body.

With new ways of  measuring and verifying energetic 
and quantum events and their effects on health, disease, 
and performance, scientists are re-igniting interest in 
traditional healing techniques, and the field of  subtle-
energy medicine is emerging.  

One of  the most exciting and promising fields of  
CAM involves bioelectromagnetics (BEM)—the study 
of  electromagnetic fields (EMFs) and their biological 
effects.  Based largely on biofeedback principles, BEM 
diagnostic and healing devices are well entrenched 
in mainstream medicine already, but scientists are 
really only beginning to realize the practically limitless 
potentials that this field offers.

Focus is given to the most advanced biofeedback 
energetic medicine technology, the EPFX (Electro-
Physiological-Feedback-Xrroid) or also known as SCIO 
(Scientific Consciousness Information Operating 
System), which combines mind-body-spirit-social-
environment interaction training with a methodology 
of  applying micro-currents at various frequencies to the 
body, measuring feedback, and utilizing the resultant 
information for stress reduction, education, behavioral 
modification, and self-adjusting cybernetic correction 
(an historic innovation exclusive to the SCIO).

PROOF OF THE INCOMPATIBILITY OF 
SYNTHETIC COMPUNDS 

1. Quantum Electro-Dynamics has proven that 
just putting the atoms such as calcium or copper in its 
place in a compound is not enough. Plants through 
photosynthesis and QED place the electrons in the 
correct places of  energy etc. Synthetic chemistry does 
not do this at all. Geeks fear the word Quantum for it 
implies expansive thinking.

2. The realization of  Fractal and Chaos mathematics 
has shown us that reductionism has failed as a technique 
for safety and efficacy of  new drug.  The side effects are 
not measured but just observed and thus are not fully 
controlled. 80% of  drugs FDA credentialed involve 
payout to FDA staff. The amount of  profit potential 
is incredible. It takes many years to find out just how 
much damage a drug does. Every year many drugs 
are removed from the market place because they hurt 
people. New drugs are put into place and the cycle 
renews. 

The truth is that all of  these synthetic chemicals are 
incompatible and potentially dangerous to the human. 

3. Allopathy does not work as a form of  medicine.
4. Doctor prescribed drugs are one of  the most 

prolific killers. Over a million die each year from 
Doctor prescribed drugs. Millions more are weakened 
or sickened from synthetics. Sometimes the disease 
causing effects of  synthetic medicines take years and 
decades to demonstrate.

5. The social experiment of  synthetic chemistry 
is over. We have had synthetic chemistry foods and 
medicines for almost a century. The verdict should be 
clear. Synthetics are not compatible with a human and 
they are all dangerous. Only people who make money 
from their sale or are trained only to use them would 
argue. Our society now knows to not choose synthetic 
foods, to not use synthetic things. We know that the 
finest quality is from nature. The gourmet uses natural 
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ingredients, not synthetic. Our society realizes this for 
our foods now. But the geeks do not want them to think 
that the same is true for our medicines. 

6. At the very least, in the smallest manner, it should 
at least be a matter of  opinion and a freedom of  choice 
for informed consent for any use of  a synthetic medicine. 
But small minded geeks hate freedom and struggle 
with expansive minds. Synthetics are reductionistic and 
thus small minded people love reduced things. Natural 
medicines and homeopathy do not make much money 
and thus have little funding.

PSYCHO-SOMATIC AND SOMA-PSYCHO 
DISEASE

Medicine was shocked to see that there was indeed a 
set of  diseases that were psycho-somatic. The mind can 
affect the body. The largest type is the stomach ulcer 
or other gastric disturbance. Here stress upsets the 
sympathetic nerval balance versus the parasympathetic. 

There are also soma-psycho diseases such as when 
hormonal disturbances produce mental abnormalities. 
Medicine was shocked at the proof  of  this. But this 
threatened pharmaceutical sales. 

As time goes by the list of  possible involvements 
from psycho-somatic and soma-psycho disease grows 
and grows. Till now there is overwhelming evidence 
that there is mental involvement in over 80% of  disease. 

Stress detection and stress reduction then become an 
integral component in disease care and thus health care. 
There is an overwhelming evidence for a Psych-Neuro-
Immuno-Soma link this is so well documented as to be 
an irrefutable fact. But still some over fastidious small 
minded geeks will reject this truism. In the PNIS issue 
of  the journal we see more collective evidence.

THE END OF DEGENERATIVE 
DISEASE 

One of  my jobs as the Angel of  God is to bring 
an end to degenerative disease as a predominant killer. 
To do so has taken a lifetime of  dedication persecution 

and violent attacks from so many places. First we must 
confront the failure of  the FDA to protect Americans 
from degenerative disease. Let’s review the largest 
killers.

What’s really killing people in the world today is 
number one: Big Tobacco. This is the number one killer. 
David Kessler was the head of  the American FDA in 
the 1980s. And when I met Kessler at an FDA meeting 
he was going to do his job to protect the public. I met 
him at a meeting in Salt Lake City, Utah and he said 
he wanted to go after the most major risk to health, 
smoking. That his job was to protect the American 
people, included that he should go after big tobacco 
and to clamp down and to make sure that the people 
were protected. He was denied that. He was stopped 
from doing that. He quit the FDA, unable to do his job, 
as he said. Big tobacco is killing over a million people 
a year.

The next leading killer is factors that are related to 
Big Sugar, Big Sugar for its corporate name. As people 
who get bad sugars and bad oils, trans-fatty acids and 
cooked oils. Factors of  bad nutrition in America are 
making people sick, producing blood sugar problems, 
producing obesity, cardiovascular problems, and 
many, many things that the FDA could also affect. 
Limiting trans-fatty acids, making good sugars (Left 
handed Fructose), rather than bad sugars (right handed 
Dextrose). 

The body needs right handed sugar (Blood Glucose) 
to enter the cell for energy. Right handed sugars such as 
sugar cane, beet sugar, grape sugar, corn sugar are right 
handed and they enter the cells too fast. This produces 
fat more easily, hyperglycemia (mild addiction) and then 
hypoglycemia (mild depression). This puts a burden on 
the pancreas, the eye and other organs. There is also a 
well documented negative effect on the immune system 
from dextrose. If  you use chemicals to strip away 
vitamins and minerals to make the sugar white, and it 
gets even worse. 
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Fructose revolves to the left and needs to be converted 
to the right. A process that takes time and thus allows 
for a more smooth delivery of  the glucose. Less fat, 
less stress on organs, less craving, less depression, less 
blood sugar fluctuations. More hormonal and enzyme 
production thus it is an anti-aging therapy. Use fresh 
fruits as a sweetener; it will change your life.

Crazy food additives that have not been fully tested 
add to the food and drug problems. The synthetic foods 
and drugs have failed. Our society has learned to avoid 
and mistrust synthetic foods. We will not order them on 
a menu or buy them of  the shelf. We have learned to 
be chemophobic. We know that synthetic foods create 
cancer and disease. Our society must learn that this is 
true of  our medicines as well.

Our body needs good fatty acids. They make up the 
cell membrane of  all of  our cells. Stress sets them free. 
Cooking destroys most fatty acids. Meat and potatoes 
contain very little. In fact the fatty acids from an animal 
are saturated. Fresh and raw vegetable and unheated 
vegetable juice are the best source. 

Bad food is a problem in degenerative disease.  And 
this is also another industry the FDA is not attacking 
that the FDA is not doing their job to protect the 
human beings of  America. Big Sugar and cholesterol 
are leading to diseases that are killing over a million 
people a year.

In the next category is allopathic doctor prescribed 
drugs. The medical doctor prescribed medicines are 
the third largest killer of  people Big Pharma. Big 
pharmaceuticals are killing in the neighborhood of  
some 600 -700 thousand people a year. If  you read 
Gary Null’s books he makes a good case for well over 
a million. By all of  these statistics, Big Tobacco, Big 
Sugar, Big Fast Food, and Big Pharma, collectively 
Big Money they are in the neighborhood of  directly 
3 million deaths a year in America alone and possibly 
10 million complicating factors creating an incredible 
burden on the health care system. 

Big Money and the Ultimate Profit Motive of  Blind 
Greed is the culprit. Primary and secondary Deaths 
from Big Money total over 5 million a year in America 
alone. But that is a mortality statistic, if  we evaluate 
morbidity and the erosion of  health from Big Money 
we see that there is possibly one tenth to one fifth of  
the population being affected in negative ways. In other 
words degenerative disease is over 90% a factor of  Big 
Money.

But the lobby groups of  Big Money are so persuasive 
and powerful and those that attack them are violently 
attacked such as myself. Rather than go after a problem, 
if  the problem makes money, the geeks will attack the 
messenger, anything but listen to the message. Can we 
then ever get rid of  degenerative disease?

We need to embody a new theory of  health care. 
The Hans Selye theory tells us that the cause of  disease 
is a stressor.
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HEALTH is EASE of  Flow in the body
THEN ENTER STRESSOR (TOXIN ETC) - 

enters produces Dis-EASE
1. ALARM   =   Reaction to a stressor    symptoms are 
the alarm
 if  stressor continues then
2. ADAPTATION = symptoms go away as we adapt
 if  stressor continues then
3. EXHAUSTION = the stressor burden the organs
 if  stressor continues then

a. FUNCTIONAL = first the stressor effect the 
organ function
 if  stressor continues then
b. ORGANIC = then the organs start to swell or 
shrink

 if  stressor continues then
4. DEATH = cellular, organ, organ system, organism 
death

In Step 2 the Adaptation state, we see that the stressor 
continues and the symptom goes away. The person 
adapts to the Dis-EASE of  flow. The Symptoms go 
away. The person continues to get sick. And we come to 
the most important thing for all of  medicine to know: 

BEING SYMPTOM FREE IS NOT AN 
INDICATOR OF HEALTH

You can be really sick and symptom free.
Symptoms can no longer be a basis for medicine. 

Allopathy is the medicine of  symptom reduction it 
is the basis of  all modern medicine. ALLOPATHY 
DOES NOT WORK AS A FORM OF MEDICINE. 
In a survey we did in America the current medical 
doctors do even know that they are allopaths. They see 
symptoms not as a sign of  disease they see symptoms as 
the enemy. They attack them. In order to live we must 
detoxify and then nourish. Everyone has a toilet. Our 
major detoxes include stool, urine, sweat, breath, skin, 
menses, hair, etc. in an ever increasingly toxic world we 
should expect more detox. Excess stool, urine and if  
there is any excess or irregularity of  detox the medical 
doctor will attack the symptom.

A friend of  mine a young girl age 18 was going to 
the doctor one day. She said she had too much sweat 
and the doctor was going to give her baptize shots 
to stop the sweat. I told her that the sweat is natural 
for a person under stress of  growing and making life 
decisions and if  you eat too much pig and bad food.

Major stressors include these stress categories:
Internal causes

1. LACK OF AWARENESS OR LACK OF EDUCATION
2. STRESS   
3. HEREDITY 
4. MENTAL FACTORS   (GREED, ANGER, DELUSION, ARROGANCE ETC) 
5. ALLERGY 
  External causes                 
1. TOXICITY   
2. TRAUMA INJURY            
3. PATHOGENS (MICRO-ORGANISMS, WORMS, ETC.) 
4. PERVERSE ENERGY (HEAT, COLD, WIND, DRYNESS, RADIATION ETC)
5. DEFICIENCY OR EXCESS OF NUTRIENTS
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But the medical doctor was only concerned with 
blocking the symptom. And I asked her if  you get 
diarrhea would the doctor sew up your ass. Allopathy 
does not work and is a great problem in medicine.

We can see the importance of  stress detection and 
stress reduction. This form of  medicine is a more true 
form of  health care where nowadays medicine is much 
more positioned at the end of  this scale. In other words 
a heroic medicine, a disease care system designed to 
stop you from dying.

I have spent a life time trying to build an educational 
system and a program to make health care more 
available the Nelson Method of  Medicine is as follows.

    
1. Reduce the Causes of  Disease
2. Repair the organs weakened by the Causes
3. Unblock the Blockages to energy, nutrition, 
Oxygen, waste FLOW
4. Treat the symptoms with natural means before 
resorting to Synthetic
5. Balance the metabolic typing or constitutional 
imbalances   

The next step is to design a system to work with 
the body electric. A system to use the advances in 
science such as electronics, fractal chaos and Quantum 
Electro Dynamics. A new style of  much more modern 
medicine. A device to find disease at the earliest level 
and reduce it. 

I have been able to make such a machine in 1985, 
legalize it in 1989, and sell it around the world in 
compliance fashion. It is completely tested, safe, 
completely tested, and effective. It works and it helps 
people in many different ways.

The frustration of  lack of  education and the lack of  
opportunity it conveys, leads many of  the poor children 
to resorting to drugs and crime. Addiction develops 
and spreads. Equal Economic Education will also help 
the society reduce degenerative disease and the costs it 

incurs. As well as when there is better education there 
will be more intelligent selection of  foods and the 
ability to resist drugs.

I have dedicated my life to helping reduce 
degenerative disease. If  we can see the problems of  
Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma and just how the 
medical community fights any change.

I have dedicated my life and intellect to make a new 
system of  medicine and the tools to do it with a system 
that is safe and effective.  But instead of  me being 
applauded for the work that I have done, I am attacked. 
I am vilified. 

If  you read the EPFX/SCIO testimonials you will 
see incredible results. As you read these testimonials, 
these stories, recognize that this is the tip of  the iceberg. 
Is that we have been hearing these stories for 20 years. 
The wondrous stories of  how people’s lives have been 
changed.

The Angel has come to bring the world an end to 
degenerative disease through the end of  uncontrolled 
greed.
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People will say that Tobacco is a choice. There is 
freedom of  choice to smoke that is why the regulators 
allow the cigarette companies to exist, even though they 
kill so many. But the regulators do not allow freedom 
of  choice to choose energetic medicine. Freedom of  
choice means nothing to the bureaucrats of  the Ultra 
Rich, it is all about profit. This massive hypocrisy 
undermines the foundation of  the FDA and all Health 
regulatory officials.  They attack energetic medicine 
because it is drugless and it dramatically threatens the 
profits of  the SINthetic drug cartel of  the Ultra Rich.

The prejudicial bias of  the FDA and other Health 
Care Regulators and the sanctimonious hypocrisy are 
perfect examples of  the Ultra Rich control and their 
petty small minded army. Now you see proof  of  the 
Ultra Rich manipulation of  control to boost their 
profits while promoting degenerative disease. As to the 
freedom of  choice for smoking, choice is a good thing 
for an adult. But no child under 18 should ever be able 
to smoke, and this is happening every minute of  every 
day.

This must be stopped.

SO TO END DEGENERATIVE DISEASE 
WE MUST 

1. Make Big Tobacco pay for the damages they incur, 
if  there is freedom of  choice, then why cannot 
people choose natural of  energetic medicine?
2. Make Big Sugar pay for the damages they incur, 
Use dextrose sugar for batteries not food.
3. Make Big Pharma pay for the damages they incur, 
first do no Harm in Medicine.
4. End Allopathic philosophy and develop a new 
stressor reducing based medicine
5. Avoid Bad sugars white processed. Eat Good 
Sugars from fresh fruit, Avoid bad oils cooked or 
saturated. Eat good oils from fresh and raw vegetable 
and uncooked low temperature made oils.
6. Equal Economic Education- and a new medical 
education based on natural science.
7. Safe forms of  early intervention medicine such as 
energetic biofeedback
8. Recognize the powers of  the mind to cure and 
remedy the diseases. 
9. Recognize the need for an energetic medicine 
to safely evaluate the body electric and balance the 
aberrations of  the body electric. We need to use a 
more modern medicine utilizing the body electric 
without emphasis on synthetic chemistry. 
10. Recognize that the SINthetic experiment has 
failed and we should be using the synthetics only 
in extreme cases when the natural remedies fail. 
Quantum Electro-Dynamics has further proven the 
problem of  synthetic chemistry.
11. Allopathy does not work; we must adapt a safer 
and more extensive theory of  medicine.

With these social changes degenerative disease 
could be so greatly reduced to allow for an inexpensive 
medicine. This text is just an introduction and if  you 
want to know more go to the medical journals or the 
books or even the movies.
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COST OF MEDICINE
In light of  our current financial crisis, we should 

address the issue of  the cost of  medicine. In the 
countries of  the world today, America is not the leader 
in health care, but for only one criteria. America is not 
the leader in fact America is way behind in all criteria 
of  health, longevity, child survival, morbidity, disease 
susceptibility, and all except one criteria. That criteria 
is COST. Americans pay threw the proverbial nose for 
health care which is not health care. America has disease 
care not health care. In fact the regulatory agencies 
FDA are not concerned with disease causing industries 
like Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Fast Foods or Big 
Pharma. The FDA is concerned with drugless therapies 
such as natural or energetic medicine, proved safe and 
effective. The hypocrisy is monumental and financially 
burdensome for the American people. In fact there is 
profit in promoting disease for a disease care system.

The Disease Care system in America today is very 
costly. Tremendous amounts of  money are spent 
on incorrect diagnosis (the AMA statistics show the 
accuracy of  the usual diagnosis in America is less than 
30%), sinthetic medications that cover up symptoms 
(vast side effects causing a continued spiral of  disease 
from improperly tested Drugs), useless surgery (the 
AMA says that over 80% of  heart surgery is not 
needed), and a host of  mentally irregular thoughts on 
modern medicine. And after all of  this nobody gets 

healthier, nobody improves their health, symptoms go 
away and the disease goes deeper.

When corporations run the Health Care system, 
profit for the stockholders is paramount. Thus the more 
disease there is the more profit there is. By definition 
corporations are psychopathic as that they care about 
profit over people. So there is no interest whatsoever in 
making people healthy, symptom control by prolonged 
medications is better. 

A true Health Care system of  healthy lifestyle 
education, early prevention of  disease, and safe and 
natural methods of  disease prevention and early 
treatment would not only make people healthier but 
would dramatically reduce cost. If  people were taught 
the dangers of  high glycemic dextrose foods, if  these 
foods were better controlled, if  the dangers of  bad fatty 
acids and Trans fatty acids were controlled, if  Tobacco 
was removed from sale. The cost of  health care would 
dramatically improve.

The angel has designed a new type of  medicine 
after the work of  Dr.. Hans Selye to help people not to 
develop disease, and to dramatically reduce disease. But 
the Angels’ efforts are a thorn to the SINthetic chemical 
companies and the Disease care system in America.

When profit is removed from the medicine, then 
we can go from a profit based disease care system to 
an improved Health Care system. And the savings of  
money and lives will be fantastic.
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THE FINANCIAL CRISIS AND A 
SOLUTION

The recent financial crisis starts with deceit and 
collusion of  most of  the finance officers worldwide. 
The collapse of  Enron is but a start. The over paid 
executives escape. The banks lend too much money on 
houses. When a bank owns the house or buys out the 
builder for cents out of  a dollar, the bank can generate 
income without spending money. Thus over half  of  the 
crisis debt is just on bank paper. Credit is most often 
just paper not real cash outlay. The loss in stock is most 
often just a paper loss. The Ultra Rich scream like stuck 
pigs when they lose just one percent. When they lose 
five percent they fire people, freeze their assets and 
shriek for help. The middle class is then to shoulder 
the loss as most of  them will lose 80% to 100% of  
their resources. The Ultra Rich hide their capital and 
protect themselves. Then the Ultra Rich use their vast 
media and lobbyist force to get the government to give 
them money. Since over half  of  their losses are on 
paper alone, they get much richer. The middle class is 
the asked to refinance and borrow more money from 
the Ultra Rich. The Ultra Rich media will not cover 
this story in such fashion; they twist the story to justify 
giving the Ultra Rich more money.  

The recent devastating meltdown of  the USA and 
World’s Financial Structure, is but just another example 
of  the power of  the Ultra Rich. Bad debts of  overvalued 
property accumulated and snowballed out of  control. 
Exceedingly Unbelievably over Paid Incompetent 
Managers, CEO, and High Level Executives almost all 
got luxurious large gold parachutes before the crisis. 
Governments (that means small taxpayers) had to give 
money to the banks. Not to the people with the troubled 
mortgages, but to the Ultra Rich controlled banks. 
Much of  the bank losses are only on paper and not real. 
In the overvalued real estate market much of  the losses 
are only on overvalued paper. The same is true in the 
stock market. The Ultra Rich banks are squealing about 

losses, but much of  those losses are still a reflection of  
the false over valuation of  so many things.  

They then announced that the banks can now 
refinance the houses to the troubled over burdened 
house owner. The householders’ debts are not erased 
by the bailout of  the Ultra Rich. The poor get poorer 
and they are asked to refinance their house loans. 
They are put in deeper. They are deceived into buying 
stock, beguiled into buying things they are duped into 
believing they need, and further deprived from freedom 
and intellectualism.

The Ultra Rich got out of  the stock market first. The 
Ultra Rich employ people to get them out quick and 
stick the small stock holder with the losses. The Ultra 
Rich might sell at 100. The rest of  the panic spreads 
the public sell their stock in fear. The stock drops. The 
Ultra Rich by back the stock at 50. The stock value 
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grows back the little investors lose money but their false 
illusion returns.  Then the media drives the masses back 
into the dream of  investing. (Watch FOX news) it is 
so easy to use the media to market a dream. After a 
time the process will repeat and the deception clock will 
reset. The ultra rich get richer the rest poorer.

The government felt they have to save the banks, 
not the bank customers. Why does not anyone think 
of  giving the money to the little guy and paying his 
mortgage, saving his butt, helping the family, giving 
money to the bank in his name, rather just letting him 
refinance his life. When they give money to the banks 
so the banks can refinance the poor slob. The bank 
managers make vast sums of  money and we give the 
money to them when they fail thru incompetence. This 
just increases the little guy’s burden and rewards the 
incompetence of  the ultra riche minions.

The Ultra Rich controlled media does not do the 
story on who bears the weight of  the major losses. 
Governments (taxpayers) had to give money to the 
whiney Ultra Rich to save them, not the little guy, 
and a little guy is any one with less than 10 million a 
year. These are the people paying taxes, having no say, 
manipulated by media, movies, MTV, celebrities and 
celebrity made labels. The Ultra Rich are way beyond 
this. The Ultra Rich controlled media twists the story 
and does not cover the truth. The Ultra Rich again use 
and abuse the people. 

And to add injury to insult, the government legislation 
(now not the taxpayers) in passing the bailout bill add 
more tax credits and lower the taxes of  the Ultra Rich. 
The top 450 Ultra Rich families in the world pay little 
to no tax now and that will just get bigger. The top 
250 Ultra Rich families in the world own over 75% of  
the wealth. Taxpayers do not control legislation, the 
Lobbyists do. They get richer from the bailout; there is 
no ceiling to greed, just always more. 

The Federal Reserve is a private institution that 
makes money off  of  the income taxes Americans pay. 

The Federal Reserve is not a government agency. It is 
not compelled to present bookkeeping, it is never to 
be audited, there is no control over it and it controls 
America.  There is no federal law that mandates that 
Americans must pay income tax. The Federal Reserve 
is owned by private banks and private individuals whose 
identity is secret. America borrows money from the 
Federal Reserve (federal in name only incorporated 
in May 18, 1943 in the days of  graft and ultra rich 
corruption) and the American people pay back their 
debt to private people at outrageous interest. The Ultra 
Rich get Ultra richer. 

The media does not cover this story. People who tell 
this story are ostracized by the media. The American 
government works for the Federal Reserve (which 
is not any more federal the Federal Express). The 
Federal Reserve works for its secret private owners. 
These private owners (The Ultra Rich) are the ultimate 
masters.  These clandestine Ultra Rich people try to 
control everything. Private ownership of  anything in 
America is speedily dwindling. The recent buy back of  
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real-estate is reverse privatization the American people 
are the employees of  the Ultra Rich and they are quickly 
becoming the indentured servants or serfs of  the Ultra 
Rich.  

People in America pay income taxes, interest, and 
inflation. 

Thomas Jefferson warned us of  not doing this 
and he said “If  the American people ever allow the banks to 
control the issuance of  currency, the banks and the corporations 
that grow around them will deprive the people of  all property, 
until one day the their children will wake up homeless”. This 
has happened to many, and is just about to happen to 
all. Will the American people wake up wantoned and 
dissolute, or can the Angel WAKE them up prosperous 
and flourishing with potential. The privately owned 
Federal Reserve can print money with no proof  of  asset 
behind it. They can print money out of  thin air. The 
American people however have to pay real interest on 
this loan. The Ultra Rich get richer and they violently 
attack any who try to expose them. Fear of  reprisal, fear 
of  indictment, fear of  investigation, and fear of  loss all 
grip the American people. 

Thomas Jefferson also warned us of  not doing this 
and he said “I sincerely believe the banking institutions 
having the issuing power of  money is more dangerous to 
liberty than standing armies”. This has been a fact since 
1914. And banks and corporations care for themselves 
first. As such these are psychopaths. The bottom line 
is profit and profit alone. The top three priorities are 
more, MORE, and MORE. If  you want more you 
are never satisfied you always want more. The Federal 
Reserve Company is such a corporation answering to 
the Ultra Rich. The perfect dupe, the perfect con, the 
perfect crime. Can the Angel tell this message?

The financial burden of  a war based on lies in Iraq 
further deepens the crisis. Over manipulation of  fossil 
fuel petroleum industry while discouraging natural plant 
oil energy, also deepens the crisis while shifting power 
to the Mideast from the West. America is dependent 

on Mideast oil and Asian trinkets. Large companies like 
Halburton profit from the war. Mismanagement and 
a cowboy egotistical philosophy further deepen the 
American crisis. But the American Federal Reserve will 
just print more money give it to the Ultra Rich.  And 
then just use the media to not only get the people to 
tolerate the shit they are now forced to eat, the media 
will get them to like it and order seconds. As the Federal 
Reserve illegally prints more money the rest of  the 
world is devalued and cheated. But the media and the 
history of  the force of  America provoke them just look 
the other way rather than act. The world is duped. The 
Ultra Rich go beyond just America, Way Beyond. The 
masses sleep. Similar Ultra Rich control is being set up 
in the rest of  the world.

The mindless uneducated self  obsessed masses are 
easily manipulated by a celebrity driven media. The 
Ultra Rich use the media and bureaucrats to attack all 
who oppose them, even the Messenger Angel.

The Solution to this problem is simple. First de-
privatize the Federal Reserve. Then a straight forward 
Ultra Rich inescapable 10% tax (a tithe), an Equal 
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Economic Education tax that goes equally to the all 
Public Education. Teaching the masses to fish, not 
giving a fish. After a person or corporation makes over 
say profit 100 million a year, the unavoidable Ultra Rich 
tax kicks in. The simple solution to all of  humanities 
problems is to mandate and force philanthropy onto 
the Ultra Rich. Make them care. Make them pay. Forcing 
Equality, Education, and Altruism. If  there was more 
education perhaps another market or bank collapse 
won’t happen. 

Also because education has been so disturbingly 
inadequate, judgmental, unequal, and deficient, there 
has been rejection of  education and the youth have 
turned attention to mindless celebrities. If  the music 
movie and all media was to get a 30% reduction in taxes 
if  they devout 10% of  their product to education, the 
youth would maybe learn something.

The wealth and power of  the Ultra Rich is way out 
of  control. They control the media, the lobby groups, 
and thus the government. Their CEOs and High Level 
Executives are well paid, and even better paid if  they 
are incompetent, for then they are paid off. The Ultra 
Rich escape taxes, write their own laws, and thrive 
on the stupidity of  the lower classes. The 10% tax 
solution would force compassion, restore balance thru 
education and help relieve the small taxpayers’ burden 
of  education tax. If  the tax is distributed equally it helps 
to relieve discrimination. Literally all of  our social ills 
will be removed. This EEE tax on the oil profits alone 
last year would provide a more than quality education 
for all of  the world’s children. 

This inescapable wind fall or excessive profit tax 
would set precedence to Ultra Rich. They now feel they 
are above the law, they feel they are above taxes. An 
inescapable education tithe would make the Ultra Rich 
be the philanthropists they should be. We all share air, 
we all should share care.

Equal Economic Education has many benefits. 
When we go to poor families any where we can see 

deaths. The birth certificate might say pneumonia was 
the cause of  death.  But the real cause is starvation. 
The lack of  food and especially good food is more to 
blame. Behind that is often lack of  education as to what 
good foods are. Lack of  education and the desperation 
of  no chance for a good job from a lack of  education, 
combine to kill thousands. Despair, hopelessness, 
anger, resentment and stupidity make for addiction, 
starvation, drug abuse, and self  abuse. All factors 
addressed by Equal Economic Education. No giving a 
fish but teaching everyone to fish.

There is another reason why EEE is hated. Small 
mind bureaucrats hate the simplicity of  Equality. Today 
there is a massive amount of  unproductive money 
spent on helping the poor with a parade of  bureaucrats 
who spend money trying to decide on trivial issues. 
Equal Economic Education is beautiful in simplicity 
and efficiency but that angers small petty minded over 
meticulous bureaucrats. 

The Ultra Rich has their field soldiers the petty small 
minds of  the bureaucrats that attack anyone who writes 
this story or tries to tell the truth or equal education to 
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the people. They have attacked me forcefully. They have 
taken away my passport, accused me of  an outrageously 
ludicrous false crime, and have launched a worldwide 
manhunt to try to stop me from telling you the truth. 
To try to stop me from waking up the people. To try 
to stop me from helping the world to control greed, 
anger, and the delusions of  false belief. But the angel 
must fight on.

My legal team is doing a counter attack in the small 
minds. As the angel I must do all I can to tell the 
message, no matter how much the ultra rich do to stop 
me.

SOLUTIONS TO THE FINANCIAL 
CRISIS

1. De-privatize the Federal Reserve; bring the true 
control of  America back to the American people. 
Wake up the people, end the gross corporate and 
bank control.  If  children were taught who owned 
and controlled the Federal Reserve would an 
educated public tolerate such control?  Education is 
always the answer.
2. Equal Economic Education to end the hypocrisy. 
Education is the answer.
3. A 10% windfall tax on any incomes over 100 
million to go to equal education.
4. A 30% tax break on entertainment if  they devout 
10% of  their product to education.
5. True democracy to get money out of  politics. Only 
an educated public can exercise a true democracy.
6. Do not let a psychopathic corporation run things 
like a profit driven bottom line crazed fanatic. Do not 
elect psychopaths. People must be more important 
than profit.
7. If  the people would elect the computer party and 
then vote for America to go bankrupt on the Federal 
Reserve (14 trillion debts) America could start over 
again and this would stick it to the Ultra Rich and 
set a level playing field for a thousand years of  peace 
and harmony.

8. Our society must go from a Me-Me society to a 
We-We fellowship. We need to go from a More-More 
culture to an implore, explore and adore heritage. 
We all must realize we Share Air, We need to Share 
Care as well. 
9. We need to go to a more agricultural society; plants 
take in carbon and give of  oxygen. If  we switch to 
Bio-fuels, Bio-mass, etc from polluting fossil fuels, 
if  we switch to eating more plants than meat, if  
we encourage more self  sufficiency of  plants we 
can help with food, air, reduce carbon and reduce 
pollution.
10. Learn more about reducing the power and 
control of  the Ultra Rich.
Hell with Repetition, this story must be told over and 

over and over and over again till the world wakes up. 
Do not just complain, wake up, do something. Listen to 
the messages of  the Angel.

What can you do? The Angel has made movies, 
music, books, etc all to help you to see the message. 
Three television stations, multiple radio stations, books 
medical journals all with open minded themes that 
expose truth. As some have said too much truth. Tell 
others use this book to help them to see. Ultimately it 
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is not the messenger that matters it is the message. Lots 
of  messages in this book.

Lawyers in America Live In Fear

In the past there were lawyers who championed 
freedom and fought for truth and the defense of  the 
little guy. Today all, and I mean all, of  the lawyers in 
America have been reduced and diminished by the Ultra 
Rich and their small minded army of  petty bureaucrats. 
The lawyers now live in fear and consternation, afraid 
to tackle the Ultra Rich small petty minded army of  
picayune twisted malignant prejudicial arrogant officials. 
The Ultra Rich grooms and cultivates the picayune, 
biased, self  righteous, overbearing officials. These 
officials can wear down any defense and out twist any 
idea, to defend the profit policies of  the Ultra Rich. 

The Ultra Rich laugh at justice, law, and honor. They 
feel they are above the Law, above Rules, above paying 
taxes, above the order of  humanity, above the society, 
above simple justice. They are in control, the lawyers 
are taught this and they live and tremble in fear of  the 

Ultra Rich control.
Watch the movie the INSIDER. You can see the 

powers of  the Ultra Rich to induce fear and take control. 
Even after all of  the battle against tobacco, the Ultra 
Rich army succeeds; the product is selling more than 
ever. This open blatant hypocrisy is just one example of  
the Ultra Rich power over the little lawyer. 

 Lawyers are taught in law school now that justice has 
little to do with law. Money and power control law to a 
much greater degree. Lawyers are afraid to go against the 
Ultra Rich army. And worse yet the lawyers have moved 
to selfish profit motivation as well. The collection of  
fees is the primary motive. Doing something is most 
often a vague promise, but first pay the fee, then be 
prepared for lots of  phone conversation. But do 
something, Well. 

Law, justice, principles, integrity, character, and even 
honor have been carefully removed from the legal 
system of  America. Lawyers have lost the battle to the 
small minded army of  Ultra Rich. The Federal Reserve 
is a privately owned bank; the FDA looks the other way 
at the deaths of  tobacco, sugar, and pharmaceuticals, 
and focuses on attacking safe and effective drugless 
therapies. Class action law suits are now severely 
restricted. Lawyers are so self  motivated and self  
obsessed as to be totally ineffective to make a change.

The law is twisted and distorted beyond belief  and 
perhaps beyond repair. The future of  America depends 
on the return of  Law, justice, principles, integrity, 
character, and above all honor. Someone must defeat 
the small petty army of  the Ultra Rich. The Angel has 
been thrust into the fray. The Ultra Rich are mounting 
a massive attack on the Angel to stop her message. You 
might be able to help turn the tide and make a change. 
Do not let the system deny the rights of  the Angel. Do 
not let them put the Angel away without due justice, 
without a trial by jury, without the order of  Law. Use 
your voice, be heard.
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The Prophecies Come True?

All of  the world’s religions predict trouble before 
a thousand years of  peace and harmony. The Mayan, 
Buddhist, Hindu, Shinto etc. None more known than 
the Bible book of  Revelations. Revelations is full of  
predictions of  beasts, dragons, horsemen, angels etc. 
they all have significance but it is hard to read and 
understand. This next section is to help you make sense 
and see the reality of  the prophecies as they apply to 
now. The quotes are amplified with the help - in italics. 
There are many ways to interpret the words; this is but 
a humble try.

Revelations Chap 2:29.
He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit 

saith. The Koran Surah 43: 57-66 says that the sign of  
the end is when Jesus the son of  Mary is worshiped as 
an idol and the followers forget his teachings, this is a 
sign of  the end.

Revelations Chap 2:21.
And I gave her space to repent of  her fornication; 

and she repented not.
22. Behold, I will cast her into a bed, and them that 

commit adultery with her into great tribulation, except 
they repent of  their deeds. (All have lost the teachings and 
are clouded by the celebrity culture. They no longer can think with 
the big head as the rich marketers sell their little heads anything 
that they can market with sex. Jesus teaches us to Judge not, they 
Judge, he teaches us to not hate, they hate, not to envy or steal, 
they envy and steal, he teaches us to respect our sexuality not to 
disrespect it, sexuality is blatantly abused, Jesus teaches us to not 
kill and they kill or want to kill. So many of  his followers have 
lost the teachings and worship the teacher.)

Revelations Chap 5:11.
And I beheld, and I heard the voice of  many angels 

round about the throne and the beasts and the elders: 

and the number of  them was ten thousand times ten 
thousand, and thousands of  thousands. (Towards the end 
there is a small but dedicated group that fight against the tyranny. 
These mortal messenger angels will respect the teachings, and 
conquer greed, anger, and the delusion of  false beliefs.)

Revelations Chap 7:12.
And I beheld when he had opened the sixth seal, and, 

lo, there was a great earthquake; and the sun became 
black as sackcloth of  hair, and the moon became as 
blood; (Earthquakes and cataclysms increase, the major crisis 
will happen seven years after the great Tsunami, this predicts the 
2012 conflict)

Revelations Chap 8.
7. The first angel sounded, and there followed hail 

and fire mingled with blood, and they were cast upon 
the earth: and the third part of  trees was burnt up, and 
all green grass was burnt up.

8. And the second angel sounded, and as it were a 
great mountain burning with fire was cast into the sea: 
and the third part of  the sea became blood.
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yard dog the FDA, protect Big Tobacco, Big Pharma, Big Sugar 
which all together have killed more than one third of  humanity. 
This is a prophecy that was unheard of  in the times of  John 
of  Ephesus. Who could imagine a government or a society that 
would allow the killing of  such a large percentage of  people just 
in the name of  greed? The ultra rich laugh and control the major 
factors of  our lives)

20. And the rest of  the men which were not killed 
by these plagues yet repented not of  the works of  their 
hands, that they should not worship devils, and idols 
of  gold, and silver, and brass, and stone, and of  wood: 
which neither can see, nor hear, nor walk.

21. Neither repented them of  their murders, nor of  
their sorceries, nor of  their fornication, nor of  their 
thefts. (The masses forget the teachings and do not feel remorse 
or repent their crimes of  hate and avarice. School kids now say 
it is OK to steal if  you do not get caught.  So many, too many 
have lost honour and replaced it with selfish self  absorbed greed, 
sexuality, self  serving covetousness, hate, fear, and the delusion 
of  false beliefs)

Revelations Chap 10.
9. And I went unto the angel, and said unto him, 

Give me the little book. And he said unto me, Take it, 
and eat it up; and it shall make thy belly bitter, but it 
shall be in thy mouth sweet as honey. 

10. And I took the little book out of  the angel's 
hand, and ate it up; and it was in my mouth sweet as 
honey: and as soon as I had eaten it, my belly was bitter. 
(The world’s media is under control of  a single mind that deceives 
us and gives us sweet messages to at first taste good but later sour 
in the stomach)

Revelations Chap 12.
7. And there was war in heaven: Michael and his 

angels fought against the dragon; and the dragon fought 
and his angels.

8. And prevailed not; neither was their place found 
any more in heaven. 

9. And the third part of  the creatures which were in 
the sea, and had life, died; and the third part of  the ships 
were destroyed. (The extinction of  species is so widespread and 
shocking that it is unbelievable)

10. And the third angel sounded, and there fell a 
great star (protagonist) from heaven, burning as it were 
a lamp, and it fell upon the third part of  the rivers, and 
upon the fountains of  waters.

11. And the name of  the protagonist is called 
Wormwood: and the third part of  the waters became 
wormwood; and many men died of  the waters, because 
they were made bitter. (Worms have taken over the planet 
and our insides as that 75% of  all people have worms in their 
belly)  (All of  these things have happened)

Revelations Chap 9.
4. And it was commanded them that they should 

not hurt the grass of  the earth, neither any green thing, 
neither any tree; but only those men which have not 
the seal of  God in their foreheads. (Men have forgotten 
about green, the world has shifted to meat not vegetables, concrete 
and asphalt not grass, oil from the ground not from the plants, 
deforestation continues unfettered. Mankind has lost the green of  
plants and replaced it with the green of  money.)

18. By these three was the third part of  men killed, 
by the fire, and by the smoke, and by the brimstone, 
which issued out of  their mouths. (Cigarettes and smoking 
is protected by the rich and the governments, they kill one third 
of  the masses, the governments and the Chemical company junk 
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and when I saw her, I wondered with great admiration. 
7. And the angel said unto me, wherefore didst thou 

marvel? I will tell thee the mystery of  the woman, and of  
the beast that carrieth her, which hath the seven heads 
and ten horns. (Hollywood MTV the celebrity culture and 
the sexual hypnotic suggestions and the dumbing of  the masses, 
slipping to the stupid side. All of  these point to the Harlot of  
Babylon being the sex driven small head marketing of  the masses 
from Hollywood)

Revelations Chap 17:16.
And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the 

beast, these shall hate the whore (Harlot of  Babylon), 
and shall make her desolate and naked, and shall eat her 
flesh, and burn her with fire.

Revelations Chap 18.
The Angel comes to Save Humanity from 2012.
11. The merchants of  the earth will weap and mourn 

over her because no-one buy their goods and more...
All your riches and splender have vanished...
17. For in one hour so great riches is come to nought. 

(Financial Bailout) (The trillion dollar USA bailout, the 
collapse of  world banks, Reverse privatization and the listening 
of  America to all bank transactions and communications, the 
global movement of  the ultra rich and the greedy power mad 
Illuminati, all of  these clearly point to prophecy. You see the losses 
are born by the poor and the middle rich. These people are easily 
duped into putting their life savings into the market. They bear 
all of  the losses. The ultra rich protect themselves. And this very 
large bailout is going solely to the ultra rich. The rest of  the people 
will be burdened by the payout, as the ultra rich gain even more 
control.)

Revelations Chap 19.
19. And I saw the beast, and the kings of  the earth, 

and their armies, gathered together to make war against 
him that sat on the horse, and against his army. 

20. And the beast was taken, and with him the false 

9. And the great dragon was cast out, that old 
serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth 
the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his 
angels were cast out with him. (The Spiritual Emotional 
battle of  greed versus honor is won in the heavens, but now the 
war is building on earth and the mortal angels will need to fight 
here on earth against the lizard devil and the lizard greedy brain)

Revelations Chap 13:16.
And the beast causeth all, both small and great, rich 

and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right 
hand, or in their foreheads: 

17. And that no man might buy or sell, save he that 
had the mark, or the name of  the beast, or the number 
of  his name. 

18. Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding 
count the number of  the beast: for it is the number of  a 
man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six.

Revelations Chap 16.
13. And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come 

out of  the mouth of  the dragon, and out of  the mouth 
of  the beast, and out of  the mouth of  the false prophet. 
(Big Pharma, Big Sugar, Big Tobacco, Weapons of  War, Big 
Oil, The Manipulative Media, The lizard like amphibian, the 
Big Money Illuminati. These seven evil orders spout the three 
evils, GREED, ANGER, and the DELUSION of  the false 
beliefs.  The ultra rich make untold money on Tobacco, Drugs, 
etc and they then make profit from an over charged excessive 
technology medical complex. The cancer and disease industry cares 
only for itself  and profits are more important than people)

Revelations Chap 17.
5. And upon her forehead was a name written, 

MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, and THE 
MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS 
OF THE EARTH. 

6. And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of  
the saints, and with the blood of  the martyrs of  Jesus: 
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Naturopath alive today. She has become the world’s 
most famous expert on Natural and Energetic 

medicine. The story goes on and on this is just a brief  
set of  the ever growing legend and saga of  Desiré D. 
Dubounet.

As Desiré says the past is not, real the resume is just 
an illusion. The power of  the mind must stand on it’s 
own. The petty mind can come at you from any angle 
and the only defense is steadfast dedication to the truth. 
When you read or watch her scientific journals, clinical 
studies, advanced scientific papers, medical discussions, 
philosophical essays, social themes, and intellectual movies 
you can see a world class genius. Petty minds will say that 
it is too good to be true, well Desiré is so true to be good.

www.theangelofgod.com
www.leftv.com
www.tmttv.com
www.desifm.net
www.nemkellhazudni.com
www.imune.net
www.changetheworldproductions.com
www.qxsubspace.com

William Nelson or Desiré D. 
Dubounet as most know 
her, is a legend in her own 
time. With over 60 books on 
medicine, over 200 medical 
articles published in peer 
reviewed medical ISSN 

journals, over 35 movies, three 24/7 TV channels, 2 
radio stations, and a host of  other publications, Desiré 
is one of  the most important and influential persons of  
the new age. The courage to stand up and prove that all 
synthetic drugs are incompatible with the human body. 
The intrepid pluck resolution to let the big head choose 
her sex not the little head’s presence. Desiré is one of  the 
most courageous people alive today. It is a constant battle 
against the small and petty minds to fight for freedom and 
awareness. A modern day warrior fighting for rationality in 
an ever increasingly stupid and judgmental world, Desiré 
fights on against all who live in false belief. False beliefs 
are the hardest to release.

With over 5 patents, 10 trademarks, thousands of  
copyrights, and a host of  other leading edge changes to help 
natural medicine, Desiré is now a Professor Emeritus of  
Medicine at the International Medical University. IMUNE 
is Registered in the British Virgin Is. And the Isle of  Mann, 
accredited internationally, recognized by the U.N. and the 
E.C. there are IMUNE offices in Switzerland, Mexico City, 
Beijing and Romania. Desiré won the Beethoven prize for 
intellectualism in 1990. The Who’s Who man of  the year in 
1991, and women of  the year in 2001. Doctorate degrees 
in Medicine, Counseling, Acupuncture, Homeopathy, 
Naturopathy, Corporate Wellness, International Law, and 
Quantum Physics and Biology constitute just some of  her 
educational experience.

Desiré was licensed to treat and diagnoses patients 
in Ohio, and is now licensed internationally as a medical 
doctor. She has directed produced, written and stared 
in over thirty movies. Desiré established the proof  of  
homeopathy in the USA. She personally made homeopathy 
legal in Hungary. She is known as the father of  modern 
Homeopathy in Pakistan. She is known as the mother 
of  current Superlearning. She personally registered the 
acupuncture needles as medical equipment in the USA. 
Made patents in homeopathy in the USA and Ireland. She 
has been nominated for the Nobel prize in medicine over 
ten times. Dr. Bill Nelson was proclaimed the greatest 
intellectual of  the 20th century. But now Desiré is eclipsing 
and displaying

greater genius.
Desiré has developed a new and exciting style of  

movie making that has Hollywood shaking in fear. Her 
Intellectual Angel Movies are a fantastic unprecedented 
and inventive style of  movie aimed at the sophisticated 
intelligent audience. Desiré has the courage and fortitude 
to make over 35 movies that challenge the system and the 
powers of  big money. She has defined and elucidated the 
evil of  the Illuminatti in her movies. As Einstein once 
said “great spirits get incredible resistance from mediocre 
minds”. Judging from the petty trivial critiques and biased 
twisted criticisms it can be said that Desiré must be one 
great spirit. Her courage, intrepid spirit and clarity of  
mind are legendary.

Desiré was awarded the first prize in a contest of  
Cardiologists in Florida in 1989. Medical Doctor of  
the year in 2003, and voted best Healer of  the year in 

2005. Often called the most eminent Doctor and 

Desiré is easily by far the most colorful, interesting, 
intelligent, and courageous person in the world today. 
Spend one hour with her and you will agree. Nobody has 
changed the world as much as Desiré. Born as a super 
intelligent child was the first to max several intelligent 
tests in America, she was able to save the Apollo 13 
astronauts, and has developed several patents that have 
revolutionized life and the world of  medicine. He later 
left America to find freedom. She did find it eventually.

Today she has the freedom to express her discoveries 
of  medicine, the freedom to choose her sexuality, and 
the freedom to help the world to get to a thousand 
years of  peace and harmony. Bill was one of  the first to 
register homeopathic NDC (National Drug Codes) in 
America, and DIN (Drug Identification Numbers) in 

Canada. He was the first to register energetic medicine 
equipment with the FDA. His proof  that synthetic 
drugs and foods are incompatible with the human 
body has shown the importance of  natural medicine. 
After several books on natural medicine, patents in 
homeopathy, hundreds of  studies Bill has changed the 
world by making natural medicine scientific, legally 
registered, and accepted.

In return for this world changing work, the big drug 
companies and lobbyist groups try to take her down. 
Her work is against their interest and she is getting 
more and more dangerous for them. But that’s not all! 
Desiré’s idea to change society through equal economic 
educational funding is both eloquent and brilliant. It 
could – and will – change the world. To fully evaluate 

THE STORY OF
DESIRÉ DUBOUNET
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the work of  Desiré would take years. But reading this 
chapter will help you to get to know her. What you are 
about to read may sound pretty unbelievable, but it is 
honestly real. Enjoy!

EARLY YEARS
Official biography

On June 19th 1951 precisely 2400 years after the birth of  
Confucius, in Warren Ohio, Billie and Helen Nelson had a 
child they named William Charles Nelson. Every 1200 years 
is an astro-epoch age of  astrology and William was born two 
astro epochs after Confucius. Bill will grow to demonstrate several 
of  the same characteristics of  Confucius, such as intelligence, 
dedication to the truth, and understanding.

Bill’s father was a descendant of  the British Admiral Horatio 
Nelson. One of  the Admiral’s bastard descendants goes to 
America with Robert E.. Lee when he visited London to try 
to enlist English help with the war. The head of  the Southern 
forces of  the civil war Robert E. Lee’s daughter married this 
Englishman. At the end of  the civil war they go to Kansas.

Bill’s mother descends from Finland. For Bill like his 
ancestors, it was hard for the doctors to determine the sex. It 
seemed that both sexes were present. Some people are born with 
both sexes. There are variant forms of  hermaphrodite.

The Nelson’s lived in northeast Ohio, living in Niles, Warren 
and finally Girard. Even at an early age young Billy demonstrated 
a high degree of  intelligence, mathematics and scientific aptitude. 
He was accomplished in Calculus and physics at the age of  13. 
At 15 he attained a perfect score on an intelligence test and was 
posted in the local paper as the boy with the ultimate IQ. He was 
admitted to Mensa at the age of  16. Bill’s incredible math skills 
won him the title “Wunderkinder” in English “Wonder Child”.

Bill took the study of  the Bible seriously. His instructor 
Reverend Sinner taught the bible in Greek, Hebrew, Latin and 
English. The instructor was a strict German disciplinarian. The 
depth and variety of  the Bible study was to have profound effects 
on Bill’s later life.

In high school Bill was to further shine academically, he placed 
highly in all tests of  aptitude in most all subjects. In sports Bill 
was an accomplished golfer, tennis player, basketball player, but 
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was most proficient at gymnastics. In 1968 he placed 4th in a 
national gym meet and went on to be an unsanctioned alternate 
in the 1968 Mexico City Olympics. In 1969 Bill was voted the 
senior class president of  Girard High and most likely to succeed. 
Bill was active in several other High school organizations and 
clubs. Bill was put into an accelerated class and allowed to attend 
Kent State College at night.

Bill loved music and worked with several music groups. But, 
Bill’s talent as a singer and musician would have to wait.

In the ACT test for college readiness, Bill placed in the top 
1 percent with 35 out of  36. In the SAT Bill attained a perfect 
800 in math, physics, and Calculus. It was apparent that Bill’s 
math skills were exceptionally extraordinary. By graduation Bill 
had already finished the first year of  College requirements. Bill 
went to college at GMI (General Motors Institute).

Desiré in depth - Gabor interviews Desi (excuse 
us the language difficulties)

– As a kid I was raised as a Lutheran. My mother’s 
family is from Finland, and for the first three years of  my 
life I was raised by my grandparents. I went to Finnish 
church, spoke Finnish. Of  course, I hardly remember 
anymore. I was just a child, and children forget 
languages as quickly as they learn them. I remember 
learning about God. I was a typical little boy who was 
swept into these things. I remember that I prayed for 
the Wisdom of  Solomon. That’s what I wanted! I really, 
really longed for intelligence.

– Do you remember anything else from this 
period?

– Yes, I remember God talking to me, saying that I 
will be involved in the End of  all Days. I remember him 
saying that I will be a part of  the End of  Humanity the 
Armageddon.

– Did you get the intelligence you were longing 
for?

– Yes. Back in the United States I was soon identified 
as a mathematics prodigy. I was able to solve equations 
at a very young age and to deal with mathematical 
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problems far beyond my age. When an IQ test was 
carried out on me, I answered each and every question 
correctly. The only problem was that as a result, they 
actually weren’t able to measure my intelligence. I 
maxed everything.

– This sounds like a fairy tale…
– I know, but it is true. Just look it up in the yearbooks! 

I was the number one kid in seven different subjects in 
the whole state of  Ohio. And at the end of  the high 
school, when we did our SAT tests (a standardized test for 
college admissions in the United States), I was the very first 
person in America to get a perfect score in mathematics. 
I also got almost perfect scores in chemistry, physics 
and biology.

– And what about sports?
– I got into gymnastics. You see, I loved the form 

of  it… In my entire life, I’ve always had a female side. 
Some of  my earliest memories are about me wanting 
to be female. Looking at beautiful women, imagining 
how it would be to be one of  them… I wanted to be 
like them! Of  course, in America, I had to suppress all 
this. I had to convince myself: I have a dick, so I must 
behave like a man! I developed slowly, always a year 
or two behind the other boys, but I was very athletic 
and I got into gymnastics. I had a natural talent for it, 
and I loved it. Especially as the girl team and the boys 
were training in the same gym hall. I was much more 
comfortable in a room where I could work out with the 
girls. I actually did all of  my training with the girls.

– Did your coaches immediately recognize that 
you were a gymnast prodigy?

– Yes instantly I was a prodigy on the pommel 
horse. But soon enough I started   competing and I 
won an amateur athletic union event. Since this was a 
high ranked national competition, I got an invitation 
for the Olympic preparations in 1967. I didn’t make it 
to the actual team, but I was among the reserves for the 
Olympic Games in Mexico.

– That means you did actually travel to Mexico. 

Right?
– Yes I did. It was a huge experience! I remember 

watching the American athletes Tommie Smith and 
John Carlos – at the medal ceremony of  the 200 meters 
dash – raising their fists in a “Black Panther” salute in 
protest to racism in America.

– Wow, that must have been cool!
– Indeed it was. That whole era, the sixties, were 

kind of  crazy… In a positive way, of  course.
– When did you finish high school?
– I graduated in 1969 as president of  the high school 

senior class Girard, Ohio.
– You were that popular?
– Yes, but it wasn’t easy at first. When I was young, 

back in the seventh grade, they did lots of  tests with 
the kids in America. Although my intelligence was the 
highest, I wasn’t doing well on the psychological tests. 
So, it happened after the test that they brought my 
parents in and they told them that I was too geeky. They 
were highly concerned about me because although I 
was highly intelligent; I was completely different to the 
other children. 

They said I would never have any friends; I would 
never be able to do public speaking. They told my 
parents that there was a possibility that without help 
I would always end up as a totally introverted geek. I 
remember the psychologist recommending my father 
to send me to therapy. But after my father recognized 
that this would have cost him a couple of  hundred 
bucks, he said “no way”…

Then I forced myself  to be comfortable with 
speaking in a room full of  people. I was so successful 
that I was elected senior class president in Girard, 
Ohio, 1969. Now I am one of  the most famous public 
speakers ever.

APOLLO 13
Official biography

Out of  over 15,000 applicants, Bill was chosen to go to AC 
Electronics in Milwaukee Wisconsin. Bill was to work as an 
electrical engineer at AC and was chosen to work on the Apollo 
beryllium gyro navigation system. 

He developed several patents for beryllium debarring and 
fluidic components and heat exchange system used in the heat 
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exchanger today. One day in 1970, the Apollo 13 astronauts 
needed help.

The American public and most of  the scientists were lulled 
into a false overconfidence. It seemed the trip to the moon was easy. 
GM was outbid by Honeywell and GM started to lay off  people 
especially in the math department.

There were only three people working in this department on 
that day, and two of  them were sick. Only Bill was there to 
answer the all important question, “Can we turn off  the Gyro for 
hours at sub-zero temperatures and then turn it back on?”. Bill 
said of  course, while not really knowing.

The decision was made to do just that, but the turn on of  the 
system would require precise three dimensional calculations. This 
could only be done by a master mathematician.

The three workers had 30 hours and after feverish work 
there were three answers. The boss knowing Bill’s extraordinary 
math skills chose his calculations. The astronauts landed with 
15 minutes of  oxygen left. They missed the boat target by 150 
meters, the closest landing ever.

GM was then to close the Apollo navigation project. When 
they asked him to work on bombs and weapons, Bill’s respect 
for the Buddhist eightfold path prompted him to quit GMI. Bill 
promised to never work on weapons.

Desiré in depth
– My first college experience was to go to General 

Motors Institute (GMI). I was hired to work on the 
Apollo Projects.

– Just like that?
– Yeah. I was a mathematics genius, remember? 

I was chosen out of  15,000 kids. Right out of  high 
school, within a couple of  days, I started to work there. 
I was already there when Neil Armstrong landed on the 
moon, but since I was just signed on, I didn’t participate 
that mission.

– Which department did you work for?
– For the mathematics department, there were 13 of  

us. We invented the navigation system and it was our job 
to work with it. It was the same C5 gyro system that was 

used in the Boeing 747s. A 3D navigation system with 
a small beryllium gyro that you could spin with your 
finger. It took about four hours for it to stop spinning.

– What was your job?
– I was the one who had to measure the errors of  

the gyro. It was kind of  shit job… But I didn’t care. I 
was still a student.

– Where did you study?
– At General Motors Institute in Flint, Michigan. 

And of  course, at the same time I was working as 
electrical engineer in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

– It must have been tiring.
– It was, of  course, but believe me, it was a lot of  

fun! I was there when Apollo 11 landed, when Apollo 
12 landed, and I was at work when Apollo 13 was 
supposed to land…

– Tell me about it. Your biography says that you 
were pretty much involved in that one.
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– They had a big problem. They were heading 
towards the moon, but at about halfway something 
happened. It may have been an explosion – they still 
don’t know exactly – but they suddenly lost oxygen. You 
see, there were two guidance systems, one of  them on 
the Apollo, and the other on the Lunar landing module. 
Two navigation systems on to two different spacecrafts. 
Since they were losing oxygen (which was power), they 
came up with the idea that if  they could turn the power 
off  in the Apollo and navigate on the Lunar Module’s 
gyro around the moon, after the maneuver they could 
turn the power back, discard the other gyro and come 
home. Now the question was: would it be possible to do 
that without the machines breaking down? The whole 
maneuver would have taken about forty hours and we 
were not sure if  – after so much time – the astronauts 
would still be able to turn the navigation system on.

– What’s happened?
– Well, the question came down to our office. Now, 

the funny thing was that between Apollo 11 and 12 our 
company lost the bid for the navigation system for the 
next generation of  spacecrafts, the shuttles. Honeywell 
outbid us and accordingly, GE had already laid many 
people off  from the mathematics department. On that 
day three people were working in the office. And two 
of  them were ill…

– So you were alone, basically.
– I was indeed. I was sitting there bored, when I 

got a call someone asking: can we turn the gyroscope 
off? And later turn it back on? Had I said no, you can’t 
turn it off, the plan would be to return immediately. If  
they could turn it on and off, the idea was that Apollo 
would go around the moon and use it’s gravitation as a 
slingshot. That wouldn’t take as much power, as for the 
correction.

– But you said yes.
– Just because I thought my fraternity buddies were 

fooling me. You see, I thought the one who called me 
was a friend of  mine, one of  my fraternity buddies. I 
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really thought he was giving me a hazing. So right away, 
without any thinking, I answered: “sure that you can 
turn off  the gyro!” After this, I went to have lunch 
and just when I saw Tom Crocker, a buddy of  mine in 
the fraternity watching the television with the others, 
did I realize that the situation was in fact serious. The 
problems of  Apollo 13 were reported on all channels…

– It must have been harsh to realize that it was 
not a fraternity joke after all…

– By then the two ill guys arrived as well, so we 
actually didn’t have any time to think this through. 
Especially after they successfully turned the gyro off.

– Why?
– Because they had to put the correct numbers in the 

system so that it could really navigate.
– So you guys had to calculate these numbers…
– Precisely.
– Why were these numbers so important? I 

mean, the Earth isn’t too small. It isn’t difficult to 
find it even from the outer space!

– You have to understand that the window through 
the upper atmosphere is very small. Going through it is 

like holding a sheet of  paper on the side and you would 
have to hit the edge of  the sheet from ten feet with a 
BB gun. If  Apollo came in too steep, they would burn 
up, if  they came in too shallow, they would bounce off  
the atmosphere.

So the three of  us sat down, and started to calculate. 
We worked and worked and worked and worked… 
Time was running out and we weren’t finished. Just 
like in the movie, we heard the always desperate voices 
saying: “Give us the numbers!”

– I remember that part very well. You were in 
the control center?

– No, that’s only in the movie. In reality, we were in 
Wisconsin. But it was scary enough. Especially after we 
saw that all three of  us calculated different numbers.

– My God! What happened?
– Well, my boss comes in and asks us: What are 

your numbers? The first guy says I think these are the 
numbers… The next guy says I’m not sure, but probably 
these are the numbers… Then he comes to me and I 
say that I know! I know these are the numbers! At the 
end I think he chose my numbers because he knew that 
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I was measuring the gyro for a long time, so I probably 
knew the device better that the others…

– Still, he chose well. The astronauts landed 
safely.

– Yes. However, I almost had a heart attack in those 
minutes when they went through the atmosphere. Just 
before they went in, my friend turned to me and said: 
What if  they die? And then it hit me. Up until then 
the whole situation was just a mathematical problem to 
solve. Now it was real life… I remember I was sitting 
there for three minutes and I second guessed everything 
in my head. The three minutes were up and they didn’t 
respond for another 30 seconds. Those were the longest 
three minutes thirty seconds of  my life… Luckily, just 
as I started to panic, we finally heard their voices. It was 
a great, breathtaking moment.

– Congratulations! Your numbers were right.
– More than that. The target this time was a boat. 

Normally, they would land in a range of  25 kilometers 
around the boat. The worst landing was Apollo 7 where 
they landed 159 kilometers off  the target. The best 
one – up until then – was half  a kilometer. This time 
they landed 150 meters away from the target. A huge 
success…

– What happened after Apollo 13?
– Since we lost the bid for the shuttles’ navigation 

system, the mathematics department wasn’t needed 
anymore. They moved me over to work on the main 
battle tank. I said I did not want to work on weapons, 
so my job was to work on a laser detector. It is a device 
which lets you know that you have been sighted if  a 
guy hits you with a laser beam. That wasn’t a weapon. 
Then they asked me to work on smart bombs, but I had 
pledged to observe right livelihood and thus never work 
on weapons, drugs, or slavery.

– Where you happy with this job?
– No, definitely not. I decided to quit.

GOD TALKS TO BILL
Official biography

Bill decided to go to the seminary to study to be a pastor 
like his good friend and teacher Rev Sinner. Here the professors 
always asked, “Did you get the calling” They said that one day 
God will call you to his service. And that day came, but God 
spoke to Bill and said “I don’t want you here. I want you to 
rewrite molecular Biology”. Bill listened and the set off  on a path 
to learn all about molecular biology.

Bill found that Quantum theory could explain the biological 
principles much better than Thermodynamics. Thermodynamics 
was used to explain biology previously. But it was unsuitable and 
inappropriate. Quantum and Quantum Electrodynamics offered 
a much better description

Bill went to the University of  Wisconsin to study Biology. 
He went to Kent State to study Quantum Physics. Bill finally 
found himself  at Youngstown State University where got his BS 
in psychology and Masters in counseling Psychology. He majored 
in Mathematics as well and studied statistics and complex 
mathematics. He published papers on ESP, reactivity, subliminal 
perception, brain physiology, NLP and mathematics.

During his studies Bill was recruited by the CIA to work 
in project Phoenix, because of  his math skills, and knowledge 
of  psychic theory. His gymnastic skills and athletic abilities 
made him a good candidate for project Phoenix. But a dramatic 
confrontation of  ideals leads to a change in direction and a deeper 
respect for human life and God.

It was also here at YSU that Bill decided to study comparative 
religions. He pursued the in-depth study of  the Hindu, Buddhist, 
the Shaman, etc. All to be able to come back to strengthen his 
original childhood beliefs in Christianity.

Bill recognizes that he is the Maitreya predicted in Buddhist 
legend.

The Maitreya is the wise man who comes now to guide 
the world into the Millennia one thousand years of  peace and 
harmony.
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Desiré in depth
– So you quit General Motors.
– I did. Unfortunately, I quickly had to realize the 

fact that I could no longer get any scholarship. When I 
graduated from high school, I could choose any place 
and I could do just about anything: MIT, Caltech – I had 
full scholarships everywhere. But now I had nothing.

– What’s happened?
– I decided that I wanted to be part of  the Lutheran 

church. I wanted to be a minister. You see, I have always 
been deeply religious. All my life I was always praying 
and talking to God.

– What did you do?
– I went to Concordia, a small, all boys’ Lutheran 

school, where I studied to become a Lutheran pastor.
– You liked the place?
– Yes, I did. The only uncomfortable thing was that 

the faculty people all kept asking me: Did you get the 
Calling?

– What’s the Calling?
– They define the Calling by God physically talking 

to you. Most of  the boys had it. And I kept saying he 
didn’t talk to me… – Fortunately, one day he did. One 
day God talked to me. It was in the evening, and I 
walked just under a streetlight, when I heard his voice. 
It was a simple, nice voice which said: “I don’t want you 
here. I want you to rewrite molecular biology.”

– A voice said “I want you to rewrite molecular 
biology” to you?

– Weird, right? And to be honest, at the time I had 
no idea what molecular biology was! But God said 
“You’ll figure it out”

– What’s happened?
– I did what God told me to do. I went away from 

Concordia to research molecular biology. I started to 
bounce around different universities: I studied Biology 
at the University of  Wisconsin, Quantum Physics at 
Kent State and finally I ended up at Youngstown State 
University. 

– Kent State University… Wasn’t this the place 
where those anti-war protesters were killed?

– You know the story? I was there on the day it 
happened!

– Wow! Tell me about it.
– This was the time when anti-war protests started to 

spread around the country. People were fed up with the 
Vietnam War. You see, in Kent State campus there was 
another campus: the ROTC (reserved officer training 
core) which was basically a place where kids were being 
trained to go to the army. These young boys were living 
in big barracks which were made of  wood. It really was 
a fire trap. Now, what happened was that somebody had 
set a firebomb the week before and they discovered it. 
It is understandable that all of  the ROTC kids were 
angry and nervous and crazy. On that day there was a 
protest and the ROTC people came out with loaded 
guns. They were meant to just back off  the crowd, but 
somebody opened fire. You may have heard about the 
song “four dead in Ohio…” I was right there. I came 
out of  the Robin Hood bar and saw the dead kids on 
the ground. Those were really crazy times.

– Let’s go back to your studies. You said that 
Youngstown was your last stop.

– Yes. I took a job teaching mathematics, while I was 
working for my degree in psychology and counseling. 
You see, at this time of  my life I really wanted to get 
into psychology and counseling.

– Why?
– Because I realized that in the years before I was 

too much into my intellectual brain.
– What do you mean by that?
– I was too much into my scientific, verbal side of  

my brain. And the verbal side can really mess you up. 
Well, at least it did fuck me up. My whole life was a 
mess. I was totally out of  touch. Fortunately I started 
to understand that there is also an intuitive side of  the 
brain which might not be as bad as the scientists say. 
Why should it be bad? In the orient people embrace it: 
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they think much more intuitively than we do! I decided 
to explore the other side of  my brain and I got into 
Buddhism, Hinduism and different other religions of  
the world. I studied mystical philosophies and psychic 
phenomenon.

– Your biography says that in this period you 
were recruited to the CIA.

– There was a sign on the wall which said they were 
offering cryptography jobs at the CIA. They basically 
wanted to hire mathematicians, to break codes. Since 
I was a mathematics prodigy, I decided to go to the 
interview. They loved me. Especially, since I was also 
interested in psychic phenomenon (at this point of  time I 
was already giving lectures in meditation and mystic philosophy).

– Did they hire you?
– Of  course. But I had bad luck. They found out that 

I had skills in gymnastics and that I was very athletic. So 
they put me in the Phoenix program. 

– What’s that?
– The Phoenix program was designed to be an 

anti-war thing. The Phoenix kids were trained to kill 
brutally and sent to Vietnam where they arrested and 

killed some 35,000 Vietnamese. Most of  them died in 
interrogation. The goal of  the Phoenix Project was to 
teach Americans to be more cruel than the Vietnamese 
were cruel. At this point of  time in history the Vietcong 
were so incredibly cruel that the CIA decided to teach 
Americans the same. I was in the program. I was injected 
with LSD and BZ other cocktail chemicals, and I was 
trained to kill. I was involved in experiments where they 
were trying to teach us to kill goats with our minds. By 
the way, I was the only one who could do it…

– You killed a goat with your mind?
– It seemed so. But there was so many drugs injected 

in my body that I don’t really know… I really didn’t 
know what was really going on; I just felt that it was 
wrong. They told me it was self-defense, but in reality it 
was craziness. After a month I decided to get out. 

– Did they let you?
– First they didn’t want to. They threatened me … 

But then nothing has happened. Just last year all of  the 
Phoenix records have been exposed, so I now can talk 
about it. We are making a movie about this part of  my 
life.
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MEDICAL SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
Official biography

In 1977 he was hired to teach at Youngstown State 
University.. He taught mathematics, Para psychology, meditation, 
mystic philosophy, and business math for over seven years. His 
first class in mystic philosophy and ESP was taught on the 
day after his son Daniel was born. The teaching allowed Bill 
to attend medical school at NEOCOM. NEOCOM was a 
consortium of  YSU, KSU and Cleveland State, so Bill kept 
registered at YSU, graduating with degrees in psych, counseling, 
mathematics, medicine. Bill took his medical education seriously, 
but noticed that the entire education was shifted to synthetic drugs. 
There was no mention or development of  the body electric. Bill 
was continuing his research on the rewrite of  molecular biology. 
Conflicts of  philosophy over natural medicine result in a revoking 
of  the NEOCOM medical degree. Bill has qualified for his 
medical education and medical license elsewhere.

In the early 1980s Bill met Dr. James Pershing Isaacs, 
who wrote a ground breaking book on Quantum Biology in 
the late 1950s. The great Dr. Heisenberg wrote him a letter 
congratulating him on the work. Most of  the greats of  Quantum 
theory including most prominently Schubert agree that biology will 
need a Quantum description. Bill studies with Dr. Isaacs and 
realizes that now there is definite proof  that the synthetic process 
is not proper and causes more harm than good for the body. This 
is an extremely dangerous problem as that the giant complex of  
medicine is now built on the foundation of  synthetic drugs, and 
Bill has absolute proof  that the foundation is wrong. Not just a 
little wrong but oppressively wrong.

When later he discovered that synthetic drugs were linked to 
his son’s autism, Bill started to recognize the power of  natural 
medicine. When chemotherapy killed his grandmother Bill’s revolt 
was complete. His grandfather advised Bill to never compromise 
and stay steadfast in his beliefs of  natural medicine. He left the 
medical internship and gave up any claims on further pursuit.

Guided by a determined heart, a superior intellect, and gentle 
spirit, Bill set the course for the rest of  his life. To bring awareness 
of  the truth about natural medicine to people

Bill went to the now defunct South Eastern University in 
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New Orleans for his doctorate in Science Psychology. He got his 
Counseling degree from Lafayette University. Both doctorates 
allow Bill to get his license to diagnose and treat patients in Ohio.

Earning terminal degrees in Naturopathy, Acupuncture 
(Occidental Institute), International Law (Lafayette), and 
Medicine (International Medical University), has served to 
broaden his already deep scientific knowledge. His research into 
the split brain, comparative religions, mystic philosophy, ESP, 
and natural medicine leads to a very extensive and comprehensive 
background.

When God spoke to Bill back at the seminary and told 
him to rewrite molecular biology. It would take ten years but 
the PROMORPHEUS is finished, copyrighted and sent to the 
library of  congress in 1982. After almost thirty years it is still 
the most technical and mathematical treatise on the quantic life 
process existing.

Desiré in depth
– We were at the time you got out of  the phoenix 

project.
– After I quit I went back to teaching at Youngstown 

State. I was an associate and I was studying at the same 
time. I ended up getting my bachelors and my masters 
in psychology. Then I went on to the North-Eastern 
Ohio College of  Medicine which is a consortium of  
Youngstown State and Cleveland. It was a medical 
college.

– Finally. A medical college.
– Yes, I started to study medicine because I wanted 

to learn more about the mind and this idea of  who and 
what we are. And then my son was born.

– Let’s wait for a moment. When did you get 
married?

– I married Terri… We had two kids, Daniel and 
Kara. Daniel was born with autism in 1978.

– That must have been a very difficult thing to 
deal with.

– It was extremely tough. At the time I was at 
Youngstown, taking courses in medicine. Then my son 

was born and I found out that his dyslexia and autism 
is because of  a drug.

– Which one?
– The first form of  its kind was called the 

Thalidomide. It was sold as a morning sickness pill, 
which helped women to get over their morning sickness. 
But it made heavy mutations in their children. There 
were kids who were born with flippers instead of  arms; 
here were children who were born with their spine 
outside their skin. Horrendous deformities. I remember, 
after the drug was removed from the shelves, a friend 
of  mine, dr. Small, a teacher of  psychology, told me 
one day at lunch that it was a blessing that the drug had 
caused those horrendous side effects. I remember I was 
shocked. I asked him how he dared to say such a thing? 
He was happy about the side effects because these we 
recognized – he replied. We were able to see them. 
Because we were able to recognize their origin. What 
if  the drug would not do any frightening, disgusting 
damages, “just” lower the IQ five points? We wouldn’t 
be able to see it…

– What happened to the Thalidomide?
– They reengineered it and later they renamed it 

Benedictine. My ex-wife had taken it, because she got 
prescription for it from our doctors. And then Daniel 
was born autistic. Just like Dustin Hoffman in Rain 
Man.

– Didn’t you sue them?
– Well, I went to court in Cincinnati, Ohio. We were 

able to prove that 15,000 children were horrendously 
deformed by this drug and possibly 30 million children 
were slightly hurt. Millions of  children were definitely 
affected - many had learning problems or became 
autistic because of  this drug. But as I sat there – I was 
part of  a class action suit – I had to witness that at the 
last trial, when the lawyers of  the drug company proved 
that the drug company did not know the damages this 
drug might have, the court relieved them of  all liability.

– This sound weird…
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– This is horrendous! Just think about it! If  this 
building collapses, the ones who built it are liable. The 
guy who makes the brakes in your car is liable. Your 
cab driver is liable. Not the drug companies… We give 
them a special kind of  exclusion of  that! We have to 
prove that they knew their product was going to hurt 
and still sold it. It’s the same story with the tobacco 
industry: we had tried to prove they knew cigarettes 
would cause cancer and still sold them. 

– What did you do?
– I couldn’t do much at the time. But I decided to 

research the drug companies. I spent years looking 
through the research and I found out that all these 
synthetic drugs – literally all of  them – had too many side 
effects! With a massive amount of  research I was able 
to prove mathematically that the synthetic compounds 
do not help. You see, the drug companies know how to 
put an atom into place – a copper, calcium or whatever 
– but they do not know where the electrons go into 
the quantic structures of  the electrical energy. When 
the light hits a plant, the plant takes photons from the 
sun and strategically to a process of  living maneuvers 
these electrons into the proper energy state. The plants 
manage to make things – that’s the technology of  
nature. Now, we do not know how they do it. This is 
where the synthetic drug people failed.

Did you know that synthetic drugs are the third 
largest cause of  death in the US? I was able to prove 
this. This is the reason I became so unpopular with the 
pharmaceutical companies…

– If  I understand you correctly, you say that we 
should only use natural medicine.

– I say we should use our common sense. Our 
society has already learned that synthetic stuff  isn’t the 
best – we all rejected synthetic food. Think about it: if  
you see a synthetic wine on the menu, you won’t buy it.

– Let’s get back to your biography. You studied 
medicine. Did you finish school?

– Yes, and while I was doing that, I started to get into 

natural medicine. The problem came up when I finished 
my medical degree. I should have got my license but they 
refused to give it to me. I protested: “But gentleman, I 
have a grade B in everything!” “That’s true” – they said 
– “But look! The question was “what would you use if  
this and this happened to the patient”? Although you 
marked the correct answer to the questions, we know 
that you wouldn’t actually use them. You would use 
some kind of  a creepy natural medicine. So basically, 
although you know the treatment in theory, you would 
mishandle the patient.”
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– Did you manage to convince them?
– No. They took my license away and said that I 

couldn’t change things. I replied: yes, I can! I started 
to work on my machine and I realized that there was a 
body electric. And with the same philosophy as we fix a 
computer or a television (when we tune it) we can heal 
the human body. 

– I suppose the drug companies weren’t too 
happy about this…

– Of  course they hated it. Chemical companies don’t 
want drugless therapy! But I kept on working anyway. 
I worked, worked, worked, studied, studied, studied…
explored… and I found out that in the world of  
medicine there are two kinds of  people: the traditional 
people and the alternative people.

– What’s the difference?
– Well, if  you are really smart in mathematics, you 

will probably go into traditional medicine after coming 
out of  school. It requires skills in physics and chemistry 
as well. If  you do not have mathematical skills, you 
would choose homeopathy because they don’t use 
statistical analysis.

– Is there no one who has mathematical skills 
and is interested in homeopathy at the same time?

– There is at least one person like that. Me… I 
was different from the beginning. I’ve always had 
mathematical skills – I was an electrical engineer. I came 
to natural medicine from the back door, and started 
to do natural science. I publicized over 100 medical 
articles, I participated in thousands of  medical studies, 
and I developed the statistical analysis which would 
bring homeopathy into reality.

– That’s great!
– No, that’s a problem! Most of  the alternative 

natural medicine people do not like or use statistics. 
They don’t like numbers. This is the reason the two 
parties can’t understand each other. The scientist 
doctors make statistical decisions; the alternative people 
make emotional decisions. The one says if  it worked for 

Mary it’s got to work for Ralph, too. The other says that 
if  it worked for Mary it doesn’t have to mean anything 
for Ralph. I have been able to see both sides – then I 
became hated by both sides. Because I do see the bad 
on both sides, not just the good.

– What happened after you started to work in 
natural science?

– I made my machine, I got it registered. Things were 
moving. Everything was great until the acupuncture 
needle people stepped in.

– Acupuncture needle? What does that have to 
do with the whole thing?

– Before 1976 the FDA (the Food and Drug 
Administration of  America) was in control of  food, 
drugs and cosmetics in America. In 1976 they were 
given control to all medical devices as well. Gerald 
Ford signed the act that allowed the FDA to control 
everything. Every device had to be registered.

– I still don’t understand.
– According to the law everything which existed 

before 1976 was to be grandfathered in exposed facto. 
If  something was in the market place before the law 
than it could stay. The FDA did not allow Acupuncture 
needles in. I registered my device on the 30th October 
1989 as a biofeedback device, and the acupuncture 
people came to me in 1990 and asked me if  I could 
help the needle. After thinking about it I decided to 
help them. At the time I was taking a course in law at 
Lafayette University, Denver. I wanted to be a lawyer 
too. I decided to use this as my thesis. My thesis was to 
try to register the acupuncture needle. I made my 350 
page document, sent it to the FDA. I found out that by 
banning the acupuncture needle, the FDA was violating 
five of  its own laws.

– That’ great! Then you must have won!
– Not exactly. Five days later there was an 

investigation launched on me. They found out that the 
only way to stop the progress of  my document was an 
investigation, because with an ongoing investigation 
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it had to be frozen. They realized that my document 
would be thrown into the trash can if  there was a felony 
against me.

– So they launched an investigation…
– Yes. They came into our office, looked at every 

piece of  paper that they possibly could trying to find 
something against me. It took 3-5 months.

– Must have been rather depressing…
– During this time, a friend from Hungary, invited 

me to go to Kiev to do a presentation on Oncology. I 
said why not? I needed some time off… I went there to 
do the presentation (this was in 1991) and I found out 
that in the Ukraine the average medical doctor earned 
about 10 dollars a month! I remember: I looked at these 
incredibly smart, highly intelligent medical doctors and 
I realized that with these salaries I could actually hire 
them myself  to do cancer research.

– Where they good doctors?
– Very good ones! Especially compared to the 

average American medical students! These guys were 
way more intelligent! They had much more statistical 
skills, mathematical skills… I looked at their thesis, and 
saw that the things they were doing so much more than 
an average American.

– What did you research exactly?
– Natural cancer therapy. You see, chemotherapy 

was originally discovered by farmers who found out 
that there are certain plants that an animal won’t eat 
when it’s healthy but when he gets cancer he’ll eat them. 
The first chemotherapy was from a flower called Vinca. 
Inside this purple flower there is a chemotoxic agent 
which is a poison to the body but it’s also a very strong 
poison to a cancer cell. Healthy animals won’t eat it, 
because they scent that it’s poisonous, but an animal 
that has cancer, eats it, because it needs it. The first 
form of  chemotherapy is called Vincistrine named after 
this…

My grandmother had cancer. I remember me 
coming to her and saying: “grandma, I think I can see 

natural ways to deal with this cancer.” I remember her 
answering: “Bill, you are easily the most intelligent 
person I know. But there is incredible pressure by all 
the rest of  the family and the medical doctors to do 
this chemotherapy, so I’m going to take it.” It killed her. 
She had violent reactions to it, and she died within two 
months. It was the chemo and not the cancer – that’s 
what’s marked on her death certificate. – This is why I 
started my studies in Kiev. To see how the natural form 
of  Vinca would affect cancer.

– What was your research method?
– We started with cell cultures. Then went over to 

mice, the animal model, and finally it took us two years 
to get to the human model. We studied completely the 
concept of  natural verses synthetic therapy. What I was 
able to find is that nobody ever had, ever studied, the 
Vinca! Nobody had ever done a chemical, a clinical trial 
in any fashion, regarding the natural compound, only 
the synthetic form! Which was then patentable thus 
controllable in the market place. That was the only thing 
that anybody had ever invested any research time in.

– What did you find out?
– We found out that not only was the natural Vinca 

much safer that the synthetic, it was more effective. 
First I went to America to tell the good news to 
everybody, but I found out that there was a law – there 
is still in many states – which said you are not allowed 
to express the opinion that something other than 
synthetic chemotherapy, radiation or surgery is helpful 
for cancer. You understand? You are not allowed the 
express the opinion! Crazy! So I presented the results as 
a paper at the international conference of  oncology in 
Paris with my Kiev team.

– Tell me about it.
– The Paris Cancer Medical convention’s slogan at 

that year was: We get you better but you return. Why? I 
remember, I got out on stage and told them why. There 
were 5000 people in the room.

– So, tell me as well. Why?
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– It’s, because the synthetic chemo destroys the 
immune system. Two years of  research of  every 
aspect of  testing, natural verse synthetic proved that 
the synthetic chemotherapy hurts the immune system. 
Even though it helps the cancer initially, it interferes 
with the immune system which won’t be able to defend 
the body against cancer later.

– What did the other doctors say?
– Everybody was stunned, impressed, but nobody 

cared. You see, income is always more important that 
the truth.

– So, what did you do? You returned to America?
– I was not sure what to do. At this time more and 

more people stopped working for me in America. They 
didn’t want to work in an office where an FDA agent is 
going through every paper. They said they cannot work 
in such an environment… I needed some time off, so 
I visited my friend Gabor in Budapest. This was the 
first time I came to Hungary. I remember that on my 
first night I went to a party down at Roosevelt square. 
After having some drinks I started to talk to a guy. I 
explained him that I developed a machine in America. 
A machine which can diagnose and treat as well, but the 
FDA doesn’t like it…

– What was his reaction?
– He said “what a great idea! Why don’t you make 

that device here, in Hungary? If  you make a machine 
that can measure the body electric and treat the body 
electric, you could minimize the amount of  money 
the Hungarian people have to pay for these expensive 
drugs.” It turned out that he was the head of  the Institute 
for Medical and Hospital Engineering in Hungary. 

– What did you say to the offer?
– I said: why not? This is the kind of  thinking I love! 

He asked me when can I come to him and register it? I 
said how about Monday, 10 o’clock? He said OK, and 
left the party.

– A successful first party…
– You can’t imagine how successful it was! The next 
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guy I met was called Károly Nagy. We were sitting there, 
talking. So he asked me what other plans I have beside 
registering my machine. I told him I have this major 
thing going on in Kiev, which is a   cancer study, and 
the next thing I would love is research AIDS… At this 
moment he started to laugh. It turned out that he was 
in charge of  all the Hungarian AIDS patients. He asked 
when do you want to start the study. I said how about 
Monday two o’clock? I’m busy in the morning… 

– A miracle.
– Exactly. I looked up to the sky and thought: OK 

god, this is where you want me.
– You stayed in Hungary.
– Yes. I registered my machine and started to 

sell it, meanwhile I started to do my AIDS research. 
When we presented our AIDS paper in Singapore at 
the international conference on sexually transmitted 
disease and AIDS (this was in 19 95), I was part of  the 
Hungarian team. The one who financed the research.

– What happened there?
– The judges were completely fascinated. They 

said they could see this as the future of  medicine – 
an electrical device and its interaction. They said that 
however they know so little about electronics that they 
cannot even generate a good question. But we shall 
continue because it is great that finally we are combining 
natural medicine and science. Later I presented my 
paper at another international congress, which was 
held here at the Kempinski Corvinus Budapest by the 
Kaposi institute.

– What was in the paper?
– My beliefs. I believe that what really kills the AIDS 

patients are the combination of  the AIDS virus plus 
antibiotics. In other words, the more antibiotics we give 
them the faster they die. This was what I was able to 
prove in my study.

– Are you sure?
– Positive. The reason that the homosexuals and the 

young children are the two largest populations those die 

of  AIDS because those are the two population types 
who get the most antibiotics. I was able to prove the 
synthetic drugs were bad treatment. There were several 
studies found in England, too. The British Journal of  
Medicine also wrote that antibiotics do not work as well 
as sugar pills when treating colds, throat infections.

– I see you are fully against antibiotics.
– Of  course! There is proof  that in the truth 

antibiotics only appear to help people around the world 
because they follow sewage. Just think about it! In 
London they discovered how to clean the water and 
that makes people healthy. At the same period of  the 
Fleming discovers penicillin, and they start to make 
antibiotics. What do you think makes people healthy? A 
pill or finally having clean water and not living in their 
on shit anymore?

– I never thought of  it this way.
– As sewage spreads around the world, it decreases 

deaths by infections; antibiotics follow them and take 
the credit. However, in reality, antibiotics don’t really 
do the job. In places today, where we do not have good 
sewage, there is no change in the mortality. No matter 
how much antibiotics we give the people over there, 
they still cannot escape the illness.

– I think I lost my faith in antibiotics.
– Good, because antibiotics literally do nothing. In 

fact, in some place, the hurt the immune system because 
instead of  letting your immune system struggle with the 
illness, they give it even more things to do. 

– I suppose after presenting your paper on AIDS 
and antibiotics you continued your work…

– No, not exactly. The big drug companies found out 
the work I was doing at Semmelweis, and they decided 
to sequester it. I was told that if  I could buy a seat at the 
board at Semmelweis, I might be able to continue my 
studies. You see, I had five studies more waiting in the 
line. I had three major studies up to that point and had 
five more already approved, but then terminated when 
the drug companies protested.
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– What did they do?
– The drug companies protested about the work 

I did in Kiev. Now, Ukraine has made a national law 
that you must pay 50,000 dollars to start a study. Drug 
companies make sure that people don’t take advantage 
of  the backdoor like I was doing. I was able to do 
studies out of  much less money. The drug companies 
want to make sure that they keep that.

– Still, you didn’t return home.
– No, I decided to stay and live my life in this 

wonderful country.

DESIRÉ COMES TO LIFE
Official biography

Bill was married three times in America and once in the 
Netherlands. Each ends in divorce as Bill must confess that his 
female nature needs stimulated. He has become a closet transvestite 
and his wives cannot deal with it. America is a very judgmental 
place. He comes to Budapest and falls in love with a beautiful 
Hungarian. Bill decides that this time he must accept the female 
within and not try to hide it. He acknowledges his female nature 

to Ildikó. After a long silence, Ildikó says “Let’s go shopping”. 
For ten years the shopping continues and does not look like it 
will stop. Because of  the strong affection for the Buddhist path 
Bill chooses his new name and he chooses a variation of  Desire, 
he chooses Desiré. When Dustin Hoffman first became Tootsie 
she ordered a Dubounet with a twist. That is what Desiré is 
Dubounet with a twist. So Desiré Delicious Dubounet becomes 
her name.

Medical examination reveals the dual sexuality, so Desiré is 
free to get a passport and an identity as a female. But Bill and 
Desiré maintain both sexes. Desiré is a chick with a dick, a 
broad with a rod, a girl with a pearl, a woman who is so-man. 
The androgynous Desiré is fully born. Male and female in one. 
This is often hard to understand for some people. But if  you spend 
a minute with Desiré you can feel the courage, the sincerity, the 
integrity of  character to give the world an example of  strength.

Desiré loves to sing and she has a fantastic range (10+octaves, 
a world record from having both sexes expressed). Desiré combines 
with Melinda to make Synergy their singing group. Four albums 
later they are still a singing sensation. Desi and the Hunz are one 
of  the great super groups working today.

Practicing medicine and lecturing

 In 1986 Bill was invited to Pakistan to lecture on Homeopathy. He lectured to 
thousands of  homeopaths and medical doctors. He was called the Father of  New 
Homeopathy in the Karachi press. On this trip he developed homeopathic remedies 82 
to 96 for the Rekeweg Company in Benshiem Germany. Bill has lectured in hundreds of  
locations and in most of  the major countries of  the world. 

 
 The State of  Ohio gave Dr. Nelson a license to treat and diagnose patients, which 

Bill has recently retired without blemish. The California Naturopathic Medical Association 
awarded Bill a California License. Bill still maintains an International Medical License in 
case there is an emergency while he travels for lectures.

In 1983 he developed New Vistas Homeopathics in Ohio and later moved it to Denver. 
He developed hundreds of  homeopathics which are all tested and researched. He became 
the foremost homeopath from his scientific and clinical understanding. His work on 
subspace connectivity is still only readable by a few, and is still the definitive work on the 
subject. In 1992 Bill builds the New Vistas Homeopathy Ltd of  Ireland.

 Bill developed five patents in homeopathy, several new technologies in Electro 
Physiological Reactivity and develops the Xrroid technology in 1985. He registered this 
with the FDA in 1989, the first electro-dermal device so registered. He developed the 
first interactive cybernetic loop medical treatment and diagnostic device. He lectures in 
over 50 countries all over the world, and his charismatic stimulating lecture style draws 
world wide acclaim. Bill has authored twelve books and over two hundred articles on 
homeopathy, electro-acupuncture, quantum biology, and natural medicine.

 Bill has run medical clinics in Cleveland, Denver, Mexico, Budapest, London, Los 
Angeles, and elsewhere. Having seen thousands of  patients Bill is considered one of  the 
world’s greatest doctors by many.

 Dr Nelson’s QED software is the world’s largest medical software package available 
today. Bill developed the basic technology of  subspace communications and subspace 
interaction. This enables the QED to interface with the patient at long distances. This has 
also opened the door for other subspace technology.
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Desiré’s first album is made of  completely original Hungarian 
music. Desiré writes and sings in Hungarian. Desiré expected 
some recognition from the Hungarian press, media, radio stations 
etc. But none would follow.

There were several attempts on Bill’s life, but after becoming 
Desiré these have stopped. The powers that be seem to feel that 
no one will take Desiré seriously. So Desiré has an additional 
protective function.

The transvestite show is famous all around the world and also 
in Budapest. But when Desiré starts this type of  show is not well 
respected in Budapest. The Transvestites are not treated well and 
the show is treated only as a joke. Desiré wanted to gain respect, 
esteem, and admiration for this genre of  entertainment.

Desiré has over thirty years of  experience in Rock and Roll. 
Her voice has such range and depth that at first it is somewhat 
uncomfortable to see a girl sing so. Desiré’s voice has such range 
that no one can match it and she does not sing like anyone else.

Desiré opened her own club. The Bohemian Alibi comes to 
life, but gaining respect is difficult. The audience at first was noisy, 
irreverent, and disrespectful. It seems that few Hungarians are 
able to spot and appreciate talent. The struggle is difficult and 
takes much effort as day by day more who can appreciate talent 
come to see the shows.

Desiré performs in Mexico, Bahamas, Las Vegas, England, 
Japan, South Africa, Australia and elsewhere. Always to rave 
reviews and standing ovations. Elsewhere talent is appreciated, 
but Hungary is still growing in maturity. Desiré has made three 
24/7 radio stations playing her 400+ songs. One station is for 
a mix of  eclectic styles of  music known as DESIFM.net. The 
second is POWER Music for increasing intelligence and energy. 
And the third is for Wind down and relax. A mix of  relaxing 
songs. These last two channels have special vibrational sub verbal 
audio subliminal tracks designed for stimulating the mind for 
power or relaxation.

Desiré has also developed two 24/7 television stations. One 
is LEFTV.com which stands for Learn English Fast TV. One 
of  the things this planet needs is to have at least one common 
language. English is the closest thing as that it is designed for 
business communication and poetry and today over 75% of  the 

world speak some English.
English is popular from the movies and TV that exists today. 

So Desiré has made a 24/7 English broadcast to help everyone 
learn English. People want the truth, but sometimes they do not 
want too much truth. Desiré has dedicated her life to bring the 
truth even when it is too much to people. So this 24/7 TV 
station is called Too Much Truth. It broadcasts the stories that 
the media people do not want us to see.

These radio and TV stations are free. You see Desiré has 
spent the time and money to help the planet by giving the people 
of  Earth these gifts. An expensive philanthropic gracious offering 
to people to help to get us to a 1,000 years of  peace and harmony. 
Watch Too Much Truth TV to learn more of  how this is possible 
and how you can help. Read more detail about Desi online later 
in this book.

Desiré in Depth
– Tell me about your wives.
– With my first wife we were together for about four 

years, with the second one it was 10 years, and with the 
third one it was a ten year long marriage as well. They 
all were very long term relationships. And in each one 

of  those relationship, for the first couple of  months 
or so, I could be a man in bed. But after that, I had 
to imagine that I was the female in order to have an 
orgasm. My female side would have to come out. Of  
course, I always hid that. Especially, since we were in 
America.

– What changed in Hungary? Tell me details 
about you being a hermaphrodite.

– I do not have a vagina, but I have ovaries. That’s 
all. Anyway, I thought to myself, that explains a lot… 
So when I met Ildikó, my present wife, and we were 
developing a relationship, and I said you know what? 
I’m going to tell her upfront! The other relationships 
were all over because of  my confession. When I told 
my first wife Shari, that I’d like to dress female, and 
I like to try on her clothes, she left the next day. My 
next wife, Terry, we lived together for 10 years. When I 
told her, saying, honey I’d look better in that dress than 
you do, she left as well. Same thing with my third wife 
Laurene.

– I understand you didn’t want to make the 
same mistake again.

PROFESSOR AND TEACHER

Bill’s first teaching job in 1978 was as a Mathematics instructor at YSU. Bill was also hired to teach 
classes in Meditation, Mystic Philosophy, and Psychology. After three years he became an Associate 
Professor. He taught at YSU for over six years.

On moving to Denver Bill took a teaching assignment at Lafayette University, where he taught 
Nutrition, Anatomy, Physiology, Medicine, Homeopathy, and Corporate Wellness.

Bill later took a job in London, England as a Professor of  Homeopathy at the College of  Practical 
Homeopathy. Then he was hired as a Professor of  Medicine at the Postgraduate education department 
of  Semmelweis Medical University in Budapest, Hungary. Bill now only continues as a medical Professor 
to teach medicine for the off  campus medical university IMUNE. Bill’s teaching career is pale to his 
lecturing career, where Prof. Nelson continues to shine. Bill who now lectures as Desiré is world renown 

for being one of  the greatest charismatic lectures working today.
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– Exactly. I recognized that this was something I 
wasn’t going to get cured of.

– How did you tell her?
– We were watching television one night and there 

was a transvestite in it. So I told her that I was like that 
man, but I feel like a woman inside, and I like to wear 
female clothes.

– What happened?
– She looked at me, silently, and didn’t say a word for 

a couple of  seconds. I started to sweat. Then suddenly 
she started to smile and said to me: Let’s go shopping!

– And you went shopping?
– Yes, we did.
– Wow. How did you become Desiré?
– I had to find a name. When I studied my doctorate 

in psychology I had studied the Buddhist idea. The 
four precepts of  Buddhism which are that the cause of  
suffering is desire. And by reducing desire you reduce 
suffering. And I fell for desire…

– And Dubounet?
– When Dustin Hoffman became Tootsie in the 

movie, the first thing he does is that he goes to the 
Russian tearoom with his manager, and orders a 
Dubounet with a twist. And I thought to myself: I’m a 
Dubounet with a twist…

– You are Desiré Dubounet now.
– Yes. I changed my name a couple of  years ago in 

England.
– Does this disturb Ildikó?
– No. When Ildikó and I started to develop our 

relationship, it turned out that the female to female 
part of  our relationship goes much deeper, than the 
male to female part. For a long time I was Bill, and 
partially Desiré. And when Bill would come home in 
trouble, complaining, Ildikó didn’t really care. When 
Desiré complained that she was too fat, she had a 
bad day, Ildikó at once was there to help her, calm her 
down, care for her. I never felt so loved. In America I 
never ever felt loved and respected like that. Ildikó also 

recognized the fact that I was intelligent so she never 
fought for control in our relationship.

– What do you mean?
– If  we have to make a decision, she tells her opinion 

to me but at the end she let me to do the final decision. 
And if  it turn out that I was wrong, she doesn’t complain, 
because she says we made that decision together. She is 
a real Angel.

– You are lucky with this relationship.
– Yes, I am. It is a great relationship, but the secret 

of  it is actually the female to female understanding that 
we have. It makes a relationship extremely solid.

– When did you become full time Desiré?
– Five years ago, a friend said to me: „You live as 

a woman, don’t you?” I said “I wish.” “So why don’t 
you?” And then I realized “Wait a minute! Why don’t I? 
I’m the freakin’ boss here! Nobody can tell me what to 
do…” Ever since then I live as Desiré. I don’t even have 
men’s clothes anymore. I travel as a female.

Dr Nelson in Pakistan 1986
In America 1985 I had become one of  the most 

famous and leading lecturers in Homeopathy and 
Natural Medicine. I had lectured in almost every state 
and I received greater popularity. Because of  this I was 
invited on a world lecture tour in 1986. This was to 
include San Francisco, Japan, India, Pakistan, Germany 
and Toronto. The lecture series was fun and I was 
helping to spread the message of  Natural medicine. 

In Pakistan there was an exceptionally interesting 
experience. I got off  the plane to thousands of  
fans of  homeopathy. Homeopathy was the largest 
form of  medicine over 93% of  Pakistan medicine is 
Homeopathy. I had been invited and then greeted at 
the airport by President Zia. He introduced me to his 
Health Minister who was to help me for my five lecture 
series.

I was whisked to a very important first lecture by 
limo with machine gun armed guards at every side. 

There were 5,000 people in a special invite only formal 
wear lecture sequence. Mine was the last and key 
address. There were other papers presented all in Udo 
the native language. The religious wise man dressed in 
animal skins opened the lecture ceremony with a prayer.

I got more and more nervous being in a strange and 
foreign country and wondering will they even understand 
my language. I was nervous but I remembered the 
words of  Prof. Kingsfield from the Paper Chase. God 
said to me “Fill the World with your Intelligence”, 
so I did.

I told the story of  how homeopathy was the primary 
American medicine before the American Civil War. 
There were three times more Homeopathy hospitals to 
Allopathic. There was a tremendous plague of  influenza 
and some ten thousand went to the Homeopathic 
hospitals, 97% of  them lived. Some ten thousand went 
to the Allopathic hospitals 96% of  them died. Then 
5,000 plus people rocketed to their feet and gave me a 
huge standing ovation. I started to tell other stories and 
with each a enormous standing ovation.

Then I told the story that there were two things 
that threaten the very life on the planet. 1st was the 
synthetic drugs and chemicals that could produce a side 
effect of  unimaginable levels and destroy human life. 
2nd was jugdementalism and how people judge others 
and then rationalize killing them. I told the story of  my 
Bihi friends who was took into the front yard of  hid 
Iranian home and asked what religion he believed in. 
When he answered wrong, he was shot in the head and 
the soldier asked his wife to pay for the bullet.

Just then the place went silent. I forgot that Iran was 
an Islam state, and so was Pakistan. I did not know that 
this was a religious problem. The eerie silence overcame 
everything. I felt in danger.

Then the religious wise man stood up and glared 
at me. The silence deepened. Then he slowly started 
to clap and applaud me. The whole crowd burst into 
a deafening standing ovation and celebration. The 

religious wise man later told me that this extremism 
is not the true way. But it takes massive guts and 
phenomenal courage to challenge such things. There 
are good-intentioned extremists full of  testosterone 
that need to be confronted.

He blessed me in the name of  the Koran and said 
he could see that one day my courage might be able to 
have a even greater global effect.
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I-AM SYSTEMS
In January 2008, A new genre, one could say a new 

system for making intelligent, necessary entertainment 
was launched!

We are talking about none other than I-AM 
SYSTEMS or INTELLIGENT-ANGEL MOVIES:

I think therefore I-AM.

I-AM is necessary because today’s entertainment 
industry headed up by Hollywood and the large 
European production houses simply do not provide 
entertainment befitting the needs of  today’s adults all 

over the world. It is no wonder that the above industries 
are eared at teenagers. They are after all controlled by 
big money. Big money from multinational corporations 
such as pharmaceuticals, who also control the insane 
political direction the world is taking. It is in the interest 
of  the survival of  these corporations that they hold 
today’s teenagers captive, addicted and brain-washed. In 
order to raise the next generation, who will perpetuate 
the imbecilic evil and maintain control of  all wealth and 
power.

I-AM has been created by Desiré Dubounet aka 
the Angel of  God. Who shows us that there is an 
alternative to this suicidal madness? I-AM is much more 

DESIRÉ AND THE MULTI MEDIA
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than simple philosophy or even genre. It is an entire 
system which is made up of  stream-lined techniques 
making use of  today’s most advanced movie making 
technology. These techniques apply to the way not only 
actors, but cameramen, cinematographers, directors, 
producers and all people involved in making a film.

I-AM and Desiré are among the first to take advantage 
of  the newly released Red-Cam. This will enable I-AM 
to ensure the highest quality available in the shortest 
time possible. Traditional scripts are replaced by a more 
organic flow, guided and nurtured by Desiré’s brilliant 
ideas producing some of  the finest, most spontaneous 
acting seen on movie screens today. Traditional pre-
production and tedious, laborious setups and shoots are 
replaced by studios and multiple cameras always set-up 
and ready to go. This includes one of  Hungary’s largest 
and best equipped blue-boxes and the most modern 
computer editing and CGI equipment available. To 
speed up post production, it is done by a team of  people 
who have been working together for years and have 
grown accustomed to each other’s styles and processes.

I-AM is due to release more than 6 feature films 
and 4 documentary films in 2008 as well as educational 
material and two internet-TV stations. I-AM is the way 
of  the future.

I-AM Systems do not leave a carbon foot print, 
because I-AM movies are downloaded!

No fancy packaging.
No shipping.
No fancy CDs.
No raw materials
No fancy paper brochures.
No paperwork.
This saves you MONEY and the ENVIRONMENT!

SO BECOME A PART OF I-AM SYSTEMS
AND HELP SAVE OUR PLANET!

www.i-am-films.com
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motivated to tell us what news is most important. 
Seventy five children a week die from guns in America. 
This should be the top news story every night, but it 
is not because people will bore of  it, the gun lobby 
will fight it, and there would be no more room for the 
interesting news. The Inconvenient Truth of  Al Gore 
is another example. Some greedy people want to turn 
away from such Inconvenient Truths. Al Gore tells 
us to turn off  a light bulb to save the planet, but he 
falls short of  attacking the real problem of  Big Money. 
Someone needs to tell us the Truth. And it will seem 
like Too Much Truth, but the Angel Desiré has come 
to help the planet and has made a 24/7 TV channel to 
give us the Truth, Too Much Truth. Go to www.tmttv.
com and you can see the Angel’s messages.

If  you can make a donation to help Desiré with this 
task please do. There is a donation place, if  you want 
to Help. Please find it in your heart to donate to the 
cause. But if  you cannot afford to donate, then Desiré 
has given this to you. The Angel has graciously come to 
help the planet.

PLANET DESIRÉ AND DESIFM
Desiré has also developed a full time radio station of  

her music and you can learn all about Desiré on www.
desifm.net. Here you can see her story in more detail 
and learn about her club in Budapest, the world famous 
Angel’s Alibi. Desiré performs in the club weekly. Come 
hear her music and party with the Angel.

Desiré is building an International web site for the 
world at Planet Desiré to bring all of  her persona and 
the complete new world vision to everyone.

If  you can make a donation to help Desiré with this 
task please do. There is a donation place, if  you want 
to Help. Please find it in your heart to donate to the 
cause. But if  you cannot afford to donate, then Desiré 
has given this to you. The Angel has graciously come to 
help the planet.

DESI ONLINE

LEARN ENGLISH FAST TV
One of  the problems in the world today is the lack 

of  a common language. This has separated mankind 
ever since the proverbial Tower of  Babylon. The world 
has so many different languages, but one language has 
now come close to being a common language. English, 
because of  the universality of  the Movies and the 
Music of  America and England, has now come so close 
to being a truly International Language. It is already 
known as the language of  business because of  its clarity 
in explanation.

But it seems that everyone wants to make money 
teaching it. The best way to teach it is with the Music 
and the Movies. So many people learn English from 
watching the movies in English. The social experiment 
of  the Netherlands, Holland, and Scandinavia, has 
taught us that if  we play the Movies and TV programs 
in the original language of  English very soon the people 
will learn English.

The Angel has come to bring the planet to one 
thousand years of  peace and harmony. Desiré has 
graciously donated a 24/7 Television Channel for the 
people to learn English for free. Anyone can go on 
the internet receive Learn English Fast TV by going to 
www.leftv.com.

Here they can watch quality movies, quality television 
and get access to programs that can easily help anyone 
to learn English fast. If  you can make a donation to 
help Desiré with this task please do. There is a donation 
place if  you want to help. Please find it in your heart to 
donate to the cause. But if  you cannot afford to donate, 
then Desiré has given this to you. 

The Angel has come to help the planet.

TOO MUCH TRUTH TV
The news media of  the world has not been telling 

us the whole truth of  what is happening. They are 
motivated by the top interest that sells news, and not 
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to A students. This is also a gift to the human race.
If  you can make a donation to help Desiré with this 

task please do. There is a donation place, if  you want 
to Help. Please find it in your heart to donate to the 
cause. But if  you cannot afford to donate, then Desiré 
has given this to you. The Angel has graciously come to 
help the planet.

You can find this software in the International 
Journal of  the Medical Science of  Homeopathy. There 
is a journal on IQ Super learning with the software in it. 
Use, Enjoy, Think, Grow, and learn to help others while 
helping yourself. You will find this at www.imune.net.

INTELLIGENT BUILDING PROGRAMS
One of  the big problems with the planet today is 

that there are too many stupid people, really stupid 
people. So this is the dedication of  the Angel to make 
intelligent movies aimed at college graduates, not grade 
school graduates like Hollywood. Desiré makes music 
for the intelligent.

And now Desiré has a special piece of  software 
designed to increase the IQ. It works on subspace, 
binaural music, and synapse development. Combined 
with the Oxygen simulator this software can increase 
the base IQ of  people with just one month of  use. 
Students can go from D to C, from C to B, and from B 

OTHER PROJECTS OF
DESIRÉ DUBONET

MUSIC OF DESIRÉ DELICIOUS DUBOUNET
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Official Biography
40 years of  success in the music industry. There aren’t too 

many people who can say they have had a 40 year music career. 
Desi And The Hunz is Desiré’s Hungarian band, which she 
created with outstanding Hungarian musicians and with a vision 
of  unique and quality sounds of  jazz rock fusion.

The music of  Desi And The Hunz is for people with a refined 
taste in music. Intelligent music for intelligent people.

Desiré’s unique and strong voice has not only been recognized 
by music lovers, but the industry itself. The Guinness book of  
records has measured an amazing 10 octave range in her voice, 
which is unique in the whole world. Other than this her ability to 
hold a note is world quality too.

Desi And The Hunz have numerous successful concerts 
behind them. This is why they have been asked to do a World 
Tour, which is not common for Hungarian groups. From South 
Africa through Mexico, India all the way to Australia. Most of  
the concerts were sold out and lots of  new dates had to be added, 
because people have flooded the ticket offices after the local radios 
started playing their music as a promotion for the concerts. The 
Desi And The Hunz World Tour is a great mixture of  fresh 
and unique sounds and charismatic performance. On some of  the 
concerts of  the world tour just like in Budapest, Sheyla Bonnick 
and Brad Vee Johnson former members of  Boney-M have also 
performed with Desiré.

Desiré in depth
But this time, when I got up to sing, all of  a sudden 

I had volume, control, stamina. It was a spooky control 
unheard of!

– Did this relaunch your musical career?
– When I came to Budapest to work, I started to 

become more and more Desiré. In other words, I 
started to become myself, I started to have fun. I went 
out a lot of  times and one of  the places I would go was 
the Angel bar. One night they invited me on stage. I said 
OK, and together with my boyfriend, Cristi, I mixed up 
a couple of  songs and worked out a routine. Cristi was 
Captain Shmoe and I was Desiré Dubounet, of  course. 

Next week we got up on stage and we did our routine… 
I just loved doing it! I was great! The audience had a 
great time, everybody was clapping, cheering, they really 
enjoyed our performance. Because of  our success they 
invited me back several times. Meanwhile I also got an 
invitation from another bar, the Heaven. I thought to 
myself  - why not? I went and played there too.

I felt that I was more and more into the music scene. 
I mean, I really loved it. I was one of  the girls, you know. 
All transvestites shared a dressing room where we always 
had a great time, laughed a lot, made friendships. Now 
one day it turned out that the owner of  the Heaven 
decided to close it – he couldn’t afford having his own 
bar anymore. He just didn’t make enough money. 

Since I didn’t want to stop performing (I was having 
too much fun), I offered him a deal: instead of  selling 
the place he should rent it to me. I was making a lot 
of  money those years so I could afford having an 
expensive hobby.

So I rented it but it turned out that the place was 
cursed. I was in a bad neighborhood and the Hungarians 
didn’t want to come and party there. I had no choice 
but to buy another place and turn it into my own bar: 
the Bohemian Alibi.

– So it’s there people can listen to your music….
– Not only! By now I have my own radio station – 

www.desifm.net
If  you go there you can listen to 24 hours of  Desiré, 

Melinda and the Hunz playing music. There are over 
450 songs that we’ve recorded.

– Who is Melinda?
– Melinda sings with me. She and I are called Synergy.
– What do you mean by that?
– In science, synergy mean one plus one is more 

than the sum of  its parts. In fact, one plus one can equal 
five. Our voices work really well together. You see, she 
sings beautifully. She sings Christina Aguilera perfectly. 
She duplicates the voices of  the biggest stars. I, on the 
contrary, am all jazz. I can sing low and I can sing high. 
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Islands and all over. Now, everywhere we go, the people 
love us! They really do! It’s an extraordinary, fantastic 
feeling when you know that you are being loved.

– Do they love you or your music?
– I think both. I am a foxy lady with a new, original, 

powerful music. My band and I, we work really hard 
to pick difficult songs, and perform them differently. 
We make challenging, intelligent music for intelligent 
people.

– Do have songs which you wrote?
– Yes, but I write mostly the lyrics.
– Which is your favorite?
The one with the title: You say that you love me but 

only when you’re drunk…

DESI AND THE HUNZ TOUR
Desi And The Hunz Australia Tour

Desiré and the Hunz played the distinguished 
“Slide” in Sydney. The audience was enraptured 
with the expertise and professional dexterity of  

I am never going to sing a song the same way as the 
original. But I don’t fight her. And we are a great team.

– What about the Hunz? Are they Jazz, too?
– They are among the best musicians in the world. 

These guys are classically trained! Laci, on the piano 
plays Chopin, in the dark, even when he is drunk… 
Pisti is one of  the best guitarists in the world. Gábor is 
also an excellent lead guitarist but he has to play base 
because Pisti is even better. And of  course I cannot 
forget Nándi, our sensational drummer.

– Are you popular?
– We finished our world tour last year. In Sydney, 

Australia I was the queen of  the Mardi Gras parade.
– No way!
– Way! And since I was the queen in Australia, they 

quickly made me the queen of  the gay parade in Rome, 
Italy… I had a million people following me that day.

– It must be good to be in the band of  Desiré.
– I think so. We travel the whole world. We went 

to Mexico; we recorded in Saint Maarten, the Canary 

“Club Oh!” in Johannesburg. The audience was worked 
up and carried away by the performance. The group 
was the special guests of  a new casino.

Next they took the five star Blue train to Cape Town. 
This is a fantastic experience in elegance and luxury.

In Cape Town they play at the historic Nelson 
Manor hotel. The hotel named after Desiré’s great 
great great great grandfather Admiral Horatio Nelson. 
This intimate performance had the elegant Sheyla and 
her singers and Brad Vee Johnson ex-members of  
Boney-M. They were together in Africa shooting their 
new movie “Equal-Economic-Education”.

The Boney-M members and Desi And The Hunz 
all took time to relax and go on Safari. They toured the 
Safari. The tour guide announces that elephants have a 
special type of  communication system. They use a very 
low subsonic tone of  the 5 Hz level.

Laci says to Desiré that Desi can talk to the 
elephants. Desiré starts a low tone at 8 Hz. Instantly 
the female elephants ears start to wiggle and run away. 
Laci asked why and the tour operator did not know. 

the masterful performance. As Desiré sang several 
songs in Hungarian to teach the Australian Audience 
Hungarian. She performed “Vér a Vizben” a song from 
her celebrated film of  the Hungarian revolution. After 
the performance three people of  the audience came to 
Desiré with tears in their eyes. They said they had left 
Hungary in the 50’s and 60’s and Desiré had touched 
their hearts with the songs.

Then after hearing Desiré music play on the radio, 
the people in the parade make Desiré the queen of  the 
Mardi Gras parade. She had the last float position of  
honor. Over a million and a half  people follow Desiré 
to the party, screaming her name. Then Desiré has the 
honor of  announcing that the parade has finished and 
the party will now start. George Michael was the king 
of  the parade, but he feared the crowd and stood Desiré 
up. Desi And The Hunz had already performed in Goa 
India, and Egypt. Their 2007 tour was just beginning…

Desi And The Hunz South Africa Tour
The super group started the performances in the 
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Desi And The Hunz Mexico Tour
The fabulous new super group Desi And The 

Hunz toured Mexico in 2007. The tour opens with 
three nights in Puerto Vallarta on the pacific coast. 
Thousands cheered Desiré and the Hunz as they played 
their newest hits. Desiré lectured to an audience of  
a thousand Medical therapists. Desiré made a special 
appearance in a talk show where she performed a 
marriage ceremony for a new couple from the group.

Next on the tour was the world famous Bull Dog 
in Cancun. Known as one of  Mexico’s and the world’s 
most famous rock and roll clubs. The owners of  the 
club and the audience was amazed at the musical skills 
and performance talents of  the Hunz. Desire’s voice 
was excellent and more powerful than ever. The group 
was asked back next year.

Upon arrival in Mexico City, Desiré’s fans had filled 
her room with flower petals and her hot tub with rose 
petals. On Cinco D’Mayo the most famous Mexican 
holiday, Desi And The Hunz put on Mariachi attire and 

Then the operator stopped the truck quickly and stood 
up frightened. He said that the largest male elephant 
was approaching us. His tusks were each around two 
meters. The guide was scared as he told us that this 
elephant had a sack under his eyes full of  testosterone 
to indicate that he was in heat.

The elephant was walking towards Desiré. Desiré 
stopped the tones. The elephant shook his head and 
walked away. Brad Vee Johnson said that perhaps Desiré 
should take five minutes to help that big boy. But Desiré 
simply smiled and turned away. Everyone had fun and 
we learned that Desiré can talk to the elephants.

In Cape Town the large great white sharks thrive. 
The Hunz went to swim with the sharks. The boat took 
them out into the deep arctic waters. In a shark cage 
under the boat the Hunz awaited the infamous predator. 
Hundreds of  sharks were seen, and one large 4 meter 
shark came and scared them. This inspired them to later 
record the song Mac the Knife. Desi And The Hunz 
returned to Budapest to prepare for the rest of  the year.
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especially the voice of  Desiré.
Desiré was the special guest of  the opening of  the 

Gilda Night club and restaurant. This new club is on 
the Mediterranean Sea and the night was particularly 
quixotic and the anticipation of  the start of  the summer 
season was in the air. Performance of  some of  Rome’s 
best opera singers, and a sensational fashion show with 
twenty of  the best super models Rome has to offer. 
Desiré as the special guest sat at the head table and was 
the focus of  the media and performers attention.

The next night at the illustrious Eros Erotic 
Exhibition night at the world famous night club the 
Qube, Desi And The Hunz gave a performance that 
members of  the press called spectacular. Ciccolina 
introduced Desiré and the audience was mesmerized. 
Best loved was Desiré Women Blues song that wowed 
the audience. The next day Desiré was chosen to be 
the Queen of  Rome’s Gay Pride Parade. The parade’s 
patrons made a jeweled crown and scepter for the 
beautiful royal highness. Desiré reigned over the parade 
from her throne on the Alibi of  Rome’s float. Desiré’s 
royal quests were especially ravishing and sexy.

The next night Desi And The Hunz performed in a 
quiet historic villa in the mountain town of  Perugia. The 
summer air was perfect and the view from the mountain 
top was incredible. The food and wine was excellent 
the performance was described by some who attended 
as Angelic and Devine. Desiré was in particularly good 
voice and the resonant tones filled the night.

played in the prestigious Mariachi square with some of  
the best Mexican street musicians. As the special guests 
of  the Mariachi restaurant Desi And The Hunz watched 
some of  the best sing the night away. The night club 
“Kubrick” hosted Desi And The Hunz the next night 
to a full house. They cheered and screamed for Desiré 
as she thrilled the audience with her voice.

The combination of  Swing-Jazz-Rock fusion that 
Desi And The Hunz perform is something quite 
different. Since Desiré’s voice can resonate so deeply 
(recorded at 8 Hz) most microphones and most radios 
cannot project the full resonance of  her tones. The live 
performance is the only way to hear Desiré. But in a 
world where live performance is dying, it is difficult. 
But if  you get a chance to hear Desi And The Hunz 
play, take advantage of  the skills of  performance.

Desi And The Hunz Italian Tour
The World tour of  Desi And The Hunz (The newest 

Super Group) has returned to Budapest from Italy. 
The Italians could appreciate the musical talents and 

God said to me “Fill the 
World with your Voice and 
your Songs of  Praise”
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The next day saw a trip to the romantic town of  
Venice. Desi And The Hunz were to shoot scenes from 
a new movie about the freedom of  the mind. Desiré 
stayed at the famous Danieli which was the hotel used 
by James Bond in the recent Casino Royal Movie.

Desiré had the room next to George Clooney and 
they met at dinner. He wished Desiré a happy birthday.

The next night was an open air extravaganza party 
for Desiré’s birthday. The food was heavenly and the 
party was extra special.

The next day scheduled a long bus trip to Torino. The 
tedious trip is just part of  the process of  being a famous 
jazz-rock-swing singer. The last night performance in 
Torino was at a wonderful outdoor club on the river.

Thousands heard Desiré sing and fill the night with 
her melodious resonant voice. The audience cheered 
and called for Desiré. Desi And The Hunz were extra 
special and the end of  the tour was spectacular.

An especial limousine whisked Desiré off  to the 
airport to return to her businesses in Budapest. The 

Italians can appreciate the voice as well as the range, 
power, and resonance of  Desiré, along with the artistic 
musicians the Hunz. Valuable funds were raised for the 
children in the concerts.

2007 has seen Desi And The Hunz world tour 
play Egypt, India, Sydney Australia, Cape Town and 
Johannesburg South Africa, Mexico, St. Maarten, 
Budapest, and now Italy. The new super group is filling 
the world with music.

In African Bantu the word for the Angel coming 
from Heaven to the Earth to save its people is 
NaHinga. This name was given to Desiré for her work 
on AIDS. Desiré kicked off  project NaHinga in early 
2008 in Africa. Desiré is a citizen of  Mozambique and 
is a diplomatic liaison for the country. All because of  
her work on healing. She taught the natural healers, 
the Sangoma, to make remedies for AIDS and how to 
use simple energetic medicine. Project NaHinga was a 
multimillion dollar task financed solely by Desiré for 
the purpose of  healing the planet.
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instinct for species preservation. Brotherly love, mutual 
respect, cooperation.

The one out of  twenty who do not have this innate 
instinct for respect or compassion, are the Psychopaths. 
They do not have this instinct. They are wired differently. 
They see no problem in killing. They can easily justify it. 
The worst of  these psychopaths even have no aversion 
to seeing children die. I have always thought that the 
best test of  a psychopath was if  there is no compassion 
for the children of  Hiroshima and Nagasaki, if  there 
is absolutely no sign of  any remorse, this is a sign of  a 
psychopath.

Some people learn to become psychopaths from 

PROVERBS FROM THE ANGEL

It is not the will to WIN that makes a winner, 
but the will to PREPARE.

Happiness comes from inside you, not from others, 
not from things, not from places, but from inside you 
as to how you react to these. If  you get your happiness 
from something else they can take your happiness away. 
Bigots are not born they are taught. Most people (19 out 
of  20) are born with an innate feeling of  compassion, 
cooperation, connection, sympathy, and mutual respect 
for others. Watch small children play, they do not care 
about race or color. There is a collective unconscious 

PROJECT NAHINGA
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Proverbs from The Angel: Beauty is in the Mind of  
the Beholder And in the Mind of  the Beheld. To be 
beautiful you must find your beauty within, Enhance 
your beauty in your mind and actions, Prepare your 
beauty by a good pure life of  respect for body, mind, 
spirit, environment, and social network. Then let your 
beauty be seen, do not force it to be seen, just allow 
the beholder to see your beauty through your virtues. 
Beauty is a biological instinct of  perception of  balance 
and symmetry, with simple mathematical proportions. 
This can be complimented and enhanced. But the basic 
symmetry of  what we are as people is in the five part 
system of  Humanity. Humans have five basic parts:

1. Body. “The body is the Temple of  God, he who 
defiles the Temple, god shall destroy” Do not use drugs, 
SINthetic compounds, or other toxins.

2. Mind. “As a man thinks, He is” “For Wisdom 
is more precious than Rubies, nothing can compare 
to Wisdom” Proverbs 8:11. All of  life is experienced 
within the brain. The brain is the filter of  perception 
and the generator of  awareness. Motivation determines 
perception, Excess Desiré produces Suffering, Mindful 
Non judgmental thoughts can stabilize the mind.

3. Spirit. “God will give you a Counselor to be with 
you forever, The Spirit of  Truth. The world cannot 
accept him, but you know him for he lives in you”

John 14: 16
4. Social. “Love your neighbor as yourself ” “love 

your enemies, do good to those who hate you, bless 
those that curse you, pray for those who ill-treat you”

Luke 6:27
As humans we are social animals and we need 

networks of  communication to be healthy.
5. Environmental. “What we sow, we reap” We 

must respect the environment. The American Indian 
had trouble accepting the Trinity of  the church. He 
said where Mother Earth is in your cosmology. He was 
right. We must bring Mother Earth into our cosmology. 

These Five parts of  us must be balanced fed and 

hate or culture. They learn bias and discrimination. 
Bigots are not born they are taught. These psychopaths 
plant the seed of  hatred and the seed grows. We must 
learn how to detect a psychopath and learn to not have 
relations with him, he lies. Do not lend him money, he 
does not care. And whatever you do, Do Not Elect a 
Psychopath. They can only do harm.

Many of  these psychopaths can be rehabilitated 
and taught respect. Some of  them are just temporary 
psychopaths caught in a fit of  passion, guilt, hurt and 
the childish instinct for revenge. Some of  them are 
worse and cannot be changed. These are the extreme 
cases and they need to be incarcerated.
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OUR GOALS
In order to get to the Millennia we have to conquer 

to forces of  greed, anger, delusion, jealousy, pettiness, 
discrimination, prejudice and xenophobia.

We want to get to an era of  the highest ideals of  the 
human spirit.

We have to find a way to get to these highest of  
ideals, the love and compassion for others. We have to 
embrace the ideal of  brotherhood.

Almost every one of  us touches on these ideals for 
short periods of  time - Christmas, for example. I’m 
sure all of  my readers have occasionally tapped into 
that special feeling: completeness, real transcendence.

But we have to manage not only to get to that spot 
but also remain there. We have to embrace love and 
compassion – and never let them go again.

The golden rule: Do not do to Others, what You do 

nurtured to find the true total beauty and to let it be 
seen. We are all beautiful. You are beautiful no matter 
what your mind tells you. When you feel the beauty 
within, become aware of  your special beauty, and accept 
your beauty then you will be set free from the opinions 
of  others. Then they will see the beauty in you, because 
you feel your beauty. If  you take care of  yourself  and 
work every day to enhance the beauty of  your mind, 
body, spirit, environment, and your social networks, the 
beauty will grow and grow.

RULE NR.1:
JUDGE THE TEACHINGS AND NOT 
THE TEACHERS

“As we go through the different discussions in this 
book, don’t bother yourself  with the teacher. Judge the 
teachings. Who I am, what I am, what I did doesn’t 
matter! What matters is what I say. If  you are open 
enough, together we can change the world!”

Both as a society and as regular people, we must 
learn to judge teachings and not teachers. We must be 
able to know that it’s not the teacher that affects the 
teaching as much as the teaching itself. We must judge 
the teaching.

You would probably find a man with a suit on more 
credible than me.

But you are wrong! In fact, “Suits” are the biggest 
problem of  the world. Behind almost every problem I 
can think of  in this world, there is somebody wearing a 
suit. If  I look at all the different concerns that threaten 
the existence of  the human being on this planet I will 
find a suit behind it.

not Want done to You. And conversely, do to others 
what you do want done to you!

It’s important that you understand: The truest 
virtues are love, harmony and togetherness… the 
highest achievements and the greatest accomplishments 
of  mankind all come from cooperation. They were all 
made by teams.

To overcome the serious problems of  today’s world 
we need to have a stronger sense of  togetherness. We 
have to recognize that in life it is not the fittest who 
survives, but the most cooperative… This is truly what 
Darwin had written.

Equality, Education, Opportunity, Brotherhood, 
Benefaction, Generosity and Cooperation – some of  
the greatest ideals of  mankind.

These teachings will give you a road map, which will 
help you embrace them.

Before we go into defining the enemy (which we will 
do later) we have to put together a couple of  different 
rules – some different basic ideas which we have to 
understand and accept to be able to go all the way.

HELEN KELLER ONCE SAID 
“OBSTACLES EXIST ONLY IN 

THE MIND”. THE POWER OF THE 
HUMAN MIND IS INFINITE. THERE IS 
NOTHING IT CANNOT DO; IT IS ONLY 
A MATTER OF TIME. TO SHARPEN 
YOUR POWERS OF MIND YOU NEED TO 
HAVE CERTAIN MENTAL ELEMENTS. 
PERSEVERANCE TO EXERCISE SELF 
DISCIPLINE, AND DEDICATION. 
POSITIVITY TO CAPTURE BLISS IN 
LIFE AND KEEP THE MIND ON THE 
POSITIVE WHILE PREPARING FOR 
THE NEGATIVE. PATIENCE TO ALLOW 
AND GENTLY GUIDE THE UNIVERSE 
TO MANIFEST YOUR DREAMS. AND 
PRECISION TO HELP FOCUS THE MIND 
TO ACCOMPLISH YOUR GOALS. SO I 
HAVE NAMED MY CHILDREN DANIEL 
PERSEVERANCE NELSON, KARA BLISS 
NELSON, DESTINY PATIENCE NELSON, 
AND STERLING PRECISION NELSON. 
IF YOU CAN IMAGINE WHAT YOU 
WANT AND WORK DAILY TOWARDS 
IT, WITH PATIENT POSITIVE PRECISE 
PERSEVERANCE YOU CAN DO 

ANYTHING IT IS JUST A MATTER 
OF TIME.
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How come? Believe me, it’s simple. Once we touch 
your mind with our ideas, you change. You become a 
different person. And as a different person, you will act 
differently. You will finally take responsibility. 

So, for the last time, please! As we go through the 
different discussions, don’t bother yourself  with the 
teacher, struggle with the teachings. Don’t call me up 
with the ideas of  who I am, what I am, what I did etc. 
It doesn’t matter! Just deal with the ideas.

The ideas, which will be simple and crystal clear, 
and which will tell you how we can change this world, 
and get to a 1000 years of  peace. Can you imagine this? 
1000 years without war! 1000 years without people 
killing each other! Can you imagine such a thing?

Maybe you don’t have this ability. Maybe there is so 
much pain, anger and anguish in your heart that you 
can’t even imagine this. But there are people who can! 
And one they you will be able to do it as well.

Have you ever asked yourself  why we did sometime 
in the past start to judge teachers and not teachings?

The answer is: because it’s often a lot easier to 
criticize the teacher than to criticize his teachings. 
Because criticizing a teaching would mean dealing with 
the idea – dealing with the truth which could be very 
uncomfortable.

Our prejudice towards unknown teachers allows the 
Big Money people to basically drag away any idea which 
is uncomfortable to them. You see, if  they want to, the 
can discredit any teacher.

This is why I tell you: we must finally get to the 
point when we pay attention to the teachings and not 
the teachers.

This is also the reason why I dress the way I am – I 
live like a woman, and instead of  being ashamed of  it, 
I embrace it! In fact, I use this to get across my point: 
judge the teachings not the teacher.

The ideas that speak of  in this book will change the 
world. And I’m happy to tell you: just by reading this, 
you are becoming a part of  the process, too.

RULE NR.2:
MONEY IS A DRUG!

“Money is drug, and as a drug, it must be a controlled 
substance. Money can cause addictive behavior which 
can be destructive to you and your family. The addictive 
behavior could trigger you to do almost anything.”

Money is a drug. Undeniably! Absolutely! It is an 
addictive substance.

Just look at the works of  Machiavelli! Just recognize 
this man’s solid clarity into the human heart. Recognize 
that money does affect people! You see, a man might 
forget his father’s face but intimately will know his 
father’s property…

Money creates most of  the problems around the 
world. The Bible itself  says that “money is the root of  
all evil”.

This may be a bit harsh for you, but it is true. You 
see, it is a strongly addictive substance which makes 
people want more and more and more and more…

Let me give you an example: the United States 
government froze the bank accounts of  the Japanese 
just prior to Pearl Harbor. This was the true reason the 
Japanese had decided to attack. Think about it: if  all of  
your money was frozen in the bank, I think you might 
be angry too… Of  course this doesn’t justify the attack 
of  Pearl Harbor! But it explains it quite well…

Now, once we have looked at the idea of  money 
being a drug and accepted that it’s an addictive force, 
we shall start to think over what we shall do with it.

I think it is obvious. Just like any other addictive 
substance, money should also be turned into a 
controlled substance. There are plenty of  substances 
that our society deemed to be controlled because of  
their strong addictive qualities. Why not control money 
as well?

If  we really want to get to a 1000 years of  peace and 
harmony, we do have to deal with the stark reality of  
controlling this ultimate drug.

MONEY IS A DRUG - A 
PERFECT EXAMPLE

In a recent Olympics there was a 
little girl from Romania who won the 
all-around category of  gymnastics. 
Having been a gymnast I can tell you 
how incredibly difficult an event like all-
around gymnastics is. Still, she managed 
to become the best in the world! And 
then, something terrible happened. It 
turned out that one of  the doctors of  
Romania had given her a small little pill 
(it was for fl u-treatment) in which there 
was a substance prohibited at the time. 
The gold medal was taken away because 
of  unfair advantage towards the other 
competitors. 

Now, it is true that this substance gives 
a slight unfair advantage. But think about 
it – what is really an unfair advantage? I 
tell you: it is money!

For the next Olympics the U.S. pays 
about 16 million dollars each to train their 
athletes. Romania pays a thousand times 
less. Now, which would you choose as an 
unfair advantage: the pill or the money?
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Now, how can we control money? Well, we have to 
find ways to set limits to the pursuit of  it. This way 
nobody will get addicted to it and nobody will cause 
anymore harm to others. In the past, every war initiated 
by mankind was related to disputes over property.

In other words: over money.
Don’t misunderstand me: I am not trying to reject 

money. Many people will say this in order to try to refute 
what my friends and I are doing. But don’t believe them! 
We are not rejecting money.

We just want to make sure that all addictive substances 
are controlled. So they can’t hurt people! Right now 
money is hurting people and money is threatening this 
planet. We are at the point where self  interest groups 
have too much power.

We are not talking about people who make – let’s say 
– a 100 million a year. We are talking about the guy who 
makes a 100 billion a year. The giants who are making 
decisions that put more money into their pocket, and 
meanwhile possibly result the demise of  this planet.

We don’t want to ignore money; in fact we want to 
embrace it. It’s just as needed as anything else. In the 
sixties, the young kids – the hippies as they were called 
– tried to build a society without money. A society 
based on barter. Obviously it didn’t work, because 
money helps progress, and economic competition is 
an important part of  life. But still, we shall not forget: 
money remain an addictive substance, therefore – above 
a certain level – it has to be controlled.

The story of  Andreea Răducan, Romania’s gymnast sensation 
(from Wikipedia.org)

Andreea Mădălina Răducan was born September 30, 1983, 
in Romania. She began competing in gymnastics at a young age 
and was training at the Romanian junior national facility by the 
age of  12. As one of  the standout gymnasts of  the Romanian 
team in the late 1990s, Răducan was known for both her difficult 
repertoire of  skills and her dance and presentation. Over the 

MY MOTIVATION

I am not lying to you: many of  
the so called “teachers” have bad 
motivation. There are people out there 
who call themselves teachers, but who 
actually are just as greedy as their enemies. 
Perhaps there are some people who think 
the same way about me. They are wrong.

Judge my teaching!

I’m not doing this for money. Every 
bit of  money that will come out of  this 
book will be used to help the education 
of  the children of  the world.

My motivation is saving mankind. This 
is my only motivation. I want to educate 
the world to help achieve us 1000 years 
of  peace and harmony.

I want my children and my children’s 
children to have a golden age. That’s all.

You must know that all of  this is 
achievable. Together, we can liberate 
the world within a year!

Once we have set these rules, we can start 
discussing the actual ideas. First let us define who 
the enemy is.
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What your motivation is will determine you 
perception. If  you’re driving on the highway and you 
start to feel hungry, you are going to notice signs of  
restaurants. If  you hear a ping in your engine and you 
realize something is wrong, you’re going to notice 
gas stations. Your motivation will determine your 
perception.

The CEO-s of  the tobacco companies told the world 
for decades that they didn’t know tobacco was causing 
cancer. They really believed that tobacco didn’t cause 
any harm! Their motivation of  selling more tobacco 
(getting more money) made them misinterpret the data 
of  all the medical studies conducted on the subject.

Motivation determines perception. Don’t forget 
this! If  you are addicted to money (as most people in 
rich societies are) it will twist your perspective. Saving 
some pennies at a gas station will allow you to invade 
another countries’ sovereignty.

You will call this process “rationalization”. And as 
you “rationalize”, you will do almost anything in the 
name of  money. You could even kill other people! 
Money really is the root of  most evil…

WHO IS THE ENEMY?

“The enemy is the people who want to kill.”

It is easy: the enemy is the people who want to kill. 
Anyone who wants to kill anyone else is the enemy.

Hatred, Revenge, spiteful, wanting to hurt people, 
no regard for self  or others, disregard for law, no self  
discipline, bullies, all of  these are the enemy. 

Anyone addicted to drugs or anything cannot be 
trusted.

Money is the most powerful drug. Its addiction is the 
most powerful at twisting the perception of  the addicted. 
If  greed prompts you destroy the environment, kill or 
hate others, risk the future then you are the enemy.

Our society today is rewarding the children to learn 
to kill, we are rewarding the bullying and the aggressive 

course of  her four-year senior career, she won Olympic or World 
Championships medals on every event except the uneven bars and 
earned three individual World Championships titles, on the floor 
exercise in 1999 and 2001 and the balance beam in 2001.

Răducan competed at the 2000 Sydney Olympics where she 
contributed heavily to the Romanian team’s gold medal and won 
an individual silver medal on the vault. She was also the original 
winner of  the all-around title, but was disqualified and stripped 
of  her gold medal shortly after the competition concluded, when it 
was revealed that she had failed doping controls, testing positive 
for pseudo ephedrine, at the time a banned substance.

She and her coaches maintained that she had been given 
the substance in two cold medicine pills by a Romanian team 
physician, and that they had not impacted her performance in 
any way.

The case generated a significant amount of  media attention, 
and Răducan was supported by members of  the gymnastics 
community and the Romanian public. Her case was brought to 
the Court of  Arbitration for Sport in the fall of  2000. Răducan 
herself  was exonerated of  any personal wrongdoing by the 
CAS, the Romanian Olympic Committee and the International 
Gymnastics Federation, and was not subject to any disciplinary 
measures. However, her   medal was not reinstated, and the 
team doctor who administered the Nurofen was banned for two 
Olympic cycles.

Răducan returned the year after the Olympics to win five 
additional World Championships medals, but retired from 
gymnastics in 2002. As an adult, she has worked as a sports 
announcer and media personality, and has pursued University 
level studies in journalism.

RULE NR.3:
MOTIVATION DETERMINES 
PERCEPTION

“If  you are addicted to money (as most people in rich 
societies are) it will twist your perspective. Saving some 
pennies at a gas station will allow you to invade another 
countries’ sovereignty.”
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1. FIGHT AGAINST:
GENETICALLY MODIFIED FOOD AND 
SYNTHETIC MEDICINE! (TAKING 
MONEY OUT OF MEDICINE)

“The synthetic drug market is a trillion dollars industry, 
and still, evidence show that it is doing more damage 
than help. It is only helping symptoms, it is not helping 
health.”

First, let’s talk a little about genetically modified foods.

On one side of  this debate people say it is dangerous. 
We alternate nature itself, which can cause unimaginable 
things. A small disturbance in the genetically modified 
food, which gets in the digester track of  some animal, 
mutating an existing virus within the animal… And 
there we have a cataclysm!

Of  course there is also the other side saying: hey, 
here is the possibility of  making a lot of  money!

One of  the first genetically modified food was a 
tomato with a camel gene which helped the tomato to 
survive with less water. And then there was a strawberry 
which was “equipped” with a strong resistance to cold… 
But what would happen, if  that little gene would cause 
some other side effect? Something dangerous?

Genetically modified foods are a gun that might be 
loaded! We have to understand this, accept this, and 
treat them this way. They are dangerous!

Second, let us take a look at modern medicine!

The synthetic drug market is a trillion dollars 
industry, and still, evidence show that it is doing more 
damage than help. It is only helping symptoms, it is 
not helping health. Furthermore, nobody knows what 
all the synthetic chemicals created will do with our 
environment in the future.

Now the sad and outrageous fact is that in order to 
be able to express this opinion I had to leave America. 

people, we reward militant stupidity, we are more 
xenophobic than ever, those who come from religions 
that teach “Judge Not” are the most judgmental, the 
leaders of  the Christian and Muslim leaders condone 
and support the killers, little children in America live in 
fear of  being different and thus then being bullied, we 
are destroying our environment in a thousand ways so 
that a few can make money.

Money is an addictive drug and must be controlled 
as such.

Motivation determines perception.
Motives can twist the sight and bend judgment, 

money and thus greed are the best sight twisters.
In America, the number one cause of  death in 

pregnant women is murder. One in twenty are in jail 
in the land of  the free. One in forty die in jail. Let us 
simply say that our society is lost and faces extinction 
on many levels.

It is important for us to understand: the enemy is the 
people who want to kill. And if  somebody tries to use 
religion to justify murder – now that is the devil itself!

Now these people and these facts mentioned above 
are the enemy. They have to be defeated. With the help 
of  change. With the help of  the teachings of  Maitreya.

After defining who the enemy is it time to take a look 
at the solutions. We are going to spend a lot of  time with 
the idea of  taking money out of  different industries. 
Believe me, this will cure the world! Remember, if  we 
are able to control money, then we are able to control 
greed. Greed and other negative feeling like anger, 
delusion, jealousy, pettiness, discrimination, prejudice 
and xenophobia are the sources of  many evil things.

Now, please understand: greed, anger and delusion 
are needed and therefore cannot be totally done away 
with. Still, it is of  upmost importance to channel them 
well. They have to be utilized better.
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America came up with the idea of  democracy, trying to 
capture the idea given us by the Greeks, obviously there 
was no technology to gather all the people of  America 
together to talk and vote.

Since there was no way to get everybody to 
participate on every issue, they modified the idea of  
democracy to a type of  what we call republic, where 
representatives would be hired. There are people whose 
job is to represent a group of  people at the legislation. 
Unfortunately, this also doesn’t work well. Our history 
of  the modified democracy in America is littered with 
the drug of  money affecting the representatives.

The politicians are corrupt, their minds twisted by 
their motivations.

Still, they remain in power. Why? Because by now, 
America has degenerated to a point of  a two party 
system where people vote based on their semi-religious 
beliefs about being a Republican or a Democrat. People 
vote on sympathy and not on issues. We have totally 
lost touch with the actual fact of  democracy.

Can we change this? Yes, we can.
Today we have the ability to capture democracy. A 

full, absolute, clear way that restores the original idea 
of  democracy.

Let’s talk about a new, Computer Party!
We take Paul I. Tician who lives in the state of  Texas 

and who is going to run for an office in the name of  
the Computer Party. Now Paul, once elected, will put 
every issue he gets to vote on to the internet. He will 
spend all the money he gets on an internet page and a 
local television show – thus he will provide his people a 
possibility to exchange views. People will come on the 
television show, argue their points, and give everybody 
a chance to make their own minds. Then, when Paul 
gets from Washington the issues he has to vote on, he 
will give the decision over to his people. They will vote 
via World Wide Web, and this way they will tell Paul 
how to vote. Paul, the politician will finally represent 
the people.

You see, there is a law in America which says that in 
a room of  three or more people it is prohibited to 
express the opinion that something other than synthetic 
chemotherapy, radiation or surgery could be helpful for 
cancer. I had to leave America to find the freedom of  
speech…

How is this possible? Easy! The synthetic chemical 
bribed politicians to make this law. This way they 
can maximize their profits. Nobody cares about the 
ill; they only care about the money… Synthetic drug 
companies, corrupt politicians, they are all the same. 
They represent a very strong threat to this planet. Greed 
is what motivates them. And motivation determines 
perception.

2. A TRUE DEMOCRACY
(TAKING MONEY OUT OF POLITICS)

“Paul, once elected, will put every issue he gets to vote 
on to the internet – thus he will give the decision over to 
his people. They vote via World Wide Web, and with 
this they’ll tell Paul how to vote in Washington. He will 
be able to truly be a democratic representative of  the 
people.”

Let us to talk a little about democracy. First let me 
outline its origins.

Democracy comes from a man named Democritus 
who lived in Greece, Athens. He had the idea that in 
the little society of  Athens (3-400 people) everybody 
should take part in governing. The people of  Athens 
went to the main square where they could negotiate the 
current issues and deal with them together. They would 
vote on the different issues, and this way, the majority 
would rule.

It was an idea of  total participation – everybody 
having a vote on all issues. Of  course, once you get 
past a thousand people and you start getting into larger 
and larger quantities, the true democracy isn’t doable 
anymore. Back in the 18th and early 19th century, when 
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The system says it’s fair because everybody gets a 
lawyer – but it doesn’t say that lawyers are not equal… 
If  you have a lawyer appointed by the court, you have 
very little chance of  winning your case.

85 percent of  the people in jail are people who 
couldn’t afford a lawyer of  their own choice.

But the expensive lawyers managed to free O.J. 
Simpson of  murder charges.

We have to see that our legal system isn’t based 
on justice and the true analysis of  the case; we have a 
system that’s based on “making deals”.

Believe me: we need to take out money of  the legal 
system to make people equal in front of  the law. We 
need to understand that justice is justice and it should 
not be bought!

We talked about the computer party – the one 
which is destined to be successful. Sooner or later, the 
computer party people are going to be elected, and they 
bring true democracy with themselves. Now this can 
be scary to many (including me) because we know that 
people are generally stupid. Everywhere we look, we see 
prejudice and discrimination… in fact, they perpetuated 
in a worldwide apartheid. Can we do something about 
this? Can we change people? Of  course we can! It’s in 
fact a lot easier than you think!

Technologically this is one hundred percent possible.
A computer system like this could be created and 

protected already today! It could be implemented within 
the next couple of  months.

Somebody could run for office with the simple idea 
of  how voting the way his people want him who.

…yes, I understand that there are thousands of  
issues. At the beginning there might even be disasters 
because of  the “chaos” this new system would cause.

But soon enough it would start to work.
Believe me, this is the future! It is hypocritical for 

us to stick to a modified, not well working democracy 
when we already have the means for a true one, 
where everybody gets a chance to express an idea and 
everybody gets a chance to vote on the issues.

Why would it work well? Just think about it! With 
the new system, we would undeniably do the most 
important thing doable in politics: we would take 
money out of  it. After the new system is implemented, 
lobby groups will not be able to bribe any politician. 
Nobody could tell Paul what to vote on because he has 
obligations towards his people.

Now the biggest problem is that once the people 
themselves will be able to decide on the issues, we will 
realize that there are way too many stupid people.

You ask me what we can do about it. Well, I think 
it’s obvious. We have to concentrate on education! 
Education is the key. Turn the page and you will 
understand.

3. TAKING MONEY OUT OF THE 
LEGAL SYSTEM

“We have to see that our legal system isn’t based on 
justice and the true analysis of  the case; we have a system 
that’s based on “making deals”.”

The legal system today is designed to help the rich. 
The more money you have, the better legal treatment 
you get.

Some people live and learn; some just live.
Some people just live in the world; some just 

live in their own country.
Expand your mind, live in the world! 
Don’t forget: We all share air. We all share 
consciousness. We all share a planet threatened 

by greed, prejudice and xenophobia...
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4. EQUAL ECONOMIC EDUCATION

“Equal Economic Education. Anything less is just 
prejudice!”

Look around the world: You will find that there are 
way too many stupid people!

But ask yourself: are people really stupid? I say no! I 
say people don’t have enough education.

Now the problem is that the education somebody 
gets today depends on where he lives. In rich areas 
children attend good school while in poor areas children 
go to bad school.

Unfortunately this inequality comes from the 
different sum of  money the schools are able to spend 
on a child’s educational program. When I lived in 
Youngstown, Ohio, there was a school (South High) 
where 3.000 dollars were spent on a student pro year. 
Not far from it, in Lordstown Ohio, another school had 
250.000 dollars/student/year – just because there was a 
GM plant nearby so the parents were able to pay more 
taxes to the local community.

The problem is that this inequality not only 
perpetuates the economic differences within our society 
(poor people don’t have equal chances to have a good 
life), but also prejudice, discrimination, xenophobia and 
hatred.

Fortunately I offer you a solution: it’s called Equal 
Economic Education.

If  we take all the money from the poor and the rich, 
put it in a pot, and give all children equal economic 
education, it wouldn’t matter anymore where you live.

Let’s think it through! What would happen? People 
wouldn’t leave the inner cities anymore to live in the 
suburbs. They wouldn’t cut themselves off  the others, 
and move to areas of  higher taxes just to guarantee 
their children a higher education...

Within less than one generation property values 
would start to get into a balance. People would start 

The American way

The United States is against the idea that 
the people should represent themselves. It 
is against the idea of  the people having the 
vote on issues!

America has never let the people vote on 
issues, because it doesn’t really believe that 
people have the intelligence to actually govern 
themselves and decide on issues. However, 
the leaders of  the country have found a great 
method of  hiding this outrageous fact: every 
four years they run a popularity contest, 
where the people can vote for somebody in 
a suit whom they find handsome and whose 
jingles they enjoy.

Then this person can go into politics, where 
(instead of  the people) he represents the 
interest of  the Republican or the Democratic 
Party. We do not have a government for the 
people, by the people, of  the people, but a 
government for the representatives, by the 
representatives, and of  the representatives.

Today, the Republican and the Democratic 
Party truly think that they know what is best 
so they tell the politician just how to vote. 
Why bother with letting the people decide 
about the issues? That would not be the 
American way, would it?

A democracy is letting the people vote on issues 
not for officials that can be bribed or bought.
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number. People with no food, education, or any kind 
of  healthcare.

Can we change it? Yes, we can! With Equal Economic 
Education!

How? I tell you how! First of  all, we should control 
the educational money by creating a tax for the rich.

Is this possible? Yes, it is! Let’s look at Paul 
McCartney. He gladly pays at a very high tax rate (75-
80 percent) in his home country, because he is proud 
to live in England. Other people have left England to 
avoid this heavy tax. Still, McCartney decided to stay. 
He doesn’t need any more money than he has, so he 
asks himself: why not help his country?

We should respect Paul McCartney for his decision. 
But we should go further! We should create a world 
tax which would help the entire human race. Now, how 
much money do we need to get our job done?

I say just 100 million dollars from each of  the 350 
richest people – which by the way Paul is not one of  – 
would solve the hunger problem.

Today, there are roughly a billion people who are in 
hunger. With 350 times a 100 million dollars, we could 
solve this.

How? I tell you how! With the help of  an ancient 
wisdom: If  you give a man a fish, it feeds him for a day. 
But if  you teach him how to fish, you feed him for a 
lifetime. With a 350 times 100 million dollars we could 
finally teach the poor how to fish!

Don’t forget! Equal Economic Education is the 
key to a brighter future. I’m sure that by now you ask 
yourself  if  we really could we make the rich people pay 
this tax?  I certainly do hope so. You see, at the moment 
these 350 pay almost no tax what so ever, and that 
makes me quite angry. This has definitely got to change!

P.S. One more message to the excessive rich: Don’t 
be afraid! We don’t want to rob your money! We only 
want to increase your chance of  survival. You see, in life 
the highest chance of  survival is not through fitness, 
but through cooperation!

to say: Wait a minute! Why shall I go to an expensive 
neighborhood if  my children can have the same 
education in a cheaper part of  town? Within a short 
period of  time the difference between poor areas and 
rich areas would disappear.

Every child growing up would have exactly the same 
equal chance; the word “breaking out from the ghetto” 
would lose its meaning.

Prejudice would be reduced.
In a couple of  years, money wouldn’t matter 

anymore and we wouldn’t have the money-drift within 
our society. We would all play equal.

Think about it. It is a true way to make this world a 
better place.

5. WE CAN SOLVE HUNGER THROUGH 
EQUAL ECONOMIC EDUCATION

“If  you give a man a fish, it feeds him for a day. But if  
you teach him how to fish, you feed him for a lifetime… 
With a 350 times 100 million dollars per year we could 
finally teach the poor how to fish!”

Again, I have to start with the thesis: money is a 
drug, a substance which we have to try to control. Don’t 
worry! I’m not advocating communism which seems to 
happen in the Star Trek series, where people don’t care 
about money and just work for the joy of  it.

No! I honestly believe that people need motivation 
for living and money provides a motivation for a lot of  
people.

But we have to control greed, because excessive 
greed becomes evil!

You might ask yourself: what is the point when greed 
becomes too much? At what point does greed become 
absurd?

I tell you the answer. At the point when the 350 
richest people in the world have the same amount of  
many as the 2.5 billion (!) poorest. In other words: now.

Think about it! 2.5 billion poor people – a terrifying 
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I tell you why: because the media puts fear into 
our minds, thus making us more controllable for the 
government.

Be careful! The media turns us into stupid people 
who are capable of  doing horrible things. It influences 
our motivations. It shows us people who say “if  I saw 
Osama Bin Laden, I would shoot him”. People say this 
on Fox News! People actually encourage us to kill on 
Fox news!

Another example: I saw on television how we put 
all our “prisoners of  war” in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 
We yell about Slobodan Milosevic, the Serbian leader, 
who took people out of  their natural cultural area 
and moved them somewhere else, and we did exactly 
the same. George W. Bush did exactly the same! The 
only difference between Bush and Milosevic is that 
the Serbian is currently on trial for his war crimes in 
Brussels and the American isn’t. He should be.

Did you know that in America 75 children a week (!) 
die from guns?

In England it was big news when two girls were 

6. CHANGE THE MEDIA

“I say the media has a big responsibility to teach and to 
show the reality. The number of  deaths by guns should 
be a part of  the weather report every day.”

As I mentioned a couple of  times before: Motivation 
determines perception. Money is a drug. Money can 
affect perception.

Now, money can definitely change the media’s 
perception. This is very dangerous since we are guided 
by what we see in the media.

Here, in Europe, when we turn on Sky news in the 
morning, we don’t see reports of  terrorism or orange 
alert statuses. However, whenever I turn over to Fox 
News… it’s incredible! More than 7 years have passed 
since 9/11, and in America the main issues are still the 
same. Let me give you an example: a shuttle goes down 
which is a clear tragedy. Why is a possible sabotage the 
first thing that flashes into our minds?

7. CHANGE THE ENTERTAINMENT 
INDUSTRY

My idea is to give entertainers big tax cuts if  they offer 
10 percent of  their work on educational projects.

We have to convince the entertainment industry to 
teach as well, because it has the biggest influence on 
our children. Believe me, it is easier then you think. The 
entertainment industry is also based on greedy people, 
so with money we can convince them to do just about 
anything. My idea is to give entertainers big tax cuts 
if  they offer 10 percent of  their work on educational 
projects. For example if  there is one educational song on 
every Limp Bizkit album, then Fred Durst would have 
to pay a lot less tax. Do you think we could convince 
him to do this? Of  course we could… I am pretty sure 
we could even convince Snoop Doggy Dogg.

In the long run, this would make our children 
smarter, better, and more open to humanities most 
important ideals: compassion, enthusiasm, and love.

missing, and later found murdered. It was big news, 
because in England an average of  15 children are taken 
yearly from non family members. This wouldn’t be big 
news in America, would it? How could it be big news in 
a country where 48,000 are taken?

But why don’t have time in the news to show the 
death of  children by guns? Why don’t we have time to 
show the kidnappings by non family members?

Why do we rather fill up our news with the 
sensational events of  weird craziness? I say the media 
has a big responsibility to teach and to show the reality. 
The number of  deaths by guns should be a part of  the 
weather report every day.

If  we get to important stuff  into the news than 
maybe we can get it into our minds too! We need to 
show the basic trends of  our society.

Maybe the truth changes our minds. Maybe it makes 
us understand what guns really are. Maybe it helps us 
to change our false beliefs and triggers out our actions. 
Maybe a better tomorrow will come.
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8. A QUEST FOR A SMALLER ARMY

“I’m not trying to throw the baby out of  the bath water; 
I accept that we do need atomic bombs. But do we need 
enough to destroy the world ten times? I’m not sure I 
want to live in a world were “fighting to the last man” 
means the last man on the planet...”

There is a time for using force and there is a time 
for army. I’m not trying to throw away armies, but I’m 
trying to ask a couple of  meaningful questions.

A college friend of  mine, Bob, was very strongly 
against the atomic bombs, and the atomic world that 
we were building. Coming out of  college he couldn’t 
find a job for a long time. Finally he landed at a Rocky 
Mountain nuclear plant, were they make the cores of  
the bombs. He made 60,000 dollars a year – it was a lot 
of  money at the time.

It was really interesting how motivation determined 
Bob’s perception – all of  a sudden he started to defend 
the atomic bombs. I remember, I said to him: Tell me, 
just how many bombs do we need here? I accept that 
we do need atomic bombs. But do we need enough to 
destroy the world ten times? I’m not sure I want to live 
in a world were “fighting to the last man” means the last 
man on the planet...

But he insisted on his opinion. He said we need 
more and more bombs. 

A couple of  years went by, Bob lost his job, and 
slowly he went back to fighting against nuclear weapons.

Of  course, he is a perfect example of  my “motivation 
determines perception” theory. There are a lot of  
people like him.

If  you are one of  these people, please, please 
think this true: do really need this amount of  nuclear 
weaponry? I don’t think so…
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our infrastructure, this could push the human race back 
to the Stone Age, for the few that survive. 

The Bible says that near the end there will be 
100,000,000 angels. Either that is how many will survive 
to rebuild or the collective effort of  the hundred million 
minds of  angel might be able to divert the disaster.

The Mayans say that Hero Twins (two in one) the 
sons of  Kukulkan might save the planet. If  This two 
in one (male and female) hero with white skin and long 
blond hair, can convince the people of  earth to give 
up their inordinate extreme transfixation on greed, then 
perhaps the end can be prevented. 

The ancient Greeks especially Plato writes that 
humans were, at first, both sexes. These hermaphrodites 
were too psychologically stable. The Gods split them 
into two parts so there would be drama. Then male 
would seek female, female would seek male, all would 
seek to return to the stability. At times of  turmoil a 
throwback hermaphrodite, will return to lead us. And 
at a special time one will lead us to a thousand years of  
peace and harmony.

The word angel comes from the Greek word for 
messenger. The Roman messenger God was Hermes 
(male and female). Desiré has wings on her ankles.

Some say Nostradamus writes in his quatrains that 
in the year 2012 medicine will go green because of  
the work of  a man from America (the new world) and 
Hungary.

In the Zohar of  the Kabbalah the ancient mystical 
work, there is a reference of  the end. It says that towards 
the troubled times of  the end “male and female will 
unite, Desiré will prevail, then there will be an end of  

The Bible tells us that near the end of  revelations 
the Lamb (Jesus) will open the book, a book containing 
a new song. There will be 10,000 times 10,000 angels 
here on earth. Rev. 5. These angels will help people to 
come learn the new song. Rev 20 starts “And I saw an 
angel... laying hands on the dragon that old serpent, the 
Devil, Satan and the angel bound him for a thousand 
years”. 

These thousand years of  peace and harmony known 
as the Millennia is predicted and prophesied in all of  the 
major religions. The Buddhists foretell of  the Maitreya 
who will after the year 2000 will guide the planet to 
the Millennia. A thousand years without major disease, 
without prejudice, without war, without discrimination, 
without exceptional destructive greed. Several statues 
of  the Maitreya were carved in Cambodia, Laos and 
elsewhere in 600 AD till 1000 AD. These statues look 
just like Prof. Bill Nelson- Desiré Dubounet.

The Koran says that after a time when Jesus, the 
son of  Mary is worshiped as an idol (with little or no 
appreciation for his teachings just blind idolization of  
his name), an angel will come to restore the teachings 
and bring the planet to a thousand years of  peace, 
concordance, tranquility, and the symmetry of  a blessed 
garden of  harmony. 

The Mayan Indians predicted the end of  the world 
on the twenty first day of  the twelve month of  the 
year 2012, a time when the earth comes closest to the 
center of  the Milky Way (a Black Hole) and the earth 
reverses its precision on its axis. This could produce a 
shift in the earth’s crust that could result in a class 16 
Richter scale earthquake worldwide. Destroying all of  

TO LEAD US TO 1000 YEARS OF
PEACE AND HARMONY
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Rigid jurisdiction on the money drug greed is 
enormously necessary. Unlimited Greed as with 
unlimited Capitalism must not run free. A true 10% 
inescapable windfall education tax on any profits over 
100,000,000 would not only fund education, but force a 
cap on corporate greed. Any corporation that does 10% 
of  it work directly for education should get a 40% tax 
break. Our addictive society condones and encourages 
addiction to tobacco, sugar, sex, celebrities, drugs and 
especially money.

2a. Greed must be controlled and detached from 
its influence on Medicine.

Prozac and other drugs have a definite effect on 
stimulating the social violence and uncontrolled ruthless 
aggression. There is proof  that the synthetic drugs are 
incompatible with the human.  

2b. Greed must be controlled and detached from 
its influence on Law. It is obvious that the rich have a 
different law than the poor (ask O.J.). Next time get the 
free lawyer just to see how different the law process is. 
The law needs to be for all not just the rich.

2c. Greed must be controlled and detached from 
its influence on Politics.

It is time to let the people vote on all issues and 
bring a true democracy.

2d. Greed must be controlled and detached from 
its influence on Science.

Science was a search for truth, now Science is a 
pursuit for funding, Science must be returned to a search 
for truth. Science must accept the proof  of  the powers 
of  the mind. Science has become a closed club that is 
so used to laughing at the powers of  the mind that they 
fear change rather than accept the overwhelming proof  
of  the powers of  the mind.

2e. Greed must be controlled and detached from 
its influence on the Media.

Rupert Murdock now owns and or controls over 
75% of  the world news media. His FOX news is a 
perfect example of  a twisted biased self  interest news 

sadness and a time of  peace and harmony”. 
The Africans have named Desiré Nahinga, which 

means the angel that comes from heaven to save the 
planet.

These and many more predictions of  a special person 
that lead us to an angel. They point to Desiré. Two films 
were made by movie maker Bruce Marshall to chronicle 
this story. “Who’s afraid of  Desiré” and “The Search 
for the Angel”. These movies tell a dramatic real life 
true saga with sensational repercussions and impact for 
us all.

But as Desiré says the word Angel means messenger. 
To judge a messenger we need to evaluate the message. 
Desiré has spent over thirty years developing a message, 
a plan to allow the people of  the planet Earth to come 
to Millennia a thousand years of  peace. To learn more 
go to www.theangelofgod.com the short form of  the 
message is contained in these ideas.

The Simple Solution to Save the Planet Earth

1. Judge Teachings Not Teachers Judge the 
Message not the Messenger.

We must stop the shoot the messenger philosophy 
that allows money people to reject any good idea that 
threatens them. This is a basic flaw in our society that 
stops us from truth. Anyone with some truth counter 
to the powers that be will or interferes with profit be 
discredited, disgraced or diverted.

We live in a celebrity worship culture where people 
are lazy to think, kept unaware of  what’s happening, 
made stupid from unequal education, hypnotized by 
music and movies, controlled by false beliefs, addicted 
to things like tobacco and drugs, marketed false beliefs 
and trinkets we can’t live without but don’t really need, 
and finally duped into conformity and obedience.

2. Money is a drug.
(Money is the most Addictive Drug. This drug needs control) 
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Everyone is frustrated because they have no real say 
in the government

The computer through the internet offers us a 
chance for true democracy.  This would break up the 
hold on government that the lobby groups have.  If  we 
have a TRUE democracy then the best education of  
all is necessary and ways to enhance education become 
paramount, with the internet people can be allowed 
to vote or at least voice opinions on all issues, a true 
democracy.

5. Equal Economic Education is mandatory 
anything less is just prejudice. The current social 
apartheid of  unequal education is a mockery of  society 
and a major hypocrisy of  fairness. Unequal education 
for the poor keeps them poor and abused by the 
Ultra Rich. Unequal Education is the problem, equal 
education is the answer.

6. We must make self  discipline an active and 
encouraged part of  our education and our social 
system. In America the rampant lack of  self  discipline 
makes respect of  self  and others difficult. We must 
increase education and responsibility. The Athenian 
lawmaker Solon said that it should be a crime to 
shrink from controversy that threatens your country. 
In America now if  this was a crime then 95% of  the 
people would be in jail. Americans live in fear of  the 
system attacking them. They are afraid of  any actions 
or words that threaten the Ultra Rich. They are afraid 
of  being indicted, ridiculed, persecuted or prosecuted 
by the small minded petty bureaucrat army of  the Ultra 
Rich. We must ease these attacks on the great spirited 
open minds. We must reduce the fear of  protest and 
we must defend and return back to freedom of  speech 
as one of  our prime directives. The key to education is 
repetition, forgive me if  I am at times repetitive, but it 
is often necessary for us to get across the point.

7. It is not the survival of  the fittest; it is survival 
of  the most cooperative. 

Bullying is an expression of  weakness of  mind and 

team. The world has lost trust in the press. Many 
believe that we get less than 3% of  the real story of  
most items. The openness and freeness of  the internet 
is being threatened. We must maintain an area of  
free speech and monitor with free independent press 
the media more. The tight grip that Hollywood has 
over the world movie distribution also is in question. 
Protest movies are squelched. Small company movies 
are not given a chance. Hollywood controls the world 
media and portrays the world only as it wants, with 
stereotypes, bias, greed, violence, sex, and slant on 
stupidity. Hollywood makes movies for seventh graders. 
I-Am-Films are made for a more intellectual audience, 
but they are given no chance for distribution. 

We need to replace Greed with Honor in all 
facets of  life. 

3. Motivation Determines Perception; 
Perception history determines beliefs. 

(Motives can twist the sight and bend judgment, so we must not 
allow cigarette co. to credential cigarettes, or drug co. to credential 
drugs) People defend their beliefs. People fanatically 
defend their false beliefs even more than other beliefs. 
Small minds give incredible resistance to great spirits 
who challenge their false beliefs. We need to disrupt the 
arrogance of  the system of  small minds that regulate 
areas of  life. Education should be humble and modest 
realizing that no idea is unchallengeable. Education 
should be a guided two way discussion rather than a 
spoon feed dispersion of  facts. Any person’s beliefs can 
be twisted by greed. So open overt debate on the issues 
is needed before greed damages our health, our world, 
and our children. We all share air, we need to care.

4. Democracy is total voluntary participation 
of  the public in all governmental affairs, what we 
have now is a republic not a TRUE democracy. 
Everyone must have an equal chance to voice and vote 
on ALL issues. 
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deal with it. There is still a basic programmed innate 
instinct in most to not kill. 

The enemy of  humanity is indeed anyone who 
thinks that killing innocent members of  humanity 
is in any way justifiable.

All law has dictated that you cannot defend yourself  
in a murder trial with the “He killed first” defense. 
This tit for tat instinct is childish. We try to teach our 
children to resist the instant revenge instinct and to not 
stoop to the same level. Psychopaths and childish small 
minds cling to immature revenge motives. 

10. We must recognize that some small percent 
of  the population is born psychopathic without 
any respect or compassion for others. These people 
have no reserve in killing innocent children. Some 
people become psychopathic from the stress of  life. 
Psychopaths must not be elected to power. No country 
especially America should allow a single person (the 
president) to kill needlessly without explanation. A 

weakness of  character.
Femininity and compassion is often a sign of  

strength of  character not weakness of  mind.  We need 
to acknowledge the biodiversity of  the human race and 
realize the freedom of  choice in sexual identity. Our 
society should discourage thinking with the little head 
and think more with the big head. The choice of  sexual 
identity and preference should be made in the big head 
not the little head.

8. Revenge is not Justice.
The best revenge is success not killing. Our society 

has insisted that revenge is not a reason for defense in 
a killing. If  your neighbor launches a rocket killing your 
friend, it is not a reason for you to do the same and kill 
him. Killing is always wrong. The appropriate action is 
to let the authorities handle it. But what if  there are 
no authorities. In the Mid-East as everywhere, there are 
psychopaths from birth or from the pain of  life that 
will launch a rocket into another country and kill some 

people. There is no authority of  international law of  any 
respect or competency that can stop all psychopaths. So 
the affected country retaliates. The anger escalates and 
the frustrated people glorify the killing.

There are two solutions. One if  a competent 
respected independent international authority can 
be established. But, the UN veto of  a few countries 
prohibits this. The other solution is to teach the world 
to not glorify violence, not to use religion to falsely 
rationalize violence, and to learn that thou shalt not kill 
is a commandment. Learn to resist the psychopathic 
urge to kill for revenge.

9. The worst sin is twisting revenge killing to 
be religious, this perverted misrepresentation of  
justifying or rationalizing revenge killing is the ultimate 
display of  nonreligious, fiendish, or evil psychopathic 
thoughts.

The only way to stop killing is to stop killing, “Thou 
Shall Not Kill” is a commandment not a guideline.

We need to develop more spiritual leaders and more 
ecclesiastical ways of  acting in the world. (Hypocritical 
leaders who mask their revenge killing as spiritual need 
to be stopped, they need to be chastised and corrected.) 
George Bush said that God told him to kill people. I 
got a tip for all, especially our leaders. If  someone is 
telling you to kill, it is not God. God does not tell you 
to kill people. He might help you defend yourself  and 
your family, But not to kill people, especially innocent 
children.

It is OK to defend one’s country, but to attack 
another country and kill innocents is undeniably wrong, 
to do it in the name of  religion is the most extreme evil. 
People are now taught to hate and kill. Somebody must 
protect the children.

We are conditioning our children to kill with 
computer games. The television and movies also 
contribute to the conditioning. Even our churches now 
partake with this mind control allowing killing. We can 
teach people to kill, but we cannot teach them how to 
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hate the concept of  the powers of  the mind. Their little 
minds are jealous and they give incredible resistance to 
large more powerful minds. Scientists, politicians, even 
bureaucrats must learn about the powers of  the mind.

13. America has given its self  the right to listen 
to any form of  communication, e-mail, bank 
transaction, phone conversation, etc. They even 
prohibit people from using codes. People living good 
lives do not fear being heard, they fear small minds from 
misunderstanding the communication. And thus good 
people can be wrongfully attacked indicted or worse. 
They then have to spend massive amounts of  money to 
defend themselves needlessly. A clear headed appraisal 
of  conversation is not feared. The fear is a small petty 
mind misinterpreting and crating problems that are not 
there. Good citizens fear the small petty lizard brain. 

14. We need a true Health Care system that 
involves increasing Wellness and Health of  the 
people. The Ultra Rich put profits above people and 
prohibit the FDA from stopping the sale of  cigarettes. 
The three largest killers of  people are tobacco, patent 
SINthetic medications and white processed dextrose 
sugar. These three must be stopped.  The Ultra Rich push 
quick fat making white dextrose sugar over healthier 
laevulose fruit sugar; they push meat over vegetables, 
and a disease care system over a health or wellness care. 
Disease care is a major source of  profit. The Ultra Rich 
push SINthetic patent drugs, limit malpractice suits, 
prosecute dissenters, pollute the waters, destroy the 
trees, prompt stupidity, push a drug culture and slowly 
stop protesters and squelch free speech. They profit on 
disease not health or education. 

15. We need to progress to a modern farming 
society. We need more oxygen and less carbon dioxide. 
Plants eat carbon dioxide and give off  oxygen. Plants 
are healthier. New bio-fuels and bio-mass conversions 
can create the fuel oils we need with much less pollution. 

single person could succumb to hatred, illness, or 
temporary insanity. A psychopath could masquerade as 
a normal person, get into power and then do damage 
to the world.  How do tell who is a psychopath? Easy. 
It is the person in the bar who says “kill them all.” It 
is the person who says we should have nuked them all, 
we should fight to the last man. If  the psychopaths in 
Japan who wanted to fight to the last man had their way, 
there would be no more Japanese people today. This is 
the height of  male testosterone psychopathic stupidity. 
If  you think that it was OK for Truman to drop two 
atomic bombs without warning on nonmilitary targets 
killing women and innocent children, perhaps you 
are either ill-informed or a psychopath. If  you think 
that revenge justifies killing, If  you think that killing 
innocent children is OK then you fail the test of  
normal humanity. Normal people care about children, 
psychopaths do not.

11. America must not let the private banks write 
money or control the economy. The Federal Reserve 
is a private corporation with secret owners that reports 
to no one. The Federal Reserve is no more Federal than 
Federal Express. America is changing from a country of  
freeholders of  land to a country of  indentured servants 
and employees. The rest of  the world must not let this 
continue as well. China and America must have some 
more responsible cooperation and should have to play 
by the rules. The US Federal Reserve must be made 
truly federal.  If  we take back the Federal reserve then 
the American people will not have to pay themselves 
interest as we now pay the covert Ultra Rich owners 
of  the Federal Reserve. America can stop the hypocrisy 
and sanctimonious greed of  the Ultra Rich.

12. We must accept the powers of  the mind and 
realize that happiness is a factor contained in the 
mind and not contained in things or articles. The 
mind can do anything it just takes time. There is truly 
power in the human mind. The evil lizard small minds 
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bickering on the tiny differences and focus more on the 
similarities. Do not kill, steal, lie, cheat, or covet. Love 
thy neighbor and judge not. The people of  the world 
must all learn to not glorify killing in any fashion. We 
must learn to forgive the sinner and hate the sin. We 
must learn to detect the psychopath and not glorify 
him, do not lend him money, and especially do not elect 
a psychopath to major office no matter how much he 
pretends to be nice. 

20. The Key’s are Awareness, Non-Judgmental, 
Enthusiasm, Cooperation, and Compassion for 
others all through the powers of  the human mind. 
Our society has become self  obsessed and needs to 
become more social and less individual. There is power 
in the human mind and there is more power in the 
collective unconscious of  humanity. Happiness, Love, 
Compassion, Satisfaction, Freedom, Liberty all exist 
in the mind. The Angel advents in a new era of  the 

The technology is there but it would shift power from 
to fossil fuel mid-east to farming countries. We need to 
return to the garden.

Science needs to develop more humility and respect 
its limitations and to not just glorify its discoveries. The 
natural process is still undiscovered.  We must revere 
Nature over the SINthetic. In every facet of  life the 
mind of  man pales to the mind of  nature. We need 
to work with nature not against it. Profit is not more 
important than people.

16. People want altered states of  consciousness. 
The desperation and frustration of  no opportunity of  
the poor make the desire for drugs even more. People 
need to develop more natural means of  altering the mind 
like meditation, exercise, compassion etc. Americans 
not America needs to learn to say no to drugs, all drugs.

17. One language for the world would help to 
foster communication. English, because of  the 
movies and music industry has come close. It is a 
business language because of  its clarity. A simple form 
of  the language would help people to better cooperate 
with the world. The angel has made Learn English 
Fast television to help people to quickly learn the most 
universal language in the world..

18. The war machine weapons manufacturers are 
just as responsible for the killing as the killer. This 
war machine has made killing easy and they perpetuate 
anger hatred and killing. The man selling the machine 
gun is just as responsible as the man who uses it. 

19. We must learn that the sons of  Abraham 
share a religious true historical background. A 
simple adjustment in the history and the Bible comes 
to life for three religions, Christian, Islam, and Jewish. 
Buddhism, Hinduism, and all of  the great religions 
have more in common than different. We need to stop 
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- More on Desiré is on her personal radio station 
www.desifm.net
- I-AM films at www.i-am-films.com
- Change the world – www.ctw-productions.com
- Angel of  God – www.theangelofgod.com

Don’t shoot the messenger, evaluate the message. 
Don’t shoot the angel, evaluate the angelic song. 

It might seem that this impossible, that greed and 
the Ultra Rich are too powerful. There is one thing 
they fear, awareness. Their secrets fear cognizance, 
their darkness fears the light, their covert delusions of  
their false beliefs fear education, most specifically equal 
economic education. Knowledge and information are 
needed.

Victor Hugo said it best “There is one thing more 
powerful than all of  the armies of  the world, an idea 
whose time has come”. It is time for the message of  
the Angel. Care, Share, and Repair this world. Stand up 
against the greedy angry negative false beliefs of  the 
Lizard petty small mind. Think with the big head not 
the little head.

Rev 20 “And I saw an Angel... laying hands on the 
dragon that old serpent, that lizard, the Devil, Satan. 
And the Angel bound him for a thousand years”       

To do this we just have to wake people to the new 
ideas, enlighten people to the problem, shine light 
on the evil darkness, reveal their secrets, use equal 
education to teach the basic ideals, replace unbounded 
greed with honor, anger and hate with compassion, and 
allow challenge to the old delusions of  false beliefs. The 
life and work of  this Angel is strategically designed to 
convey this message. Help to spread the message to 
save the world. Just the power of  this book can start 
the change.

mind and its powers. The evil aliens feed on negativity 
in humans; we can starve them with love.

The people must become aware of  what’s really 
happening. The people must learn not to judge others 
so quickly but judge the actions. The people must 
become enthusiastic and learn to turn on the light 
within them. Enthusiasm is the light within. When 
people learn the powers of  the mind, they get true 
equality of  education, they learn to subdue greed and 
replace it with honor, they learn to subdue anger and 
replace it with compassion, and they learn to open-
mindedly challenge their false beliefs. This can lead to 
a thousand years of  peace and harmony. We can get to 
the millennium promised in the scriptures. 

The hardest thing for the Angel to do is to get people 
to care. People have been taught and conditioned to 
not care. They care more for the cigarette than their 
children or themselves. The Angel must get some of  the 
world to care. Caring is the base of  health, happiness 
of  the individual and our society. Most of  the world is 
too bitter to care. The Bible says that there will be one 
hundred million angels in this world of  over 6 billion 
people, (about 2%). If  this book has found its way to 
your mind, then you are possibly one of  the ones to 
make a difference. If  you can overcome your negativity 
for life and open your eyes to the messages, you are 
destined for joy and satisfaction. Care and Share. 

Join the angel and become one of  the hundred 
million angels that will save and survive the new world. 
Reduce jealousy, negativity and envy for the angel’s 
work.  Don’t detract from the message with petty 
criticisms. Get others to read this book and start to 
wake up, become aware and find the light within.

- The story on the net is at
www.thousandyearsofpeace.com 
- There is more on the internet TV station
www.tmttv.com, which stands for Too Much Truth 
TV.  Or Learn English Fast TV, www.leftv.com.
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In the next few years new discoveries will tell us that 
what we did the last few years was wrong and silly. But 
then the scientists make the same mistake they have 
made for the last centuries. We do not know enough 
to duplicate nature and thus we should bring humility 
back into our science and especially our medicine.

2. Small minded Geeks are in power and they 
cannot see the big picture. They are easily bought by 
lobby groups. There small petty minds can do not 
like words like freedom, international, holistic, non-
reductionism, choice, prayer, compassion, quantum, 
spirit, biofeedback, Dr. Nelson. These things they hate 
and they give incredible resistance to great spirits.

FROM THE ANGEL
The world faces destruction from many potential 

threats.

1. Synthetic Chemistry is polluting, corrupting and 
poisoning our bodies and the world. They now have 
SINthetic patents on living things such as bacteria 
and animals. A toxic chemical has a half  life and will 
gradually be destroyed. A toxic organism however will 
proliferate and grow maybe to destroy our existence.

Science is always proud and feels that today we know 
enough to duplicate nature, to make synthetic foods etc. 

THE FINAL MESSAGE
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on 21/12/2012. If  the people of  the planet can master 
and overcome Greed, Anger, and the Delusions of  
false belief, and if  they can learn to master the powers 
of  the mind, Perhaps the Angel can Prevent this.

The Bible says that at the end there will be 10,000 
times 10,000 angels on the planet. I am just the one 
who is to defeat the devil, that lizard, that dragon. Will 
there be 100 million angels to use the powers of  the 
mind on 21/12/2012 and thus prevent the disaster? Or 
will there only be 100 million survivors of  the disaster? 
Will it take the total destruction of  all of  the planets 
buildings, roads, infrastructure, technology and all 
possessions and belongings to teach people to release 
greed?

Is greed so strong that it will take the total destruction 
of  the people’s property and loss of  billions of  lives to 
teach the lesson? Jesus taught us the lesson of  how to 
release greed. Will we learn his lesson? Or will it take a 
cataclysm like none before to teach us.

What stands in our way is the Rich Greedy People, 
who do not want to share their education money. There 
are small petty minded Geeks that serve the Rich and 
attack the righteous.

The planet Earth is in jeopardy. There might be a 
worldwide shift in the planets crust that could destroy 
our entire infrastructure. It will take decades to rebuild 
our manufacturing back.

Right now we need to make some of  our 
infrastructure quake proof  even at a 16 Richter scale 
event. Right now we need to make very durable 
computers and technology designed to last for decades 
while we rebuild. The Earth is in danger of  a Planet 
killing asteroid or comet. We should be looking to now 
colonize the Moon, Mars, Venus, or even build a space 
ship worth living on and raising a family on for decades 
on a trip to another Star. A real star ship Enterprise.

This could be built for about 50 billion dollars. Last 
year Saudi Arabia bought fifty billion dollars of  weapons 
and the weapons manufacturer when challenged about 

The Geeks stop people from having freedom of  
choice and from realizing the powers of  the mind. 

3. Psychopaths can act charming and get voted into 
office and use weapons of  mass destruction against 
children. Thus the psychopath spreads hate, anger, 
revenge, delusion. Psychopaths are responsible for the 
need of  massive weapon manufacture and sales. This 
incredible War Machine feeds the Rich and Threatens 
the Planet. As well as diverting money away from 
education and social needs.

4. Judgmental, Prejudice, and Discrimination abound 
from an UnEqual Economic Education.

5. Greed feeds the spiral of  evil and wrong doing. 
There are very very rich people who do not pay taxes, 
and do not live by the rules of  our society. They protect 
each other with a wink and a grin. They try to control 
all of  our lives. Forces like Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big

Pharmaceuticals are killing people by the multi 
millions. But they have so much money to buy Geeks 
that they are thus far untouchable.

6. The World News and Movie Media is controlled 
by the incredibly Rich. Thus they can control all of  what 
and how we see the world. They can slant, censor, twist 
and deceive the public. They can tell people who to be, 
what to buy, and where to stand, when to be a good 
little sheep and how to fear the power of  Big Money 
and the Geek driven authorities. They now have the 
power to review all electronic communication, all bank 
transactions, they control all movies, papers, radio, TV 
etc. and thus they are now on the brink of  total control.

If  they can censor the internet they will succeed. If  
we let them.

7. Stupidity and the lack of  good equal education 
as well as a lack of  hope and aspiration of  so many 
frustrated with the inequality has left the people with a 
disdain for schools, a dread of  learning and a mindless 
group of  stupid sheep who will listen blindly to the 
Controlled Media of  the big money machine.

8. There will be a massive gravity torque on the planet 
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the lack of  humanity, said “It’s OK we sold 30 billion 
to Israel to balance it out”. The problem with spending 
money on this is that if  you do not use the weapons 
then you feel it was a waste of  money. There is an 
unconscious need to use the weapons. Any money 
spent on such weapons is always in every way a waste.

Humanity has the technology and the minds to do 
this. What stands in our way is one thing. The massive 
profit that weapons technology sales makes. The money 
that could be used for preserving the human race is 
spent on the foolish principle of  destroying other 
humans. There are rich powerful greedy people who 
fan the fires of  hatred and profit from the war machine.  
This must be stopped and humanity must learn to value 
what is really valuable.

There are psychopaths that threaten our existence 
with weapons and those that profit from the threat. 
Humanity has other threats to deal with than from 
itself. The human could go extinct if  we do not watch 
out. Humanity should look for a better way to spend 
its money.

We must be able to detect the Geeks, Detect the 
Psychopaths, Detect the excessive Greedy, Detect the 
Prejudice, Detect the False Beliefs, and help these 
people to grow and to find their way. This book is just 
a message of  how possibly to begin. Equal Economic 
Education is a good way to start.

Every movie I make, every musical piece I compose 
every song I sing, every word I write, every breath I 
take, is designed to help with this process. I hope that 
this book can touch your heart and help your mind, 
while calming your soul.

This is the message of  the Angel. To find out 
more go to the books, the journals, the movies, the 
music, and the lessons.
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Most talán sokan meglepődnek, s még többen 
azt hiszik, hogy valami elírás történt… De nem, 
semmi ilyesmiről nincs szó. Pusztán arról, hogy 
a Griff Gentlemen’s, helyesebben szólva ősztől 
már a Griff Ladies & Gentlemen egy új, komplett 
női kollekcióval áll a nagyközönség elé – a már 
jól ismert férfi brandek mellett. Az új férfi és női 
kollekcióról, s természetesen a megújulás okáról 
kérdeztük Sütő Zoltánt, a divatcég tulajdonosát, 
elnök-vezérigazgatóját.

Az utóbbi időben mintha kevesebbet hallottunk 
volna a Griffről… Most meg hirtelen egy ilyen 
óriási váltással lép ismét a nagyközönség elé! 
Igen, a 2003-as Nagy Ő kampány óta kicsit 
„csendesebbek” voltunk, az akkori arculatváltás 
nagyon jól sikerült, elértük a célunkat. De a célok 
folyamatosan változnak, bővülnek, aktualizálód-
nak – és most szeretnénk ismét továbblépni.
A Griff eddigi sikere mindig is abban rejlett, 
hogy képes volt a folyamatos megújulásra, a 
piac diktálta feltételekre való gyors reagálásra, 
a vevői igényekhez történő igazodásra. Sokan 
ott hibázzák el, hogy félnek a változástól; azt 
hiszik, az egy „szükséges rossz”, pedig ez visz 
bennünket előre.
Egyszóval: változtatni kell!  

Tehát elérkezettnek látta a változtatást, a meg-
újulást? 
Igen, elérkezett az idő… Az előző esztendők ta-
pasztalata alapján elmondhatjuk, hogy a Griff 
vásárlóközönsége átalakult, bizonyos értelem-
ben beszűkült. Ezért úgy döntöttünk, hogy 
nyit nunk kell más irányba is. Így első lépésként 
a férfi vonalat tekintve egyfajta újrapozi-
cionálásba kezdtünk, magasabb kategóriába 
emelve termékeinket. Az volt a célunk, hogy a 
már meglévő Griff vásárlók mellett egy újabb 
vásárlóréteget  is szólítsunk meg. 
Ezen megújulás jegyében 2007 őszétől megje-
lentek a világhírű „multi brands”-ek:  a Joop!, a 
Lubiam, a Tombolini és a Camel. És mondhatom, 
hogy a kitűzött célt teljes mértékben elértük e 
márkákkal.

A következő „lépcsőfok” pedig a Griff Ladies női 
kollekció lesz? 
Igen, az idei őszön egy teljes női kollek cióval 
lépünk a nagyközönség elé. Griff Gent lemen’s 

és a nők… az gondolhatják, van itt némi ellent-
mondás, pedig a Griff és a nők „kapcsolata” már 
hosszú évekre nyúlik vissza. Ugyanis a férfiak, így 
a Griffnél vásárlók többsége is hölgykísértben 
tér be vásárolni, akik gyakran feltették a kérdést, 
hogy miért nincsen női kollekciónk… Igazából 
ezt, a már meglévő igényt szeretnénk kielégíteni 
a közeljövőben.  Már most is megtekinthető az 
üzletben egy női „mintakollekció”, melyet ki-
mondottan arra készítettünk, hogy felmérjük a 
tényleges igényeket, keresletet.

És milyenek a tapasztalatok?
Már ez a „mintakollekció” is nagy nép sze rű-
ség nek örvend, nagyon jók a vásárlói vissza-
jelzések. És ezek a pozitív visszhangok mege-
rő sítettek minket abban, hogy jó úton járunk, 
és igenis, van igény a minőségi, stílusos, ele-
gáns női öltözetekre is.  Ősztől pedig olyan 
világhírű márkákat forgalmazunk női vonalon, 
mint például a Joop! De természetesen nem 
csupán az elegáns stílusban gondolkodunk, a 
casual irány is teret kap. A jelenleg oly népszerű 
Basefield férfi kollekciója mellett megjelenik a 
női kollekciójuk is a Griff üzletekben.

És hogyan látja a jövőt?
Pozitív várakozással tekintek az őszi-téli szezon 
elé. Az eddigi tapasztalatok, visszajelzések a 
multi brands termékekre és a női kollekcióra 
vonatkozóan, továbbá az elmúlt 22 év azt 
mutatja, hogy a Griffnek van létjogosultsága 
a magyar piacon. Mindig képesek voltunk 
a megújulásra, s hajlandóak voltunk változ-
tatni, tovább lépni. Nem lehet kényelmesen 
hátradőlni, hanem folyamatosan figyelnünk kell 
a piaci feltételeket, és rugalmasan reagálnunk 
ezekre. És ez a jövőben is így lesz!

Battle of the Milennia: 
David Desi vs. Goliaths
by Heather Swanson

THE GOLIETHS 
Big 
Sugar Big

Tobacco 
FDA Corporate

Music Big
Pharmaceuticals

Hollywood
Media Mafia

There’s a battle outside your door, shaking your house. The battle 
cry has reached your ears; it’s raging in them.  Only this is between 
the big guy and the little guy, and you don’t think he has a chance. 
Or are you already getting prepared to live under the big guy for the 
rest of your life? 

We all remember the story of David and Goliath. Well, today, it’s 
not just one Goliath, it’s a host of THE GOLIETHS that freely roam 
the earth victimizing the human race all in the name on greed and 
money.

So, about now, you are thinking: This is a big fairy tale, right?
Let’s meet our modern-day corporate Goliaths:

1) Big Sugar. Don’t tell me you don’t eat it. Dig your teeth into 
this: white dextrose sugar weakens the immune system and causes 
obesity. Over consumption of sugar is linked to lethal health prob-
lems and terminal illnesses such as diabetes and heart disease and it 
happens to be one of America’s top money makers.

2) Big Tobacco. One in every five deaths in the United States is 
smoking related.
Need we say more? It’s legal, socially acceptable, and though a con-
sumable drug (right?) The FDA happens not to be responsible for it. 

3) The FDA. A kind of Igor, Frankenstein’s assistant, for these Goli-
aths. A polyspermic agency, which has risen to its Goliath stature by 
consuming billions of dollars fed to it by pharmaceutical, big sugar, 
and other bribes. The FDA protects big sugar, big pharmaceuticals, 
and big tobacco more than it protects the American people.

4) The Music Industry. Think the death of Woodstock and the 
birth of MTV. Opposing, independent ideas, free creativity and a host 
of concepts related to freedom of expression, music has become a 
bloody battle for sales and power for this race of Mega-Poptarts. Its 
all about hype and nothing about talent.

5) The Pharmaceutical Industry. A multi-billion dollar 
business, the backbone of current allopathic medicinal practice, a 
leading cause of death in the USA and a killer of over one million 
Americans yearly.

6) Hollywood. One consumable that needs no introduction. In 
America, 99% of homes have at least one television set. In 2004, top 
studios totaled revenues of $7.4 billion from world box-office sales, 

$20.9 billion from world video sales, and $17.7 billion from world 
television licensing. Hollywood is a media monopoly with no room 
for protest or true idealism.

Now, meet David...I mean, Desi. Poet, musician, and healer Desiré 
Dubounet is currently fighting a 6-way battle armed only with her 
special superpower, clarity of mind, and the SCIO - a biofeedback 
machine Desire patented that caught the FDA’s attention because 
it doesn’t match their “regular” clients. It’s chemical free and doesn’t 
need the FDA to market it because people buy it because it works. 
In 2002, 785 died from falling over furniture to date, no one has died 
due to use of the SCIO. So, why don’t they go investigate furniture 
manufacturers? 

With her independent media company Change the World Produc-
tions, Desiré has been fighting the propaganda that has monopo-
lized multimedia for generations. If you take a trillion dollars and 
stack them up, they would reach to the moon and back. Well, these 
trillion dollar industrial Goliaths are pitting themselves against one, 
solitary individual who has stood up and showed that there is a dif-
ferent way – a better, more noble path to the future betterment of 
this planet. After all, it isn’t an accident that her company is called 
Change the World Productions. It’s Desiré Dubounet’s fate. 

Take a stand today behind truth and justice: Join Desi in the fight 
against these malformed modern-day Goliaths that now terrorise 
our lives.

www.i-am-films.com
www.leftv.com
www.tmttv.com
www.desifm.net
www.theangelofgod.com
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